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ABSTRACT 
A system-wide educational change has been implemented in primary, secondary 
and tertiary education in Thailand. One major aspect of the change was the requirement 
for all students from grade I onwards to study English as a second language (ESL). The 
change requires new methods of teaching and learning, such as cooperative learning, to 
be introduced in Thai ESL classrooms. This study aims to determine if cooperative 
learning improves English reading comprehension, and attitude and behaviour to 
learning ESL, compared to a Thai communicative methodology. 
The study was conducted in three phases. Phase 1 involved creating a linear 
scale of English reading comprehension and, separately, a joint scale of attitude and 
behaviour. Phase 2 involved an experiment group taught by cooperative learning and a 
control group taught by a Thai communicative group method. Phase 3 involved the 
trainee teachers keeping journal records of their attitude and behaviour towards 
cooperative learning. 
Reading comprehension was measured in three aspects: understanding the main 
facts, sequencing the order of ideas, and understanding the meaning from pictures. Data 
from 300 Prathom (grade) 6 students were analysed with a Rasch computer program to 
create a linear scale with 28 items from an initial group of 60 items. The data were 
shown to be valid and reliable, and tn support the model behind the reading 
comprehension questions. 
Attitude and behaviour towards the ESL classroom were measured on the same 
scale from two aspects: teaching and lea_rning activities, and classroom interaction tasks. 
Data from 300 Prathom 6 students were analysed with a Rasch computer program to 
create a linear scale with 24 items from an initial group of 60 items. The data were 
shown to be valid and reliable, and to support the model behind the attitude and 
behaviour questionnaire. 
In phase 2 of the study, the experiment involved 96 students from three primary 
schools in Ratchaburi, Thailand. The students from each school were randomly 
assigned to an experimental group and a control group. The experimental group was 
taught by using cooperative learning and the control group was taught by the Thai 
communicative method. Great care was taken to ensure that students were treated the 
same in all respects, except the method of learning, in both the experimental and control 
groups. Pretest and posttest measures were administered and significant differences 
tested using ANOV A (SPSS). 
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The four main findings from the experiment (phase 2) were that: 1. Students improved their English reading comprehension under both the cooperative learning and Thai communicative group methods of teaching; 2. Students improved their English reading comprehension under the cooperative learning method significantly more than under the Thai communicative group method; 3. Students improved their attitude and behaviour towards learning English as a second language under both the cooperative learning and Thai communicative group methods of teaching; and 4. Students improved their attitude and behaviour towards learning English as a second language significantly more under the cooperative learning method than under the Thai communicative group method of teaching. 
In phase 3, the trainee teachers recmnmended implementation in teacher training of the results of this study in teaching cooperative learning methods in Thailand. The findings have implications for English teachers, administrators, teacher educators and for future research in Thailand. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter introduces the reader to the development of English reading 
comprehension in primary school in Thailand as one of the objectives of the Thai 
educational system which has now being changed by authority of the National 
Education Act (1999). This Act describes a major, system-wide change to primary, 
secondary and tertiary education in Thailand, and teacher training is one area that must 
be changed as part this Act, especially in the English as Second Language courses. 
English is now being taught to all primary students from grade one, and could be 
improved through the use by teachers of the cooperative learning methods for teaching 
reading comprehension, rather than the traditional Thai communicative method ( defined 
later in this chapter). 
The Thai Educational System 
The structure of the education system 
In Thailand, the current education system plan provides six years for primary 
school and three plus three years for secondary school, followed by higher education. 
The primary school is made up of Prathom one through Prathom six (equivalent to 
grade one through Grade six of the American School System). The secondary school 
consists of Matayom one through Matayom six ( equivalent to Grade seven through 
Grade twelve of the American School System). 
English instruction begins at Prathom one (aged 7 years). There is Preparatory 
English for Prathom one-two, Literacy English for Prathom three-four, and 
Fundamental English for Prathom five-six (Primary School Education, 1996). The 
instructional plan is for 4 hours per week of tuition, during which the emphasis is on the 
four skills of language learning : listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
The subjects for secondary school are classified into 8 groups : Health Education 
and Physical Education; Art, Music and Dramatic Art; Mathematics; Thai Language; 
Social Studies; Science and Technoiogy; Career and Work Education; and English 
Language. The first three years of secondary school, Matayom one to three are 
considered to be lower secondary school, and Matayom four to six are the higher 
secondary level. At the secondary level, English is now a compulsory subject. The 
instructional plan is for a four hours per week Core Course whic.h emphasizes the four 
skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing English. .There is a choice of an 
additional elective for two hours per week: Activating English or Basic Reading 
(Ministry of Education, 1 996). English courses offered at the higher secondary school 
level can be divided into three categories. The first one is a General English course 
dealing with four basic communication skills-listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
The second is an advanced English course emphasising specific skills in reading and 
writing, and the third is Technical English. 
Higher education in Thailand includes Rajabhat institutes, technical institutes, 
private colleges, and universities. Students who have completed the secondary school 
level are eligible for entrance examination to colleges and universities. All the 
Rajabhats which are the main teacher training institutes in Thailand now operate on a 
semester and credit/grade system: a four-year degree requires that a student study a 
course that has 1 30-1 40 credits, includLllg a foreign language. English is compulsory in 
the first year of all Rajabhats and, in many, it is compulsory in the second year and 
beyond, depending on the subject area studied. At present, many Rajabhats give the 
major emphasis to reading skills, with separate listening and speaking classes. Since 
English is not the medium of instruction in the �jab!,ats, relatively few students will 
need to speak or listen to English, but a reading knowledge of the language will always 
be essential, not only for all educated persons but for almost anyone, who goes beyond 
the secondary school stage of education. 
The Reforms of 1 999 
Education reform introduced by the National Education Act of 1 999 of Thailand 
is based on five principles. The first principle involves learning to be good citizens. A 
new generation of Thai citizens must be equipped with both knowledge and morality. 
Students must have sympathy for other people, discipline, and a great sense of 
responsibility. The second involves learning to create a strong society. When Thai 
citizens share the same ideals and understand how to think and solve problems, and 
learn to sacrifice for the common good, there will be less conflict and tension in society. 
Reform of the political and economic systems, as well as the civil service, will be 
attainable. The third involves learning to cope with globalisation. In the age of 
globalisation, Thai students must learn to get information and make use of it. 
Knowledge of a foreign language is therefore necessary, if Thai people are to utilise the 
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internet and new information technologies. The fourth involves learning through 
partnerships, because the current learning reform needs the participation of parents and 
communities. The fifth involves learning in line with education's legal requirements. 
The teacher's role must change from being a 'teller' to a 'facilitator', while learners 
should be able to learn by themselves. To be able to do so, students need model 
teachers to tell them how to learn, where to get information, and how to make use of it 
( Thai National Education Act 1999, p. 32). 
Teacher training in the Rajabhat Institutes in Thailand 
There are now 41 Rajabhat institutes which were formerly Thailand's teacher­
training colleges. The Office of Rajabhat Institutes Council (ORIC) is the department 
within the Ministry of Education which has responsibility for the overall administration 
for all of Thailand's 41 regionally-based Rajabhat Institutes. These colleges are now 
responsible for full-time and in-service teacher training, and for the operation of any 
other programs supported by government budget allocations (ORIC, Ministry of 
Education 1 998, p. 2). 
As a result of this education reformation in Thailand, there have been changes 
m the curricula of Rajabhat Institutes. The office of the National Education 
Commission (1 999) considerP:d that "The Rajabhat Institutes shall be graduate 
education institutes for local devdvpment with the �bjective of providing academic and 
high level vocational education: conduct research as academic service to the general 
public: improve, transfer and develop technology ... " (ORIC, Ministry of Education., 
1998, p. 2). There has, therefore, been a concerted effort to upgrade training and 
education of the Thai population. This has made it necessary to alter and develop the 
Rajabhat Institutes to consider the needs of a wider section of the population, especially 
for trainee teachers, to prepare them to serve their communities and to improve the 
process of developing their ability to meet basic average criteria in English. 
The general problem of the limited proficiency of English teachers m the 
Rajabhat Institutes still remains. Students who would like to become English teachers 
have lower entrance requirements than the ones who enter from other fields or the ones 
who pass the university entrance examination. Thus. the Rajabhat Institute lecturers 
have weaker students than those in universities (Wongsothorn, 1996, pp. 99-100). 
While this is a problem for the Rajabhat Institute lecturers, the English trainee teach1.::rs 
are well motivated to become good professional teachers, and they are keen to do well. 
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English as a Second Language 
Importance of English language study 
At present in Thai schools, the emphasis in the English language progran1 is 
given to the development of reading skills, although the other macro-skills of listening, 
speaking and writing are also taught. A reading knowledge of the language will always 
be essential, not only for all educated persons, but also for almost anyone who goes 
beyond the primary school stage of education. Because of globalisation, English is a 
compulsory subject for Thai school students at all levels. Although Thai students start 
to learn English at the fundamental level of education in Prathom 1 (grade 1 ), most 
students achieve only a low level of English proficiency and, as a result, cannot read, 
write or communicate in English. Their English proficiency level seems to be lower 
than the English level needed for use (Savangvarorose, 1 992; Wongsothorn, 1996). A 
recent investigation of Metropolitan Bangkok schools, which can be found in 
Vacharaskunee (2000), shows the problem of English teaching rests with the teachers. 
In spite of the fact that students are taught English for more than 1 2  years before 
finishing their education, most of them cannot effectively use English (Torut, 1 994 ; 
Ministry of Education, 2000). Several research studies in the field of English reading in 
Thailand for the last fifteen years show that the English reading ability of secondary 
school students, even at university level, is low. Students cannot achieve the main 
objectives stated in the reading syllabus about reading for information, comprehension 
and critical reading of the texts (Chayarathee, 1 994; Sawasdiwong, 1 992 ; Vanichbutr, 
2000). 
Teaching English reading comprehension 
The main problems in teaching reading in Thailand would seem to stem from 
inappropriate methodology and a lack of teaching skills (Secondary School Education 
Report, 1 98 1 - 1985, p. 40). Studies have shown that many teachers are not skillful in 
relation to teaching methodology (Noisaengsri, 1 992; Chittawat, 1 995). Such studies as 
these showed that most of the teachers start their classes with the vocabulary item or 
grammatical structure presentation and then let the students read aloud, repeating the 
sentences, or a paragraph from the text. Frequently, students are required to read and 
translate sentence-by-sentence in-chorus or individually, a strategy that students find 
extremely boring. This traditional approach to teaching leads to the development of 
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negative attitudes towards learning English, as there IS no active participation and 
incentive in learning with this method of teaching. 
Training courses on appropriate methodologies for use in the teaching of reading 
have been organized so that teachers may benefit from research insights. Literacy 
research tends to focus on the design of successful instructional approaches (for 
example, in Hawaii, Au & Raphael, 2000). A method that has been found to be 
effective in teaching reading, and which may be used to assist teachers to achieve their 
goal, is cooperative learning. It is one of the most thoroughly researched of all 
instructional methods (Slavin, 1990a). Researchers agree that cooperative learning does 
have a positive effect on student achievement, if the approach includes both positive 
interdependence and individual responsibility (Whittaker, 1996). This is because, while 
working together in groups, students help and support each other's efforts and they 
interact, leading to positive attitudes in learning (Zisk, 1996). The approach 
recommended by Stark (2001) is also adopted in the English syllabus of the Thai 
Primary School Education Act 2539 (1996), where the objectives require students to be 
able to : 
1. communicate accurately and use suitable cultural forms; 
2. have enough basic English for their further education, or their vocation; 
3. use basic English in communication, sue� as mime, _in real situations; 
4. l1i1 ve knowledge and understanding of cultural norms in using English; 
5. acquire knowledge from reading English books and other English materials; 
and, 
6. have positive attitudes in studying English and appreciate the value of 
studying English. 
The English syllabus at primary level (1996) contains the following three 
suggestions about how to study and teach English in the classroom. The first is that the 
English syllabus emphasises students' English communicative ability. Students are 
expected to be able to use English in socio-cultural settings accurately and suitably. 
The second principle relates to student-centered education, and states that English 
should be used as much as possible with the help of a variety of materials at all levels of 
ability. The third is that the method should suit the level. In preparatory English for 
example, the emphasis is on enjoyable activities, related to listening and speaking in 
English. In Literacy English, eclectic activities in reading and writing are implemented, 
including spelling basic words which can lead the students to have the ability to 
communicate in the four skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) accurately and 
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suitably. Thus, again, all these guidelines are expected to lead to better English reading 
performance for Thai students. 
The guide�ines for managing English classroom teaching in Thai pnmary 
schools are centred on the student's ability to communicate in two ways. Namely, that 
students are able to use English in socio-cultural contexts, as well as to communicate 
ideas accurately and suitably. Classroom management should exhibit features such as a 
student-centered approach, and meaningful and varied communication activities. 
Students have the chance to practise communication by listening and speaking at 
Preparatory English level, practise communication by reading, writing and spelling 
words in the Literacy English level, and practise "sending and receiving" ideas by 
listening, speaking, reading and writing in the Fundamental English level. Cooperative 
learning combines the four skills by fostering social skills which promote interaction 
appropriate to the particular task. 
From these guidelines, it can be concluded that cooperative learning is a means 
of implementing student-centered activities, where mixed groups of students are 
working together to achieve the goal. Good communication and social skills are needed 
in order to develop a good working relationship. Through such good working 
relationships about reading materials in pairs and small groups, it is claimed that better 
reading comprehension will be achi�ved (Stark, 2001, p. 11). 
Up to this point, there has been very little reseaich about cooperative learning in 
English reading comprehension in Thailand (Intalaprasert, 1 991 ), but there has been 
some such research in teaching mathematics and science classes (Rattanakornkul, 1993; 
Whatsongnom, 1993). Towards filling this gap, the current research deals with English 
reading comprehension at the primary level. The design aims to compare the effects on 
English readins comprehension of teaching by two different methods, that is by the 
Thai communicative method, and by a cooperative learning method. It is based on three 
important aspects. The first important aspect is to measure reading comprehension on a 
linear scale. This has not been done before in Thailand and leads to better measurement 
of achievement in ESL. The second is to measure attitude and behaviour to reading 
comprehension taught by a cooperative learning method using a Rasch measurement 
model. This creates a linear, interval-level scale in which the difficulties of attitude and 
behaviour items are calibrated on the same scale. This has not been done before in 
Thailand and leads to better measurement and understanding of how students learn. 
The third is to test a model of attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension 
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taught by a cooperative learning method and try to explain how students learn English as a second language. This improves on the current models and explanations. 
Purpose 
This study, designed to investigate the implementation of a cooperative reading comprehension approach to instruction of English in Thai primary schools, has four a1ms : 1 .  To test the success of teaching English as a Second Language using a cooperative learning method of teaching reading comprehension compared with a Thai communicative method; 2. To investigate student self-reported attitude and behaviour in regard to learning English as a second language when students are taught using a cooperative learning method ( compared with a Thai communicative method); 3. To investigate trainee teacher self-reported attitude and behaviour in teaching English reading comprehension with cooperative learning, based on their journal reports; 4. To evaluate the results of the study for future policy, with the participating trainee teachers and their regular English teachers, at the participating schools, using a group discussion <1.pproach. 
Research Questions 
I .  Do the students improve their English reading comprehension as a result of being taught using a cooperative learning method compared with when they are taught using a Thai communicative method ? 2. What are Thai student self-reported attitudes and behaviours to learning English when taught using a cooperative learning method ? And are these different to those of students taught by a Thai communicative method ? 3. What are Thai trainee teacher self-reported attitudes and behaviors to teaching English using cooperative learning and Thai communicative methods ? 4. What recommendations can be given for better classroom implementation in English reading comprehension in the primary schools based on a group discussion by some of those involved in implementing the approach? 5. Can a linear measure of English reading comprehension, based on three activities 
7 
(understanding the main idea, sequencing the order, and understanding the meaning), be constructed using a Rasch measurement model? 6. Can a linear measure of attitude and behaviour to ESL, based on two aspects (teaching and learning activities, and classroom interaction) and two perspectives (ideally, this is what should happen, and this is what really happens), be constructed using a Rasch measurement model? 
Limitations 
The measures created in this study and the results of the experiment and interviews are limited in the scope to which they may be applicable. The attitude and behaviour measurement scale and the reading comprehension test scale were piloted with a large provincial government primary school in Thailand. They might not be applicable to most of Thailand, where other provincial schools exist under the control of the Ministry of Education and, in Bangkok, and where different problems exist. The actual experimental results of the research were derived from a sample of one large, one medium, and one small provincial government school, and, strictly, the results are not applicable to other types of provincial government schools in Thailand. For example, the results may not strictly apply to metropolitan Bar,gkck schools, to pnvate schools, or to other schools in the southern part of Thailand because there are socio-economic and cultural differences at these schools that might affect learning ESL. The experiment used only grade 6 students and the results may be applicable only to grade 6 students. Lower and higher grade students may learn ESL differently, perhaps because of less or more maturity, or there may be other reasons for the differences. The timing of the study for the participating students and trainee teachers had to fit with established scheduling and practice teaching. This was limited to the last part of the final semester of the three trainee teachers, before their completion of the practice teaching requirements of their diplomas. This was also the end of the school term for the three primary schools where the trainees practised. This very tight time limitation was successfully met by the teachers and schools involved. These time controls may mean that the results are not applicable to ordinary classroom times. The results might be applicable only to Thailand. They are not strictly applicable to other South East Asia countries, although they may be. 
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The usual limitation of self-reported questionnaires applies to the attitude and 
behaviour questionnaire used in this study. It is assumed that students and teachers give 
truthful and not socially desirable answers, and every effort was made to see that this 
happened, but some students might have given socially-desirable answers. 
Definition of terms 
In the context of this research study, terms have the following meaning. 
Primary School : Boys and girls must attend primary school from the age of seven 
years to twelve years in Thailand. 
Fundamental English : Three periods (20 minutes each) of Fundamental English must 
be provided in Prathom 6 , according to the curriculum 
English Reading Comprehension : Second language readers obtain meaning from 
texts by actively using both lower and higher level skills to decode the smaller elements 
and construct the meaning; by relating what they read to what they already know, they 
are able to understand the main ideas, sequence the order and obtain detailed 
information. 
Cooperative learning : This is an instructional technique, in which students are 
divided into small mixed groups working together to complete instructional activities. 
The steps of cooperative learning are based on Maltby, Gage and Berliner ( 1995, p. 
41 1 )  of Student Teams-Achievement Division. Here the method has been adapted with 
the creation of suitable steps for second language learners at the elementary level. 
According to this procedure, the teacher should: 
1 .  Clearly specify the objectives for the lesson (in Thai and English); 
2. Divide students into groups of 4 for each learning team Each team should be 
heterogeneous in terms of ability and gender; 
3. Introduce a new reading te}..1:. Students work freely in their groups to offer different 
answers to the problems, brainstorming, and sharing ideas, so they realize that their 
goal is understanding. They continue to work until each group member feels he/ she 
gets the concepts involved in the exercise, through questioning each ether in pairs; 
4. Evaluate the students' achievement and check for understanding, by testing, using 
task work ( such as cloze exercises) for the individuals separat�ly and for the team. 
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Rewards are given on a team basis, based on team achievement; 5. The team with the highest score is given a reward, or the team's work is displayed on the bulletin board. 
Thai communicative teaching method : This phrase is used to describe the normal teaching style used in their classrooms for teaching ESL. Although the latest English syllabus includes an emphasis on t.'1.e teaching of meaning rather than form, trainee teachers are still advised to use the 3 P procedure, Presentation, Practice and Production as a basic framework for their lessons. 1 Presentation. Teachers present new vocabulary and some expressions from the passage to the students (in Thai and English); 2 Practice. Students practise by repeating the new words and expressions after the teacher two or three times in whole class, groups and individually. Then they read the whole passage by themselves. Teachers ask questions about the passage, and in this way students practise answering the questions orally to the teacher; 3. Production. Students engage in production, by writing answers to the reading comprehension exercises. This traditional method, derived from behaviourist principles of an earlier time, 1s now most frequently adapted to introd:1.ce aspects of Communicative Language Teaching including some group and pair work. Thus the Thai ..,;ommunicative method could be described as a workable compromise in terms of approach and one considered best suited to the diverse conditions of the Thai ESL classroom As pointed out in the following extract from the Thai English Syllabus of 1996, p. 10. "The class teacher should emphasize child-centred activities of various kinds in · order to promote communication in different situations." 
English reading comprehension test : The test consisting of 32 multiple choice items was trialled with other Prathom 6 primary schools and then the data were analysed with a Rasch Measurement Model computer program (Andrich, Sheridan, Lyne & Lou, 2000) to create a linear scale. Data from 300 students were analysed with a Rasch computer program. Of the original 60 items, only 32 'survived' the analysis. The test is given in Appendix D. 
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Attitude and behaviour towards learning ESL: The learner version of the 
questionnaire contains 1 2  items on teaching/learning activities, and 8 items on 
classroom interaction. Each item was answered from the two perspectives of attitude 
and behaviour. Data were analysed with a Rasch measurement computer program to 
create a linear scale. For this, the 300 students who completed the comprehension test 
also completed the questionnaire. Twenty items out of the original thirty-two were 
found to form a unidimensional scale and were used subsequently in the teaching 
experiment. This questionnaire is given in Appendix C. 
Attitude and behaviour towards teaching ESL : The same questionnaire (in relation 
to cooperative learning) was used for the trainee teachers as for the English teachers. 
The questionnaire and the trainee teachers' journals were used in the evaluation 
interviews. The questionnaire is given in Appendix B. 
Group discussion: A discussion group is a small group made up of perhaps six to ten 
individuals with certain common feature characteristics, with whom a discussion can be 
held to focus onto a given issue or topic (Wellington, 1992, p.55). In this research, the 
group was used for evidence gathering and research management purposes as well as 
for analysing tr.� evidence gathered to arrive at policy recommendations, extending, 
thus, Wellington's definition of focus groups. The current study may therefore refer to 
problem solving group discussions. 
Structure of the thesis 
This thesis is comprised of three parts with a total of ten chapters and 
appendices. Part one ( chapters one to three) reports on the introduction, literature 
review and the theory. Part two reports the results of the actual teaching experiment 
(chapters four to seven). Part three (chapters eight to nine) reports on the results of the 
focus group discussions, conclusion and recommendations for future research and 
implications of the results of the study. Technical details are included in the 
Appendices. 
Part One 
Chapter one introduces the reader to the Thailand Educational System and 
Learning English as a Second Language. Background to the study is provided and its 
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relevance discussed. The research questions and aims of the study are also presented in this chapter. Chapter two is the literature review which highlights the model of teaching ESL and theories of learning ESL. The chapter also identifies the value of cooperative learning and a summary is presented. Chapter three presents the model and theoretical framework. Discussion from the problems with attitude and behaviour measures and problems with reading comprehension measured. The model to be tested is described. 
Part Two Part two of the study involves the experiment which consists of three chapters ( chapter 4-7). Chapter four is comprised of three parts Part one is a description of the attitude and behaviour questionnaire and English reading comprehension test, followed by the subsequent use of a Rasch model of measurement (Phase 1 ). The pilot test for the attitude and behaviour questionnaire and the pilot test for the English reading comprehension test is described, including the findings that provide directions for improvements to the questionnaire and English reading comprehension test. Part two (Phase 2) is a description about the experimental measures which include attitude and behaviour measures and reading comprehension measures. The intervie•:.' in Part three (fhase 3) is outlined and a summary is presented. Chapter five provides a description of the method of the study, including data collection. The controls and problems in the pretests, the experiment and the focus group are presented. Chapter six presents the data analysis and findings. The process of analysis using the RUMM (2010) computer program for the pilot study is explained and the results presented, giving the psychometric characteristics of both the attitude and behaviour measure and the reading comprehension measure. Final items selected are described and the data are analysed ready for the experiment. Possible future improvements are mentioned. Chapter seven presents the data analysis and finding using ANOVA for attitude and behaviour, and the reading comprehension results. 
Part three Part three consists of two chapters (chapters 8 and 9). Chapter eight explains the information presented at the discussion group, discusses the results of the study, 
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difficulties in implementation, and explanation of the results. The conclusions, and 
recommendations of the discussion group are presented. 
Chapter nine, the final chapter, provides a summary of the study and draws 
together the conclusions and implications of the study for Rajabhat Institute lecturers 
and students, the Thai secondary education system and for future research. The 
Appendices contain lesson plans and other data relevant to the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this chapter, the general subject of teaching second language reading is discussed, and then the whole-language-approach, based on assumptions about student­centred learning, as well as the theory of collaborative learning. The theory c,f cooperative learning is then summarized, including the organisation of cooperative learning studies. Cooperative learning concepts applied to the teaching of reading are summarised. Finally, research on the attitude and behaviour of students and teachers in learning and teaching are discussed. 
Teaching and models of reading 
Reading is a specialized and complex skill involving a number of more general skills that have to be understood in any serious analysis of the subject (Smith, 1971). It is an act of communication in which information is transferred from a transmitter to a receiver, whether the reader is a scholar deciphering an ancient text or a child identifying a single letter on a blackbvard. The teaching of reading is full of "mythology, opinion and polarized positions" (Goodman, 1968). The respective activities of breaking the codes and of gaining meaning "are seen by various theorists as having a different emphasis in the child's developing competence" (Riley, 1996, p. 17). The knowledge inside the reader's head which is the knowledge of what the world is like, of how language functions, as well as of the purposes and conventions of written language, is more important to comprehension than the information that actually appears on the printed page (Goodman, 1982; Smith, 1971). For example, readers interact with texts and arrive at their own interpretation of the text, based partly on the knowledge they draw from the text and partly on their prior knowledge of the topic ( Grabe, 1991; Carrell, 1985). Two of the dominant models directly oppose each other. 'Bottom-up' theories offer a subskills approach, which suggests that reading is learned initially by manipulating the smailest units of language (for example: letters, words). The reverse position is taken by theories commonly referred to as 'Top down'. These theories suggest that "the search for meaning is central from the outset, and that the main 
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strategies for decoding are prediction and guessing" (Riley, 1996, p. 17). Cooperative 
learning supports the 'top down' theory where the set tasks are planned to focus upon 
meaning above the word or sentence level. Studies show that skilled readers do not 
sample portions of the text, but rather process the whole text, rapidly and automatically. 
In currently accepted evidence-based model of reading, bottom-up process a.11d top­
down process proceed in parallel (Rumelhart, 1977; Stanovich, 1 980). Both sorts of 
processes are vital to skilled reading and thus to the teaching of reading comprehension 
to young learners. In support of this view, David Eskey contends that a good reading 
model must include sound decoding or bottom-up skills (Eskey, 1988). 
In terms of the value of collaborative activity for second language learning, 
research in the last twenty years has concentrated on oral rather than written work eg 
Long and Porter, 1 985, McGreary, 1986. Better understanding of content and greater 
opportunities to practice the language in meaningful situations resulted from group­
negotiated input (Doughty & Pica, 1986; Pica, 1987). One EFL study, of interest to this 
research, was the 1997 Jarvis and Robinson research into secondary EFL classrooms in 
Malaysia and how students appropriate language. Their major finding was that 
although teacher-fronted work may result in positive gains, small group work may be an 
even better locale for learning (Jarvis and Robinson, 1997, p.22 1). 
In EFL reading research studies in Thailand, Tanawutkatiworakul (1997) studied 
the English reading through K-W-L Plus with scaffolding technique and the Teacher's 
Manual. The finding was that English reading performance through K-W-L Plus with 
scaffolding was better than English reading performance through following the guide in 
the teacher's manual. Furthermore, Siriratana (2000) and Leabsawasdi (2002) 
investigated students' English reading comprehension using Top-Level Structure and 
the teacher's  manual. Their finding was that students' English reading comprehension 
of the students studying through Top-Level-Structure was significantly higher than that 
of students studying through the system provided in the teacher's manual. While 
Singprasartporn (200 1)  studied the students' performance in reading through the 
instructional activities based on the ideal problem-solving strategy and the teacher's  
manual. The finding showed that students' performance in reading through the 
instructional activities based on the ideal problem-solving strategy was significantly 
higher than that of students studying through the teacher's manual. From all these 
studies it could be concluded that experimental methods emphasizing key strategies to 
enable students to extract ideas are more successful in developing the ability to read 
than more usual methods. 
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Whole-Language Aru,roach to Teaching Reading 
In a framework of the whole-language, Fox ( 1997) stated that the major factor 
that helps teachers to be successful in teaching is to relate learning to what students 
need or want to learn. Riley ( 1996, p.20) comments that the whole-language approach 
"is founded on a view of the reading process that is based on assumptions about child­
centred instruction, the integration of reading and writing, a rejection of the value of 
teaching or learning of phonics, and a view that children are naturally programmed for 
written language acquisition." It is recognized in whole-language philosophy that 
language is easier to learn when it is kept whole, as with the 'top down' approach 
(Freeman & Freeman, 1 99 1 ;  Rigg, 1 99 1 ). Teachers should keep language in its larger 
communicative context. Rather than focusing on the language itself, teachers create 
situations where students can use the language for authentic purposes. This idea is 
similar to that put forward by Naranunn (1997), that teachers are encouraged to teach 
the target language as a whole, not to break it into small components, and that the 
principles of whole-language target situations of actual com.'TI.unication. This is 
because students work in natural communicating groups, where students work together, 
from ''whole to part". Harris (1996, pp.612-6 18) supported a whole-language approach, 
because it results in not only retaining, but also improving on, previous reading 
�omprehension test results. She concluded that authentic reading materials and less 
direct emphasis on spelling has helped her in gaining acceptance by both students and 
parents. In order to capture the whole-language nature of reading comprehension 
instruction, a unitary scale based on three aspects has been adopted in this study in the 
hope that it will be better than other separate forms of reading scales. 
Dixon and Nessel (1983), and Krashen and Terrell ( 1 983), emphasise the 
importance of real-life situations to stimulate second language learning. Applying their 
recommendations to reading instruction means emphasising real reading situations in 
the second language. This would involve the use of audio-visual materials such as 
television, cassette tapes with texts, choosing materials students themselves want to 
read, and encouraging students to communicate with native speakers through written 
materials such as, for instance, letters, short notes, or e-mail. Through such 
experiences, fear can be eliminated and readers can feel less threatened. When the 
learners want to use the language, they will use the language by themselves, without 
threat. When we join this real-life experience principle of learning to second language 
in reading, teaching will be effective. Moreover, learners want to learn in a comfortable 
way. Encouragement is needed when learners are successful, and acceptance, when 
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they are doing the right things, are also requirements of the process. A good way to 
learn language is practising in a situation derived from the activities, such as activities 
from television, cassette tape, or picture, and doing the things the students themselves 
choose. Learners will enhance their communicative skills by using language in 
communicative situations (Johnson, 1 984; Littlewood, 1984; Richards & Rodgers, 
2001 ,  p. 162). 
Watts and Truscott (2000, pp. 258-265) presented recommendations for teaching 
students of English as a second language in an integrated literacy setting. Their 
recommendations are based on research into literacy production, the improvement of 
English language proficiency, and the academic, social and emotional challenges of 
entering a new culture. They focus on the use of language in meaningful ways through 
writing and peer discussion groups, and on the regular use of scaffolding in the areas of 
background knowledge, vocabulary production and communication. It has been 
suggested that scaffolding in small groups, or peer discussion with the use of a variety 
of learning activities, can improve a student's understanding of a subject (Nikita, 2003, 
pp. 1 - 14), because each member of a team is responsible, not only for learning what is 
taught, but also for helping teammates learn, thus creating an atmosphere of 
achievement. 
As the search for meaning dominates all the approaches to teaching cited in this 
section, it could l;� said that these create a link to the central ideas of Communicative 
Language Teaching and the building of communicative competence in the learner. This 
leads to the next section where collaborative learning is the focus for the development 
of socially derived meanings. 
Collaborative Learning 
The Theory of Collaborative Learning 
Twentieth-century educational theorists and cognitive psychologists have 
stressed the need for educational processes which enhance achievement by means of 
active thought rather than passive reception (Bowering, 1999, p.56). Sprinthall (1 995, 
p. 102) points to the work of Dewey, Freire, Piaget, Kohlbreg and Vygotsky as being 
responsible for the development of this cognitive-development approach to learning. 
The whole-class setting does not preclude growth in cognition but the involvement 
potential for each individual is greater within small groupings. 
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The use of the small group for developing understanding and skill derives also 
from political and philosophical roots such as the nature of knowledge as social 
construction, and the role of participation in the classroom (Matthews, 1993, pp.636-
641 ). Collaborative learning and teaching is similar to the way those who trained their 
intimates and followers in 5th century BC Greece or 12th century Paris (Dillon, 1994, 
p. 3). 
In the modem era, Slavin (1990b, pp.417-499) argues that two quite separate 
theories of cognitive development support the use of small group work in education. 
The first, drawing on the writings of Dewey, Piaget and Vygotsky, suggests that 
development occurs within an interactive context in which those of similar age and 
ability assist and encourage one another. Dewey stressed the need for the transfer of 
democracy and democratic rights from the political arena into the learning community 
of the classroom (Dillon, 1994, p.3; Sharan & Sharan, 1992, p.4). Piaget (cited in 
Wadsworth, 1 978, p.17) emphasised individual growth through active mental processes. 
The second argument, in more recent research in cognitive psychology, provides for the 
effectiveness of small groups. According to this argument, information retention and 
usage is possible only after cognitive restructuring or elaboration of the material 
(Wittrock, 1980, p.397). This process is also termed cognitive rehearsal, and is the 
ability of all in the group to "orally explain, summarize and elaborate the materia] lJeing 
learned" (Yager, Johnson & Johnson, 1985, p.65). 
Early proponents of small group learning, Shlomo and Sharan (1976, p.4), 
explained that assistance and encouragement within the group reduced anxiety and led 
to more effective learning and skill development. Such cooperative learning gains have 
been described by Johnson and Johnson (1985, p.120) in a variety oflearning roles. 
In terms of classroom organisation, heterogenous classes are just as effective as 
homogeneous classes for accomplishing achievement and other cognitive outcomes. In 
addition, they are more effective for accomplishing affective and social outcomes, such 
as promoting cultural understandings and social behaviours across racial and ethnic 
groups, especially if the lessons include a great deal of student-student interaction 
(Good & Brophy, 2000). 
Within collaborative classrooms, students are engaged in a thinking curriculum. 
Everyone learns from everyone else, and no student is deprived of this opportunity for 
making contributions and appreciatiTlg the contributions of others (Tinzmann et alia, 
1990, p.3). Thus, a critical characteristic of collaborative classrooms is that students are 
not segregated according to supposed ability, achievement, interests, or any other 
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characteristic. Segregation seriously weakens collaboration and impoverishes the 
classroom by depriving all students of opportunities to learn from, and with, each other 
(Bruffee, 1 993, p.3). Students unsuccessful in a traditional classroom learn from 
'brighter' students, but , more importantly, the so-called 'brighter' students have just as 
much to learn from their more average peers. Teachers beginning to teach 
collaboratively are often pleased when they hear the insights of their weaker students 
(Bruffee, 1993, p.3). 
In teaching reading by means of cooperative learning, the teacher can apply 
suitable activities to stimulate thinking, such as question and answer sessions by peers, 
and brainstorming in small groups, as described by Stark (2001)  and Millis ( 1 996). 
Edwards and Stout (1990) mentioned that cooperative learning will be useful when 
students are practising a new concept, when discussion and higher order thinking skills 
are required, or when small group brainstorming is needed. These considerations can 
guide the choice of reading activities in the classroom 
There are important areas of education where cooperative learning is accepted as 
a natural and effective supplement to whole class work. First, the clearest evidence 
which can be found of its use is in elementary schools throughout the developed world 
(Husen & Postlethwaite, 1994 ; Young, 1995, p. 1 19). The method has also been 
introduced at secondary and tertiary levels (Slavin, l )89, p. 53), because of its emphasis 
on the transfer of knowledge leading to retention of both knowledge ana skills. Foreign 
and second language teaching is one such curriculum area. The beneficial effect of 
cooperative learning on retention and skills is argued by Slavin (1989) to be the main 
reason for introduction at secondary and tertiary levels. The interactive work that takes 
place between speakers when some misunderstanding occurs results in interactional 
modifications hypothesized to aid acquisition (Ellis, 1997b, p. 46). As a consequence, 
the grade six students introduced to cooperative learning in this study are expected to 
show better reading proficiency and skills than those who have not. This could lead to 
better comprehension at the grade six level, in preparation for future secondary and 
tertiary studies. This is a strong theoretical justification for the current study. 
Related research in Thailand 
Many research studies have involved collaborative learning in schools. 
Ratanakomkul ( I  993) and Watsongnoen ( I  993) investigated the effects of cooperative 
learning on mathematics of grade 3 students by measuring achievements of the group 
members versus the traditional approach. The finding showed that students' 
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achievement on mathematics through cooperative learning was higher than for those 
studying through traditional approach. In the secondary level, Jaimboon ( 1997) and 
Manenuan (2000) compared the mathematics achievement through cooperative learning 
activity using the team-games-tournaments and the Thai teacher's manual. The finding 
was that the students' achievement on mathematics through cooperative learning was 
higher than for those studying through the system in the teacher's manual. Intaraprasert 
( 1991)  made a comparison of the English achievement on listening comprehension of 
grade 5 students using collaborative learning with whole class learning. The finding 
showed that the students' achievement on listening comprehension using group learning 
is higher than with whole class learning. In a similar way, Chokchoychoo ( 1994) 
investigated the effects of cooperative learning on English writing ability about words, 
sentences and short paragraphs of high-achieving grade 6 students. The finding showed 
that these students studying writing through cooperative approach produced better 
written work than those studying through the normal approach. Although these several 
studies have carried out innovative research in relation to cooperative learning in 
Thailand, the focus to date has not been upon reading skill development at elementary 
level. 
The Organisation of Cooperative Lea!"!ling 
In defining cooperative learning, Hilke (1990, VP· 33-41)  described it as an 
"organizational structure" in which a group of students pursues academic goals through 
collaborative efforts. Students work together in small groups, draw on each other's 
strengths, and assist each other in completing a task. This method encourages not only 
supportive relationships, good communication skills, and higher-level thinking abilities 
but also general cognitive strategies of processing information, such as analysing what 
information is needed in order to complete the tasks, deciding on procedures, and 
collecting information (Littlewood, 2000, pp. 1 -13). Kagan and McGroarty (1993) 
suggested that cooperative learning serves both language and content curriculum goals, 
reporting that comprehension and production of language are both improved through it. 
In relation to organization, on the other hand, Marr ( 1997) described cooperative 
learning as an instructional technique, or grouping structure, in which students are 
divided into mixed groups to complete instructional activities. All members of the 
group contribute to the group !Jroject which helps them to become capable of working 
on their own (David, 1 99 1 ,  p. 2 1 ). Similarly, Flowers and Ritz ( 1994) pointed out that 
cooperative learning is both student-centred and group-centred. Students help each 
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other learn the subject matter, and they also learn how to be contributing members to a 
group. Students discuss the task content among group members, thus providing them 
with knowledge and skills they might not acquire independently. Task-related social 
skills such as elaborating others' ideas come from interactions, including processing and 
presenting information and ideas (Littlewood, 2000, p.12). Groups are formed for many 
reasons, including shared interests (Strickland & Strickland, 1996, p.15), and groups 
have positive effects on individual achievement and other outcome variables (Johnson, 
Johnson & Maruyama, 1983; Slavin, 1990b ). 
The operation of collaborative learning in the primary Thai classroom involves 
three steps, which are shown in Figure 2.1. 
learning goals 
3. sharing ideas and outcomes 
2. collaborating in decisions 
1. agreeing about the task 
Figure 2.1 Cooperative Learning Pyramid. 
Source : Compiled by the author from the literature. 
During the first of the three steps, the students will come to agreement about the 
nature of the task(s) set by the teacher. As cooperative learning tasks are structured in 
such a way that they involve the sharing of information and ideas, the second thing the 
students have to do is make collaborative or joint decisions. This may involve simply 
discussing the materials in order to reach a decision or it may mean that students have to 
produce a concrete output. The third step involves reporting to others or the sharing of 
results with the entire class in the form of a presentation display. 
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To be successful in cooperative group-learning, students and their teachers must 
have a clearly articulated plan of social interaction, and develop communication skills. 
Sriraksa (2000) stated that interpersonal skills (working with others) is one of the 
competencies needed in American society and this can be taught in schools. Two of the 
needed behaviours of people in the millennium are interpersonal skills and being 
responsible in their roles as group members (Cogan, 1997; Phosrithong, 1 999, p. 1 2). 
One way of making cooperative learning in groups effective is to have students make 
their own rules that they all accept and use to control the group. The roles could be 
used to make a Values Charter (Brown, 1999, p. 25), such as the one in Figure 2.2. 
don' t copy someone's  work 
don't be selfish 
I 
give your own ideas 
Figure 2.2 Brown's Values Charter 
be on time 
__ / 
Values Charter 
help each other 
Source : Adapted from Brown ( 1999, p.25) by the author. 
accept others' ideas 
be honest 
let everyone �alk 
It has been suggested that too many rules in a 'Values Charter' may impede 
students' critical thinking and their working (Weibel, 1999). For example, students 
cannot use their full ability because the awareness of too many rules may make them 
hesitate in doing activities. 
Having students select their roles for the group and the rotating group roles, 
depending on the activity, may help to develop the skills of critical thinking ability and 
helping each other, and enrich the knowledge of students (Wheeler, 1990; Millis, 1 996). 
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For example, a roundtable activity where student teams of 4-5 add ideas to a rotating 
paper task, provides a structured brainstorming technique. 
Krashen ( 1993) and Palincsar, Brown and Campione (1 993) relate details that 
support a cooperative learning approach in interactive language teaching. Whittaker 
(1 996) indicated that interactive language teaching can help to achieve four goals of 
cooperative learning, such as encouraging academic cooperation among students, 
developing positive group relationships, developing students' self-esteem, and 
enhancing academic achievement. 
The teacher's role includes at least six major organising aspects, in a successful 
cooperative learning class (Johnson, Johnson, Holubec & Roy, 1 986). These are clearly 
specifying the objectives for the lesson, making certain decisions about placing students 
in learning groups before the lesson is taught, explaining the task and goal structure to 
the students, monitoring the effectiveness of the cooperative learning groups, 
intervening to provide task assistance or to increase students' interpersonal and group 
skills, and evaluating the students' achievements and helping students discuss how well 
they collaborated with each other. 
Wheeler (1990) and Millis (1996) presented a way to manage the role of cooperative 
learning in three 'managing' principles. The first principle about management relates to 
group size, reading ability and student roles. Groups of3-5 students should be mixed in 
terms of reading ability and gender. Roles and role changes in student groups need to 
be shown on a role chart that is fixed on the wall to tell the students for which role they 
are responsible. Students in each group should know the importance of five roles. 
These are described in Table 2. 1 (Wheeler, 1990; Millis, 1 996). 
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Table 2. 1 Roles and Activities in cooperative groups 
ROLE ACTIVITY 1. Facilitator A facilitator is responsible for keeping the group on the assigned task and making sure that all members of the group have an opportunity to participate, learn and respect their team members. 2. Recorder A recorder is responsible for searching and maintaining the group information and keeping records of all group activities. The recorder writes out the solutions to problems for the group to use as notes, or to submit to the instructor. 3. Timer A timer is responsible for making sure that the group's work area is left the way it was found and acts as a timekeeper for activities. 4. Materials A materials manager is responsible for getting the manager material from the teacher and giving it to the group. 5. Encourager An encourager is responsible for acting as an assistant to the facilitator as group leader, and assumes the role of any member that may be missing. 
Source : Adapted by the author from Wheeler ( 1990) and Millis (1996). 
Where students exercise particular roles, such as have been described, the theory is that these sorts of groups, called 'cooperative groups', produce greater amounts of sharing than 'traditional groups', where roles are not assigned. The major differences between these two groups, as revealed by research in primary schools, are shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 
A Comparison of Traditional and Cooperative Leaming Groups. 
Traditional Groups Cooperative Groups 
Low interdependence. Members take High positive interdependence. Members 
responsibility only for set£ Focus is on are responsible for own and each other's 
individual Performance only. learning. Focus is on joint performance. 
Individual accountability only. Both group and individual accountability. 
Members hold self and others accountable 
for high quality work. 
Assignments are discussed with little Members promote each other's success, 
commitment to each other's learning. doing real work together, helping and 
supporting each other's efforts to learn. 
Teamwork skills are ignored. Leader is Teamwork skills are emphasised. Members 
elected to direct members' participation. are taught and expected to use social skills. 
Leadership shared by all members. 
No group processing of the quality of The group monitors quality of work and how 
work. Individual accomplishments are effectively members are working together. 
rewarded. Continuous improvement is emphasized. 
Source : Johnson, Johnson, and Holubec (1993, pp. 4-5). 
The second basic principle relating to cooperative management in the classroom 
concerns the role of the teacher. The teacher observes students, acts as a facilitator 
during their 'doing' activities and gives suggestions when the students have problems 
(Wheeler, 1 990; Millis, 1 996). Encouragement and praise should be given when the 
students are successful. 
The third and final principle relates to the evaluation of students' work. Teachers 
can evaluate the students' work by letting their students present their work, by testing 
them, by observing students' work in a groups, and by listening to the students' ideas 
given during the group discussions. Teachers can let students select their roles for the 
group and the rotation of group roles may help to develop the skills of critical thinking 
ability, and enrich the knowledge of students (Wheeler, 1 990; Millis, 1 996). 
Marzano ( 1 992) suggests that tasks such as inquiry, problem-solving and 
decision-making are probably done more efficiently by cooperative groups than 
individuals, as these tasks are usually taken in terms of the knowledge and ability which 
each individual may have in the group. Moreover, his work concerns the basic types of 
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thinking that occur during effective learning. His model of instruction is based upon the 
interaction of five dimensions of learning. The first dimension of learning is attitudes 
and perceptions that create a positive classroom climate; the second is acquiring and 
integrating knowledge; the third is extending and refining knowledge; the fourth is 
making meaningful use of knowledge; and the fifth is developing favorable habits of 
mind. This supports the learning of ESL through cooperative learning methods. 
Studies on Cooperative Learning 
In traditional teacher-directed group-work, assignments are so structured that 
very little (if any) joint work is required. Members do not take responsibility for 
anyone's learning, other than their own. Interdependence is low. Students are 
accountable as separate individuals, not as members of a team. Students do not receive 
training in social skills. There is no assessing of the quality of the group's efforts. In 
traditional classroom learning groups (see Table 2.2), students accept that they are to 
work together, but often see little benefit from doing so. Members come together at 
first to share information and clarify how the assignments are to be done. They then 
each do the work on their own. Students are accountable as separate individuals, not as 
members of a team. Students do not receive training in social skills. Although a group 
leader may be appoir.ted who is in charge of directing members' participation, there is 
no processing of the quality of the group"� efforts. 
A cooperative learning group by contrru.t is one whose members are committed 
to the common purpose of maximizing each other's learning. First, the group goal of 
maximizing the learning provides a purpose that motivates members and helps them to 
accomplish the work beyond their individual achievements. Each member takes 
responsibility for a set role. Second, in a cooperative group, the focus is both on group 
and individual accountability. Third, group members do 'real' work together. Fourth, 
members are expected to have social skills and to use them, to coordinate the efforts and 
their goals from task work and teamwork. Fifth, groups analyse how effectively they 
are achieving their goals and how well members are working together. 
Cooperative learning techniques provide daily opportunities for children from 
different backgrounds to engage in meaningful interpersonal interaction and require 
them to get to know one another as individuals. Research indicates that successful 
learning also involves an intPraction between the learner, the materials, the teacher, and 
the context (Tinzmann, Jones, Fennimore, Baker, Fine & Pierce, 1990). Such studies 
have shown that through cooperative learning students have improved in the areas of 
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achievement, positive attitude towards subject area, and critical thinking skills (Zisk, 
1996). Moreover, research suggests that cooperative learning may lead to gains in 
thinking skills ( Johnson & Johnson, 19.90a; Johnson, & Johnson, 1 990b) and 
achievement (Good & Brophy, 2000, p. 3 12). It encourages supportive relationships, 
good communication skills, and higher-level thinking abilities (Hilke, 1990). There are 
four key points in thinking strategies (Cohen, 1 994). First is problem solving by using 
basic thinking processes to solve a known or defined difficulty. Second is decision 
making by using basic thinking processes to choose a best response among several 
options. Third is critical thinking by using basic thinking processes to analyze 
arguments and generate insights into particular meanings and interpretations. Fourth is 
creative thinking by using basic thinking processes to develop or invent novel, aesthetic, 
constructive ideas, or products, related to precepts as well as concepts, and stressing the 
intuitive aspects of thinking as much as the rational. 
Olsen and Kagan (1992) defined cooperative learning in reading as a group 
learning activity organized so that learning is dependent on the socially structured 
exchange of information which affects learners in groups (Bennett & Cass, 1 998; 
Peterson et al., 1984; Swing & Peterson, 1982; Webb, 1982; Webb & Palincsar, 1996) 
and in which each learner is motivated to increase the learning of others, because there 
is an interaction among tbm that benefits learners in the second language classroom 
(Holt, 1993; Kessler, 1 992; Oxford, 1 997). Mvreover, Huber, Sorrentino, Davidson and 
Epplier ( 1992) point out that students and trainee teachers showed a preference for 
cooperative learning over traditional expository learning. Students and trainee teachers 
were more negative, and performed worse in traditional learning modes than in 
cooperative learning. At the same time, as a counter-example, Li and Adamson (1 992) 
pointed out that gifted secondary students tended to like individualistic learning or 
competitive learning better than cooperative learning, and the latter was not 
significantly related to higher achievement. Thus, it is necessary to further study these 
questions, especially in the Thai context, where both cooperative and competitive 
behaviour can be found, for both performance and attitude. 
Slavin (1 991)  cited forty-four experimental/control studies, of four or more 
weeks' duration, concerning cooperative learning approaches which use group goals 
and individual accountability and traditional approaches to teaching. Out of forty-four 
studies, thirty-seven showed significantly positive achievement effects for cooperative 
learning, while none favor traditional approaches. Because of the linking of group 
goals, rewards and individual accountability, this encourages group members to explain 
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their work to one another, so the whole group benefits. Moreover, he mentioned a 
review of ninety-nine studies of cooperative learning in elementary and secondary 
schools that involved durations of at least four weeks, comparing achievement gains of 
cooperative learning and a control group. Of sixty-four studies of cooperative learning 
methods that provided group rewards based on the sum of group members' individual 
learning, fifty (78 percent) found significantly positive effects on achievement, and 
none found negative effects (Slavin, 1 995). Further, cooperative learning is not only a 
subject of research and theory; it is used at some level by millions of teachers (Slavin, 
1 995). A recent national survey (Puma, Jones, Rock, & Fernandez, 1 993) found that 
seventy-nine percent of elementary teachers and sixty-two percent of middle school 
teachers in Canada reported making some sustained use of cooperative learning. 
However, it should be pointed out that no studies used Rasch created linear scales to 
measure attitude or behaviour and, where a control and experimental group were used, 
there were always at least one extraneous variable that was not well controlled (Bond, 
200 1). 
Cooperative learning brings social benefits as well. These have been defined 
as "better relationships among students, higher levels of self-esteem, acceptance of 
mainstreamed students, enhanced communication skills, growth in ability to work 
coc,eratively, greater cooperation among students from different ethnic backgrounds, 
and improved attitude& towards school" (Maltby, Gage & Berliner, 1995, p.415). 
This, however still leaves open the question as to whether cooperative learning 
applied to reading instruction of English in Thailand will work or not. Intalaprasert 
( 1 99 1 )  studied achievement in listening comprehension of grade 5 English students in 
Thailand using group learning. The study revealed that the achievement of listening 
comprehension by students engaged in group work was higher than for those being 
taught in teacher-directed classes. Both small group discussion and classroom 
discussion were allowed before listening comprehension was tested. In addition, 
Chokchoychoo (1994), Rattanakornkul (1 993) and Whatsongnom (1993) studied the 
effect of cooperative learning compared to the use of the Thai traditional approach, on 
English writing ability of grade 6 students, on mathematics achievement of grade 3 
students and in mathematics problem solving of grade 5 students. These researchers 
found that students studying through the cooperative learning approach achieved higher 
performance than the students studyin£ through a traditional approach. 
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All of these studies have revealed that activities in cooperative learning which 
stress thinking abilities, mutual assistance, and problem solving lead to higher 
achievement (Chokchoychoo, 1 994; lntalaprasert, 1991). 
Research about attitude and behaviour towards cooperative learning 
Johnson and Johnson ( 1990a), and Jayne ( 1993), found that attitudinal factors 
were involved in children's success in working together. This led Ewing and Kennedy 
( 1996) to investigate the effects of cooperative experiences on children's attitudes and 
linguistic skills development. A Culture-Free Self Esteem Inventory (Battle, 198 1  ), an 
open-ended assessment of each child, and a set of twenty-one questions, focusing on 
each child's view, were used as the instruments to compare 1 1  year-old primary 
children in seven classes. Such an inventory gave scores for General, Social, Academic, 
and Parental self-esteem. The self-esteem score was used to assess each child in an 
experiment which was intended to show any changes that the experience of working 
together co-operatively caused. The results showed that gains were to be had from 
cooperative learning in specific language skills, self-esteem, maturity, personal 
relationships, and social skills and awareness. It was also shown that these gains can be 
put to good effect, through sharing the skills with peers in the classroom. 
Blosser ( 1992) investigated the effect of cooperative work on stu�ent attitudes 
to,�ards the science laboratory. Ninth grade biology students in two schools in America 
participated in the study. Attitudes to chemistry were measured using the Attitude 
Toward Laboratory Work Scale. The scale was administered as both a pretest and a 
posttest. Posttest results indicated that students in the experimental treatment 
( cooperative work) held significantly more favorable attitudes toward laboratory work 
then students did in the control group. The attitudes of male students were more 
favourable than those of females in the experimental group, but, regardless of sex, 
attitudes of students in the experimental group were still more positive than those of 
control group students. 
There is a lot of evidence that good attitudes are related to good classroom 
behaviour and high academic achievement, and vice versa. For example, in a review, 
Slavin (1995) found that students with positive attitudes, high motivation, and good 
self-concept, displayed high academic achievement, generally. Boekaerts and Simons 
(1 992) found that attitudes towards school subjects have a positive and important 
relationship with achievement in many academic subjects at school. 
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On the relationship between the development of academic self-concept and the 
learning achievements of students at the primary education level in America, Helmke 
(1989) found that the concept of one's own skill (in arithmetic) does not appear until 
after pupils have been confronted with their (arithmetical) achievements in their first 
years of school. This finding suggests that attitudes are also influenced by 
achievements rather than only the other way around. At the same time, the relationship 
between attitudes and achievements appears to become stronger over the years of 
primary schools. However, Knuver and Bl"dlldsma (1993) observed that the relationship 
hetween language attitudes and language achievements in Bolivia was weaker halfway 
through primary school than at its end. In the latter study, language achievements 
proved to have stronger effects on language attitudes than the reverse. In particular, the 
strength of the relationship between affective characteristics and achievements seems to 
depend on the instruction. Moreover, Kuhlemeier, Van den Berge and Meise ( 1996) 
studied the relationship between students' attitudes toward the subject of German, the 
course material, the teacher, and students' achievements in German as a foreign 
language. Attitudes and achievements were measured at the beginning and end of the 
first year of German (the second year of Dutch secondary schools). It was found that 
students who had a positive attitude rated higher in achievement than those having 
negative attitudes, both at the beginning and at the enc! of the school year. Direct effects 
of students' attitudes on achievement (and the converse) could not � established. 
Students enrolled in a communication course had a more positive attitude toward their 
course material than those studying in a grammar-based course. 
In regard to the construction of knowledge, the social context in cooperative 
learning, according to Dornyei (1994), creates positive attitudes to learning in groups, to 
motivate second language learning in six ways (which are quoted or closely paraphrased 
from Dornye� 1 994, p.282). One, it increases "the group's goal-orientedness by 
starting discussions with students about the group goal(s), and asking them from time­
to-time to evaluate the extent to which they are accessing their goal". Two, it promotes 
"the internalization of classroom norms by establishing the norms clearly right from the 
start, explaining their importance and how they improve learning, asking for the 
students' agreement, and even involving students in creating norms". Three, it helps 
"maintain internalized classroom norms by observing them consistently yourself, and 
not letting any deviations go unnoticed". Four, it "minimizes the prejudicial effect of 
evaluation on intrinsic motivation by focusing on individual improvement and progress, 
avoiding any explicit or implicit comparison of students to each other, making 
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evaluation private rather than public, not encouraging student competition, and making 
the final course grading the product of two-way negotiation with the students, by asking 
them to express their opinion of their achievement in a personal interview". Five, it 
"promotes the development of group cohesion and increases inter-member relations by 
creating classroom situations in which students can get to know each other and share 
honest personal information (about such things as feelings, fears, and desires) through 
outings and extracurricular activities, and game-like inter-group competition in the 
course." Six, it ''uses cooperative learning techni4.ues by frequently including group 
work in the classes in which the group's, rather than the individual's achievement, is 
evaluated." (Domyei, 1994, P.282). 
Ajzen ( 1991) focused on behavioural intentions, which comprise indications of 
how hard someone is willing to try to do something and what effort they are willing to 
put into the behaviour, when translated into action. Ajzen believes that attitudes, 
subjective norms, and behavioural control are influenced by beliefs. Behavioural 
beliefs, according to Ajzen, determine attitudes which consist of an individual' s view of 
the likely consequences, or outcome of an action, together with a positive or negative 
evaluation of those outcomes. If applied to cooperative learning in the ESL classroom, 
this implies that attitude influences learning behaviour and ESL achievement. 
behaviour beliefs---• [ 
Figure 2.3 Ajzen's model 
Source : Ajzen (1991, p. 354) 
subjective norms 
attitudes J 
behavioural contro 
-----111-• intention and action 
In the cooperative learning reading classroom, the interactions during activity in 
groups between students and between teacher and students are high (Neubauer, 2001; 
Staley, 2001), and social skills and positive attitude show improvement (Staley, 2001). 
The reason is that during cooperative learning, the students have time to process, 
discuss, react and construct their own personal knowledge about reading text. in 
classroom practice, Kennedy and Kennedy ( 1996) mention that attitudes often 
determine how or whether changes will take place or will not take place. An attitude 
change between students, and between ie<>cher and studenis in classroom practice. is a 
necessary but not a sufficient condition for improved learning. 
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End comment 
The literature review has revealed that while most studies have shown cooperative learning to be superior to traditional learning (direct teacher instruction) in primary schools in Western countries, there is little research on cooperative learning in Thailand. Research is particularly needed where a new system-wide educational change, in which every student is required to learn English, has recently been introduced. Most students in Thailand do not have an adequate understanding of English, and they do not have the necessary English skills. There are no studies in Thailand using primary students and measuring attitude, behaviour and reading comprehension, as a result of cooperative learning methods, with experimental and control groups. The present study aims to partially fill this gap in evidence. 
The next chapter discusses the model and theoretical framework. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
MODEL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This chapter begins with the model of learning English as a Second Language which informs and supports this study. The idea is to try to explain how second language students learn to read in English. This is followed by the expected role of cooperative learning and the links between attitude and behaviour in explaining how students learn ESL. Finally, the hypotheses to be tested in this research are stated. 
How students learn ESL 
Model of ESL Reading The global view of ESL reading which supports this research is based on the importance of real life situations to stimulate second language learning (Dixon & Nessell, 1 983; Krashen & Terrell, 1 983). One basic assumption of this research is that suitable activities to stimulate thinking and interaction involve peers working in small groups (Stark, 200 1 ;  Millis, 1 996). ';'he other assumption supporting this research is that students need to be given responsibility in undertaking the task of learning. If they are given set roles, they will develop the skills of critical thinking ability, helping each other, and improving their knowledge (Wheeler, 1 990; Millis, 1 996). The use of a variety of learning activities in small group discussion provides scaffolding to the students to understand the subject they learn (Nikita, 2003, p.2-9). It is recommended that English reading comprehension should be based on three aspects: cooperative learning, tasks and activities, and roles. The lesson plans for the experimental group used in this study were constructed to involve students in meaningful activities that emphasized tasks, activities, and roles. Emphasizing group roles can create participation and responsibility leading to discussion (Robert, 2000) and interactive behaviour, which is especially valuable in Thailand where Thai students are considered to be audio-kinetic, rather than visual, in terms of cognition. Thus cooperative learning (pair work and group work) may actually be assisted by activities involving visual/cognitive skills (Stark, 200 l ). There has been a great deal of theory and research into learning and cognition. One of the important theories about learning and cognitive development is Vygotsky's  
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theory which focuses on the importance of peer interaction, the grounding of learning 
experiences in the real world of experience of children, and the need for the teacher to 
take account of individual differences when structuring learning experiences for 
students (Mcinerney & Mcinerney, 1994, p.99). During their engagement on activities 
with friends, students learn to interact, share ideas and experiences, solve problems and 
become interdependent with other students (Mcinerney, 1994, p.99). At the same time, 
Dixon and Nessel (1983) and Krashen and Terrell (1983) described a good way to learn 
language in second language acquisition when students practice language in situations 
derived from group activities, such as discussion of pictures and doing things the 
students themselves choose. Students seem to be able concentrate better on the 
classwork when they interact with other students than when a teacher talks most of the 
time. When they assume some responsibility for their learning, they seem to be better 
able to focus their attention. Ellis (1997a, p.248) mentioned models of activities that 
students prefer because they feel competent to complete them rather than those in which 
they feel less competent. The other important thing of which a teacher must also be 
aware is comprehensible input (Krashen, 1989, pp.440-464). The texts chosen for the 
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students should not be too easy or too difficult for them to understand. This discussion 
leads to the conceptual method of the present study in Figure 3.1 below. 
Cooperative learning Reading Theory 
Task & interaction � t � 
provide knowledge collaborate share ideas and 
and skills in decisions 
/ 
Experimental group 
Teaching through 16 lessons 
Figure 3.1 A Conceptual Model of Second Language Acquisition (SLA). 
Source : created by the author from the literature review. 
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The conceptual model of learning ESL in the present study was based on Second 
Language Acquisition theory, cooperative learning and reading theory. The tasks in the 
reading texts, including vocabulary, were selected from everyday life that could actually 
happen and were not too difficult for students, taking into account their age and reading 
level. The activities in task-work make students interact with each other. When peer 
interaction occurs, the tasks provide knowledge and skills by the sharing of ideas and 
outcomes. In this way, teachers group together classmates whose abilities are 
moderately discrepant from one another, so that peers can teach and help one another 
(Mcinerney & Mcinerney, 1 994, p. 1 04). 
This proposed model of learning ESL was directly linked to the content or texts 
taught, the way it was taught, and the measurement of achievement. In all the reading 
lessons, task work, activities, and group responsibility are used by the students to 
support each other and to help in the learning process. The six reading texts (see Table 
3 . 1 and Appendix A) were selected from everyday activities, including understanding 
the main idea (Pim's family and their occupations, The Special Bird, and the Floating 
Market), sequencing the Oider (Potato Cake), and understanding the meaning using 
pictures (Personal Feeling, Potato Cake, and Sicknesses) (see Table 3 . 1 ). The reading 
texts, aims, and language structure ( see Table 3 . 1  ), including the exercises, are the same 
in the experimental and the contr�l group. Exercises require students to complete a 
variety of activities, including short answer / True Fabe questions, ordering of pictures 
and sentences labelling charts / pictures, completing crosswords and matching questions 
and sentences. The reading lessons taught to the experimental group and the control 
group are based on the English Syllabus Design (Ministry of Education, 1 996, pp.2- 1 5) 
and as such both illustrate a communicative approach. 
The surface difference between the lesson plans for the experimental group 
( cooperative teaching) and the control group (Thai communicative teaching) are the 
steps of teaching. There are five steps of teaching in the experimental group while there 
are three steps (3P) of teaching in the control group. However these are organisational 
descriptions and the real difference between the two methods lies in the greater 
importance which group work and its results assumes in relation to the cooperative 
groups. The allocation and rotation of roles, as well as the greater significance of group 
as distinct from individual completion of exercises are both intended to increase learner 
engagement and responsibility for learning. 1 his in turn, it is hoped, leads to improved 
reading skill and motivation. Although it is recognized that both groups will have 
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opportunities to learn, this research is testing whether the handing over of greater 
responsibility from the teacher to the learner is of value in bettering performance. 
Table 3. 1 
Summary of Reading Lessons. 
Lessons Reading Texts Aim Language Structure 
1 -2 Pim's  family and Comprehend a description Possessive apostrophe 
their occupations about a family and their 
occupations. 
- Understanding the main facts. 
3-5 Personal feelings Comprehend statements Verb Patterns 
about personal feelings. ( subject + verb 
- Understanding the meaning intransitive + adj, 
from pictures. n, pronoun 
6-8 Potato Cakes Understand a recipe. Verb Patterns 
- Understanding the meaning - (verb transitive + direct 
using pictures. object) 
- Sequencing the order of idea. 
9-1 1  The Special Bird. Comprehend a description Adjective describing the 
of an animal. features 
- Understanding the main facts. 
12-14 Sickness Comprehend statements Verb Patterns 
about sickness. (has got + a, an + 
- Understanding the meaning sickness) 
from pictures. 
15-16 The Floating Comprehend a description Past Tense 
Market about a place 
- Understanding the main fact. 
Source : Devised by the author for this study. 
In the reading lessons, task work, activities and roles are used by the students to 
support each uther, and to help in the learning process. At the same time, the test items 
are used to measure the students' understanding after their learning process, based on 
cooperative learning tasks (see Figure 3.2). 
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In understanding the main facts, an English reading passage, "Pim's family and 
their occupations (see Figure 3.2) was taught for reading comprehension. Students try 
to get the main idea of the story by sharing their ideas in their own group. In this way, 
there is an interaction among them. The roles in groups of four (prepare stationery, 
suggest and stimulate members, taking note and present, and warn of the time) help the 
students to have the responsibility on their own, support each other in sharing their 
ideas. This helps the students feel at easy to do the work because the smart one can 
help the weak one. 
In sequencing the order of ideas, for instance "Potato Cake" which is about the 
step of cooking, including understanding the meaning using pictures. Students have to 
order the pictures given into the steps of making potato cake for group work ( exercise 1 
in lessons 6-8) and, in another exercise, include filling in the blanks for making apple 
cake for individual work. 
"Sicknesses" is one of the examples of understanding the meaning from 
pictures. Students have to comprehend a description about the sicknesses and how to 
remedy them. The activities used in these lessons is group work (exercise 1 in lessons 
12-14) and exercise 2 for individual. 
English Reading Comprehension Development 
a 
� ... ..... 
Cooperative Activities Roles 
Learning Tasks 
I 
•prepare stationery •understand main facts •pair work •suggest and stimulate •sequence the order of •group work members ideas •interaction •taking note and present •understand the •warn of the time meaning from pictures 
Figure 3.2 A model of English reading comprehension development. 
Source : constructed by the author based on the literature review. 
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Reading comprehension develops from the influences of all three aspects, the tasks, the activities and the roles. The cooperative learning tasks were designed to increase student ability in comprehending texts through understanding the main idea, sequencing the order and increasing understanding using pictures. The skill in understanding the main idea in an English reading passage, "The Floating Markets" was expected of students (see Table 3. 1 and Appendix A). 
Organisation of cooperative learning In cooperative learning, the rotating group role (Wheeler, 1 990; Millis, 1 996) in doing the activity supports students in being responsible for their own learning. There are five steps in the experimental lesson plan. First, the teacher explains the objective to see if the students understand what they have to learn. Then, students are divided into heterogeneous groups of four. In the third step, involving interaction among the group members, students discuss the task about "Pim' s Family and their occupation", for example, among members based on the rotating group role (see Table 3. 1 and the example of the lesson plan). In this way, the more advanced students can help the weak ones. The group members will help each other to do exercise 1 (see lesson plans 1 -2 in Appendix A) by completing the diagram with the names of "Pim's family members and their occupations". After finishing the exercise, students have t!-le responsibilit)' of presenting their work in ciass. In this way, task-related social skills, such as elaborating others' ideas, come from the interaction, including the processing and presenting of information. The four roles of a cooperative learning group were based on those referred to in Wheeler (1 990) and Millis (1 996), adapted to suit the students in Thailand. These roles are preparing stationery, suggesting ideas and stimulating discussion, taking notes and presenting, and warning of the time allocation. Cooperative learning tasks aim to develop not only communication skills, but also general cognitive strategies of processing information, such as analysing what information is needed, in order to complete the worksheet or exercise, deciding on procedures, and collecting information. It is expected that . students using cooperative learning will improve in reading comprehension, and in their attitudes and behaviours, because they are taking responsibility for their own learning to a larger extent than in traditional teaching. 
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Expected links between attitude and behaviour 
It is theorised that the cooperative learning process, based on English reading 
comprehension development that consists of cooperative learning tasks, activities, and 
roles, helps students to learn ESL. These tasks lead to checking the understanding of 
the main ideas, sequencing the order, and understanding the meaning using pictures. 
Activities engaged in during pair work, group work, and interaction used in the learning 
process are important because they help the students to develop higher-level thinking 
skills. The four roles are important in cooperative learning because students in the 
group develop the skills of critical thinking ability, helping each other, and enriching 
the knowledge of students during studying activities and tasks. These activities also 
help students to improve in attitudes and behaviour towards their English studies. After 
getting the answers from brainstorming during the exercise, students present the 
answers to the class, which enriches them, so that they become more self-confident. 
The students know the answers presented come from friends during brainstorming 
within their groups. 
Hypotheses 
Three main hypotheses are tested in this study. One is ,hat students achieve 
better in English (as a Second Language) reading comprehension in the cooperative 
learning class than in the Thai communicative learning class. The second is that 
students show better attitudes to English reading comprehension in the cooperative 
learning class than in the Thai communicative learning class. The third is that students 
develop better behaviours to English reading comprehension in the cooperative learning 
class than in the Thai communicative learning class. 
The next chapter describes the measurement procedure, including the variables 
and instruments used in this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MEASUREMENT: READING COMPREHENSION , AND 
ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR 
This chapter begins with an introduction to what is required to make a linear measure of variables in education and educational psychology, and with the main problems of True Score Theory. Rasch measurement is then explained. The two variables to be measured in this study, reading comprehension, and attitude and behaviour to learning ESL, are explained, including their design and conceptualisation. 
Measurement 
Introduction 
There are four main requirements for interval-level measures of variables m educational achievement and educational psychology (see Wright, 1999). One, measures must be linear with person measures ordered from low to high and item difficulties ordered from easy to hard, all calibrated on the same scale. Two, person measures must be calibrated test-free. This means that the probability of answering an item 'correctly' must depend only on the difference between the measure and the item difficulty. Three, item difficulties must be calibrated sample-free. Four, persons must be able to be measured on parts of the scale targeted at their abilities so that other parts of the scale do not affect their measure. The only known way to do this in education is through the use of Rasch measurement (Rasch, 1980/1960). However, before Rasch measurement is explained, problems with measures using True Score Theory are discussed. 
Problems with True Score Measurement Theory 
There are at least five problems with current variable measures that should be emphasised. Very few attitude and behaviour measures have been based on a multi­aspect model in which the items are conceptually ordered from easy to hard and influenced conceptually by a single trait. Many measures use a Likert scale with data analysed with True Score Test Theory. 40 
One, the response categories of Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree and Strongly 
agree are not ordered from low to high, as there is a discontinuity between Disagree and 
Agree. If a neutral category is used, this further exacerbates the construction of a linear 
measure because it attracts answers like don't know, undecided, don't want to answer 
and neutral, which themselves are not part of an ordered structure. For this reason, it is 
argued that the Likert response format often does not provide a proper basis for the 
construction of a linear measure. 
Two, the item difficulties are not calibrated on the same scale as the person 
measures and it is not determined whether students agree on the difficulties of the items 
along the scale. There is a need to test whether students agree on the item 'difficulties' . 
In a proper linear scale, students with high, medium and low measures will agree that 
certain items are easy and that others are hard. For example, persons with low measures 
are likely only to answer the easy items positively. Persons with medium level 
measures are likely only to answer the easy and medium difficulty items (and not the 
hard items). Persons with high measures will be likely to answer the easy, medium and 
hard items. 
Three, the item 'difficulties' are not tested for conceptual order. That is, in True 
Score Theory, the theoretical ordering of the item difficulties is not tested with real data 
to create a linear scale. 
Four, the item 'difficulties' (from easy to hard) and the person measures (from 
low to high) are not calibrated on the same interval-level scale. This is a fundamental 
necessity in the creation of a proper linear scale. 
Five, the data for many measures do not show high reliability and construct 
validity. The literature contains many measures of attitudes and behaviours in 
classrooms where reliabilities are 0. 7 or less, and where construct validities have not 
been adequately tested (see Ajzen, 1 991 ; and stated in Waugh, 2002). 
Rasch measurement and the RUMM computer program 
The intent of this study was to measure two variables, ( l )  reading 
comprehension of English and (2) attitude and behaviour towards cooperative learning 
of ESL, on interval-level scales. One way to do this was to calibrate all the item 
difficulties and all the persons scores on the same scale using a Rasch measurement 
model (Andrich, 1 988a; 1 988b; Rasch, 1 980/1 960), with the computer program Rasch 
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Unidimensional Measurement Models, referred to as RUMM 2010 (Andrich, Sheridan, Lyne & Luo, 2000). Use of this Rasch measurement program ensures that only items that contribute logically and consistently to the measurement of attitude and behaviour, and the reading comprehension test, are included in the scale. Any items that do not fit on the scales in a consistent pattern with the other items are rejected. The most likely reason for an item to be rejected at this stage is that it is not consistently measuring the variable attitude and behaviour towards cooperative learning or the reading comprehension of English. The RUMM 2010 computer program tests the alignment of items that fit the model from 'easy' to 'hard', and calibrates the reading comprehension test measures, and the attitude and behaviour measures from low to high. These measures of reading comprehension, and the attitude and behaviour, are calibrated on the same scale as the item difficulties (for each scale as required for the two separate measures). The RUMM 2010 program estimates threshold parameters to create an ordered threshold structure, in line with the ordered response categories of the items. Within a four category response set ( as in the present attitude and behaviour measures), there are three thresholds, or boundaries, and it is necessary for these to be aligned with the order of the response categories, if there is to be satisfactory discrimination or differentiation between ability measures. fo. the present study, ability measures are the students' attitude and behaviour scores and, at a threshold between two response categories, there are odds of 1 : 1 of answering in either category. Parameter estimates are substituted back into the model and the RUMM 2010 program examines the difference between the expected values predicted from the model and the observes values, using two tests of fit. The first is the item-trait test-of-fit (a chi-square) which examines the consistency of the item parameters across the students with differing measures along the scale (see Andrich & van Schoubroeck, 1989, p.479-480 for the equations). Essentially, a consensus is obtained for all item difficulties across students with differing measures along the scale. If students cannot agree on the difficulty of an item, then the item is discarded. The second test-of-fit is the person-item interaction which examrnes the response patterns for students across items and for items across students. The residuals between the expected estimate and the actual values for each student-item are summed over all items for each students, and over all students for each item (see Andrich & van Schoubroeck, 1989, p.482, for the equations). When the data fit the measurement model, the fit statistics approximate a distribution with a mean near zero and a standard 
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deviation near one. Negative values indicate a response pattern that fits the model too 
closely, probably because response dependencies are present (see Andrich, 1 985). 
low medium high 
Person measure 
... 
Item difficulty 
easy medium hard 
Figure 4. 1 Scale of item difficulties with person measures (idealised). 
In summary, we want a scale where persons with high measures are likely to be 
able to answer the high, medium, and difficult items, positively. Persons with medium 
measures are likely only to be able to answer the medium difficulty and easy items 
positively. Persons with low measures are likely only to answer the easy items 
positively. They are unlikely to be able to answer the medium and hard items 
positively. 
The Reading Comprehension Test 
The final reading comprehension test consisted of three sections, understanding 
the main facts, sequencing the order of ideas, and understanding the meaning from 
English reading tasks using pictures. Section 1 contains 13  questions, section 2 contains 
10 questions, and section 3 contains 9 questions. The final test questions are ordered by 
difficulty conceptually. For example, it is expected that students will find item 1 very 
easy, item 2 harder than item 1 ,  and item 3 harder then item 2. The reason is that a 
picture is provided for item 1 ,  but not for item 2. The picture helps students to see the 
answer more easily for item 1 .  Item 3 uses four pictures that have to be ordered in 
sequence to make an apple pie and this is harder conceptually than answering item 2, 
where only one aspect is requested. All the other items are similarly ordered by 
difficuhy. While they are not reported here to avoid repetition, Appendix E will assist 
the reader. A sample is provided below and the full test is provided in Appendix D 
(initial 60 items) and Appendix E (final 32 items). 
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Item 1 Fill in the missing words in the sentence under each of the pictures below by 
choosing them from the following list. 
1 .  He has got . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(A) a headache (B) a cold (C) a stomach ache (D) a bad cough 
Item 2.  Read "In the Mirror" and answer item 2.  
In the Mirror 
In the mirror 
On the wal l  
There's a face 
I always see ; 
Round and pink, 
And rather smal l ,  
Looking back again 
At me. 
It is very 
Rude to stare, 
But she never 
Thinks of that, 
For her eyes are 
A lways there 
What can she be 
Looking at ? 
item 2 . Which of the following is the title 
of this poem ? 
(A) "Elizabeth Fleming" 
(B) "On the wall" 
(C)"Looking back again" 
(D) "In the Mirror" 
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Item 3. Find the picture which matches the sentence for step 4. 
HOW TO MAKE AN APPLE CAKE 
Step 4 Put the mashed apples, the flour and the butter into a bowl and mix them with a fork. 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
Pilot testing of the reading test After trialling the students' attitude and behaviour questionnaire, the 60 item comprehension test was trialled with the same 15 grade six students. The time taken to complete the 60 reading comprehension test items was about 1.30 hours. It was found that the instructions and the response formats were clear. There were no changes needed with the wording. There was no problem with the items in the test, except some words were difficult. Some difficult items are needed because students will be expected to improve their reading comprehension as a result of teaching in a cooperative learning program. 
Attitude and Behaviour Measurement 
Questionnaire A questionnaire was designed and trialled especially for this study to measure attitude and behaviour towards learning ESL. It was based on two aspects: (1) teaching and learning activities, and (2) classroom interaction. Teaching and learning activities were defined by tasks for group work, tasks for meaning and tasks for reading comprehension. There are six stem-items measuring tasks for group work, two stem­items measuring tasks for meaning, and four stem-items measuring tasks for reading 
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comprehension. Classroom interaction was defined by student/teacher relationships and stt1dent/student relationships. There are three stem-items measuring student/student relationships and five stem-items measuring student/teacher relationships. The questions are grouped under subheadings and they are arranged according to an order of increasing difficulty. The items were grouped under their corresponding headings so it would be clear to the students what was being measured and all the items were written in a positive sense with an ordered response format : always or nearly always was scored 4; sometimes was scored 3; mostly not was scored 2; and never or rarely was scored 1. All the stem-items on the questionnaire were answered in two perspectives. One was 
This is what ideally should happen (to measure the attitude or expectation aspect) and the other This is what really happens (to measure the behavioural aspect). Thus, there were 20 stem-items answered in two perspectives making an effective item sample of 40. All items were written in Thai. An English translation is provided in Appendix C2. The English teacher version (Appendix C4) was used with the trainee teachers as part of the qualitative data collection process for the group discussions. 
The questionnaire Instruction : Please rate the 40 statements according to the following response for:nat and check .; the column corresponding to your attitude (prior to studying) and your behaviour ( during study) on the appropriate line opposite each statement : 
Example 
Always or nearly always Sometimes Mostly not Never or rarely 
Subgroup : Teaching / Learning Activities 
Questionnaire item 
1. I like to do activities in groups. 
put .., on column 4 put .., on column 3 put .., on column 2 put .., on column I 
This is what 
ideally should happen 
I 2 3 4 I 
,I 
This is what 
really happens 
2 3 4 
,I 
Check � on the questionnaire itt:m, if you believe, prior to learning, that you mostly 
don 't like to do activities in groups, (check .; on column 2) if you sometimes achieve this, check .; on column 3. 
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Subgroup : Teaching/ Learning Activities (24 items) 
Questionnaire item This is what This is what 
ideally should happe1 really happens 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Item no. 
Tasks for group work. 
1-2 I like to listen to my friends' ideas about what 
we read. 
3-4 I like to do activities in groups. 
5-6 I can understand better when I do activities 
with friends. 
7-8 My group finishes the work on time. 
9- 10 I can make notes to summarize the group's 
ideas. 
1 1 - 1 2  I like to lead my friends i n  doing activities. 
Tasks for meaning 
1 3- 1 4  I like learning vocabulary from pictures. 
1 5- 1 6  I can guess the meaning of the words from 
pictures. 
Tasks for reading Comprehension 
1 7- 1 8  I like to solve the problem / puzzle in 
reading assignments. 
19-20 I can put the story into the correct order. 
2 1 -22 I can compltte cloze exercises with the 
correct words. 
23-24 I can find the correct answers to the reading 
questions. 
Subgroup : Classroom interaction (1 6 items) ( expected beliefs and expected actions about student/teacher and student/student relationships in English reading classes) 
This is what This is what 
Questionnaire item ideally should bappe1 really happens 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Item no. Student / student relationship 
25-26 I learn more when I study in small groups. 
27-28 I can have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends 29-30 I like to talk or study in groups. 
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Subgroup : Classroom interaction ( 16  items) (continued) 
--
Questionnaire item 
Student / teacher relationship 31-32 I learn a lot from the teacher. 33-34 I like my English teacher. 35-36 I can discuss my hobbies and my future plans with my teacher. 37-38 I like the way my teacher teaches me English reading. 39-40 I can talk to my teacher informally about my reading assignment. 
Figure 4.2 Attitude and behaviour questionnaire. 
This is what 
ideally should happe1 
I 2 3 4 
Source : designed by the author for this study. 
This is what 
really happens 
I 2 3 4 
The attitude and behaviom questionnaire consisted of two sections; Teaching/learning Activities, and Classroom interaction, which are ordered by difficulty conceptually. Under the aspect, tasks for group work, for example, it w�s conceptualise,-1 that listening to my friends ' ideas about what we read (item 1 -L) was easier than doing activities in groups (item 3-4). This is because item 3-4 requires more effort and knowledge to be answered to the same category level by the students. All the items in the other sub-groups are ordered vertically by difficulty. Item 1-2 is easier in the first perspective, this is what ideally should happen, than it is in the second perspective, this is what really happens (in my behaviour). This is because to actually do ' things' at a high category level requires more effort than to just think about what ought to be done ideally to the same level. All the other items under each sub-aspect are similarly ordered by difficulty, horizontally. While this is not explained for the other sub-aspects to avoid repetition, Figure 4.2 provides other examples of the principle in operation. 
Model of the questionnaire 
The model of students' attitude and behaviour was based on Kennedy and Kennedy (1996)' s formulation of Ajzen' s ( 1991) model, as implemented by Waugh 
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(2002, 200 I ), using items ordered conceptually by difficulty and answered in two perspectives, an attitude (an expectation) and a behaviour. 
The model is conceptualised as being a multi-aspect model including two first order aspects of teaching and learning activities in terms of task work, and classroom interactions, each defined by second order aspects. Both of these consist of various ordered sub-groups, outlined in Figure 4.3. 
Students' attitude and behaviour 
Teaching / Learning Activities Classroom Interaction 
, r , , Group work Student / teacher relationship Meaning Student / student relationship Reading Comprehension 
Figure 4.3 A model of students' attitude and behaviour. Source : Constructed by the author, based on literature review. 
The expectation at the outset of the teaching/learning activities was that group work characteristics would be the 'easiest' to achieve most of the time, followed by those for meaning, and those for reading comprehension, with the last 'hardest' to achieve most of the time. For classroom interaction, it was expected that student/teacher relationship characteristics would be easy to achieve, followed by student/student relationships. Similarly, it was expected that for each item, this is what 
ideally should happen would be located at an 'easier' position on the scale than the corresponding rating of this is what really happens. In other words, it was expected that students would find it 'easier' to have a high ideal attitude most of the time than to exhibit the behaviour most of the time. lt was expected that a scale of students' attitude and behaviour could be created using the computer program RUMM (Andrich, Sheridan, Lyne & Luo, 2000) to 
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calibrate all the student measures from 'low' to 'high' and all the item difficulties from easy to hard on the same scale. Within each sub-set of second order aspects, stem-items were ordered to form a pattern of responses that were of increasing 'difficulty' from , 'easy' to 'hard'. For example, in the various orders outlined for group work, it may be easy for students to say they can understand better when they do activities with friends (item 5), harder to say they can make notes to summarize about the group's ideas (item 9), and hardest to say they like to lead their friends in doing activities (item 11 ). Students were expected to self-1eport the stem-item in an ordered pattern from 'easy' to 'hard' and the perspectives in an ordered pattern from easy to hard. The model and item structure were tested using a Rasch measurement analysis. The number of items eliminated and those remaining after the validation are reported in chapter six. 
Pilot testing of the questionnaire The feedback from an informal trial of 15 grade six students' attitude and behaviour questionnaire indicated respondents might find it easy to understand and to respond to stem-items in the order this is what ideally should happen and this is what 
really happens. This trial was done before a formal test of the questionnaire with 300 grade six students to see if students could understand the questions. The test used primary school students in Chombung district. At first, the students understood the instructions but did not understand how to answer the questionnaire, so the researcher explained it to them so that they clearly understood what was required. The problem was that they felt confused by the ideal and real perspectives for each item and why they had to answer each item twice. The time taken to complete the questionnaire was about 30 minutes. The students did not suggest changing anything else, including the wording of the items, about the questionnaire. The next chapter explains the methodology of phase 1 - the collection and analysis of data to create two linear measures: one of reading comprehension and the second of attitudes and behaviours towards learning ESL. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter is presented in three parts, corresponding to the three phases of the study. Phase 1 was the collection and Rasch measurement model analysis of the reading comprehension data, and the attitude and behaviour questionnaire data. Phase 2 involves an experiment with a control and experimental group to determine if a cooperative learning approach produces better reading comprehension test results, and better attitude and behaviour, than a Thai communicative teaching method, for English as a second language. Phase 3 involves group discussion with the teachers after the experiment and journal data collected by the teachers during the experiment. 
Pilot testing (Thai version) The attitude and behaviour questionnaire (Thai version) was checked to make sure that it could be understood by the students. It was tested formally with 1 5  grade six students in a primary school in Chombung district to see if there were any problems. At first, students did not understand how to answer the questionnaire and so the researcher explained it to them so that they clearly understood the meaning. The problem was that they felt confused by the ideal and real perspectives for each item and why they had to answer each item twice. They had never answered a questionnaire like this before. After trialling the attitude and behaviour questionnaire, the English reading comprehension was tested formally. Students could complete this test without any problem and they did it within 1 .30 hours. 
Data collection and method of analysis (phase 1) 
The next step was to administer the English reading comprehension test and the attitude and behaviour questionnaire to 300 students in a large provincial primary school. These grade six students were representative of the grade six students used in the experimental and control groups. The chosen school had about twelve grade six classes of about 27 students each. This school was located in Samutsakhon Province 
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which was about 100 kilometers from Ratchaburi, not too far from the practical teaching 
area of the Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung. 
Sample (phase 1) 
The 300 sample of gender-mixed grade 6 students came from a large provincial 
primary school which was located in Samutsakhon Province, 25 kilometers from 
Bangkok. The school has about 2,500 students with 110 teachers. There were about 
102 male and 198 female students aged between 11-12 years old. Most of their 
parents are stakeholders, sellers, and administrative officers. The chosen school was 
located outside the Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung practice teaching area but close 
enough to have similar student abilities and characteristics to those in the experiment in 
Ratchaburi, which can be the representative of many other schools in Thailand. It took 
2 hours for the examination, including the questionnaire, for all 12 classes of grade six 
students from 09.00-11.00 AM. After going back to Rajabhat Institute Muban 
Chombung, the third year English major students collated the data which then was 
entered into an EXCEL computer progran1. Finally, the data was analysed with the 
RUMM computer program (Rasch Unidimensional Measurement Model) (Andrich, 
Sheridan, Lyne & Luo, 2000). 
Ethics Procedure (phase lJ 
The school principals with the regular English teachers at the school were 
approached ( after the Edith Cowan University Ethics Committee had approved the letter 
of consent), and asked if they would be willing to participate in this classroom research 
(see Appendix B). The statement in the letter outlined the purpose of the experiment 
and ensured the regular English teachers and the students of confidentiality and 
anonymity, with the right to refuse to participate, and to withdraw from the experiment 
at any time. After they had read the information and were satisfied, they were asked to 
sign a form of consent. Then, students signed the form of consent based on the 
conditions mentioned above, indicating their willingness to participate. 
Data preparation (phase 1) 
The data were entered into an Excel program. For the reading comprehension 
test, and attitude and behaviour questionnaire, th�re were the student code numbers and 
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the item numbers (from left to right). The student code number was started from 
number 1001, and continued until 1300 (300 students). The item number for reading 
comprehension test was started from 1, and continued until 60 (60 items). For attitude 
and behaviour, items started from 1, and continued until 64 (64 items) with item 
responses ranging from 1 to 4. The data were entered into an Excel program, as shown 
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
Table 5.1 
Reading comprehension data entered into an Excel program. 
� 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . . . . . . . . . . .  60 Total score 
Stu.code 
1 00 1  1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1002 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1003 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 004 I 0 0 1 1 0 1 
1 005 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
I 
1 300 I 1 0 1 1 0 1 
Table 5.1 shows how the data for the reading comprehension test were set out. 
Students were numbered from 1001 to 1 300 and item responses were recorded as either 
0 (wrong) or 1 (right). 
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Table 5.2 Attitude and behaviour questionnaire data entered into an Excel program. 
� 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . . . . . . . . . . .  64 Total score 
Stu.code 
1001 2 3 2 3 2 4 1 
1 002 3 3 2 3 4 4 
1003 2 3 2 3 2 4 2 
1004 1 3 2 4 3 4 1 
1005 1 3 1 3 l 4 1 
1 300 3 3 2 3 4 4 1 
For item number 1, the first student (1001) chose 2 which means that the student 
mostly did not agree with the statement in item 1 (what I ideally think should happen). Then, in item number 2, the first student chose 3 which means that the student sometimes agreed with the statement in item 2, and so on. After all of the data above were entered into the Excel program, it was converted into a word-text document ready for the Rasch analysis. The Rasch analysis is described in chapter six. The Rasch analysis produced a linear scale to measure two variables (after non-fitting items were deleted). These were reading comprehension in 
English, and attitude and behaviour towards learning English, which were used in phase 2. 
Data collection and method of analysis (phase 2) 
The experimental design (phase 2) Thirty-two Prathom six (grade 6) students at three schools, Wat Chong Lorn, Wat Phikulthong and Wat Don-Ta-Lung schools, Ratchaburi province, studying Fundamental English, were cho��n. They were allocated by random sampling, with sixteen Prathom six students to each of an experimental group and a control group at each of the three schools. Thus, there were forty-eight students in three experimental 54 
groups, and another forty-eight students in three control groups, making a total of 
ninety-six students. 
Three control groups were taught by the Thai communicative approach. Three 
experimental groups were taught by the cooperative learning approach. The 
experimental groups and the control groups were treated the same in every respect, 
except the steps of teaching which were different. These treatment controls are 
explained later in this chapter. 
The length of the experimental study was sixteen hours. Before the experiment, 
two pretests (involving reading comprehension, and an attitude and behaviour 
questionnaire) were given for the three experimental groups and the three control 
groups. After the treatment, the reading comprehension test and the attitude and 
behaviour questionnaire, which were the same as the pretest, were used again as 
posttests to see whether the students improved in English reading comprehension, and 
in attitude and behaviour. 
Sample (_phase 2) 
Three schools were chosen for the experiment within the Rajabhat Institute 
Muban Chombung area of the trainee teacher practice. They are in the same area in 
Ratchaburi province and they all could be described as typical small provincial village 
temple schools for grade one to six students. The reason that the schools in the same 
area were chosen was that the researcher and the teachers were able to contact each 
other easily. The first area (Wat Chong Lorn) which was the biggest school with 970 
students in total, while the other two (Wat Phikulthong and Wat Don-Ta-Lung) were 
smaller with 745 and 678 students respectively in total. For Wat Chong Lorn schools, 
there were sixty-five teachers involving six English teachers and there were three grade 
six classes of about twenty-five students each. In the second school, Wat Phikulthong, 
there were fifty-eight teachers, including five English teachers, and there were two 
grade six classes of about twenty students each. In Wat Don-Ta-Lung, there were fifty­
five teachers, including five English teachers, and there were two grade six classes of 
about twenty students each. 
The number of students in the seven grade six classes at Wat Chong Lorn, Wat 
Phikulthong, and Wat Don-Ta-Lung chosen for this study was seventy-five, forty and 
forty, respectively. Because a smaller number of students was needed, simple random 
sampling was used to allocate students to the control and experimental groups within 
each class. 
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The thirty-two participants from Wat Chong Lorn, Wat Phikulthong, and Wat 
Don-Ta-Lung were divided into two groups (in each school) by random sampling, and 
then they were allocated to control groups (N = 16) in each school and experimental 
groups (N = 16) in each school. Thus, the total for the three schools was ninety-six 
students. 
All of the ninety-six students were twelve years old and of mixed gender. They 
had studied in five learning experience groups : Basic Skills Group, Life Experiences, 
Character Development, Work- Oriented Experiences and Special Experience (Office of 
the National Education Commission, 1999). English is one of the subjects which was in 
Basic Skills Group. The school hours were from 8.00 AM to 15.30 PM everyday, 
Monday to Friday. 
Procedure (phase 2) 
There were four letters asking permission to do the experiment with the Prathom 
6 (grade 6) students in the three schools (Wat Chong Lorn, Wat Phikulthong, and Wat 
Don-Ta-Lung schools). They were sent from the Dean of the Faculty of Education at 
Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung. The four letters involved ( 1 )  getting three trainee 
teachers to be volunteers for the experiment, (2) getting permission from the students' 
parents/guardian, (3) getting permission from the school Pri...,cipal, and (4) getting 
permission from the regular teacher to be part of a group discussion. In preparing three 
trainee teachers for the experiment, a two-day orientation seminar on practice teaching 
for the trainee English major teachers in the two methods of reading comprehension 
learning, were given These were the Thai communicative method and the cooperative 
learning method. 
After the orientation seminar on practice teaching, an assignment test on 
knowledge of the two teaching methods (cooperative lear,ning and Thai communicative) 
was used, and three trainee teachers who had obtained similar high scores were chosen. 
This helped to ensure that the trainee teachers had similar knowledge and skills in the 
teaching methods, an aspect of experimental control. Next, the lesson plans for both 
. methods of teaching were written by the researcher. The contents were about being able 
to understand the main ideas, sequencing the order of content, and understanding the 
meaning from English reading tasks using pictures. Finally, the three trainee teachers 
and the three English teachers from the three schools studied the whole plan of the 
research, another aspect of experimental control. 
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I' 
Date 
time 
Mon 
Tue 
Wed 
Thu 
Fri 
During the experiment, the three control groups were taught by the Thai communicative approach. The three experimental groups were taught by the cooperative learning approach. The length of the experimental study was sixteen hours. In each of the three schools, the one trainee teacher taught both the experimental and control groups. After the sixteen hours of teaching, the reading test and the questionnaire, which were the same papers as the pretests, were given as posttests, and compared with the pretests. 
Table 5.3 Planned time scheduling during the experiment. 
8.30 8.50 9.10 9.40 10.00 10.20 10.50 1 1.10 13.00 13.20 13.40 14.10 14.30 14.50 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8.50 9.10 9.30 10.00 10.20 10.40 1 1.10 13.00 13.20 13.40 14.00 14.30 14.50 15.10 
Exp Exp Exp Con Con Con 
Con Con Con Exp Exp Exp Lunch 
Exp Exp Exp Con Con Con time 
Con Con Con Exp Exp Exp 
Trainee teacher meets researcher 
Note : Exp. means experimental group taught by cooperative learning. Con. means control group taught by Thai communicative method. 
Research Design 
Gave 2 days orientation seminar on practice teaching to the trainee teachers about 2 methods of teaching, Thai communicative method and cooperative learning. Assignment test was used and 3 trainee teachers with similar high scores were chosen. 
Rasch-validation of English reading comprehension test, and attitude and behaviour questionnaire. N = 300 
Conduct first discussion group meeting TEST (Trigger, Explore) 
15.10 
. 
15.30 
remedial 
teaching 
& 
sport 
activiry 
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Pretest control group Pretest experimental group (reading �omprehension & attitudes and (reading comprehension & attitudes and behaviour questionnaire) behaviour questionnaire) Instruct control group using Instruct experimental group using Thai communicative method cooperative learning (4 weeks) (4 weeks) Posttest control group Posttest experimental group (reading comprehension & attitudes and (reading comprehension & attitudes and behaviour questionnaire) behaviour questionnaire) 
Conduct second discussion group meeting (3 trainee teachers from 3 school with 3 regular English teachers, conducted by researcher (using TEST procedure (Matthews, 1 993), TEST: Strategize, Treat. 
Report results. 
Figure 5. ! Design for data collection and analysis (pt.ise 2) 
Note : TEST : Trigger, Explore, Strategize, Treat 
Pretests and posttests (phase 2) 
After the data (N = 300) were analysed with the RUMM computer program, 
there were 32 valid items measuring English reading comprehension, and 40 valid items 
measuring attitudes and behaviour left. These items in the pretests and posttests 
(English reading test and attitude and behaviours) were from the same papers that had 
been used before and after the experiment (for 3 experimental groups and 3 control 
groups) in order to see whether expected actions had changed before and after this 
experiment (See Table 5 .4 below). 
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Table 5 .4 The pretest and posttest administration for the experiment. 
Experimental groups 
N = 48 
Control groups 
N = 48 
Pretest 
reading comprehension & attitude and behaviour 
reading comprehension & attitude and behaviour 
Posttest 
reading comprehension & attitude and behaviour 
reading comprehension & attitude and behaviour 
For all the students in the experimental and control groups, the raw total scores, were converted to a measure on the linear Rasch scale for each measure. These measures were then used in ANOVA and t-tests, for the experimental and control groups to test for a significant difference. 
Controls in the experiment (phase 2) Problems can happen during the experimental process that can affect the result. The problems often come from the persons and the processes of the experiment. Before the experiment, .andom sampling was used to allocate the students to the control and the experimental groups, so that the characteristics of the students in each group were similar. The three trainee teachers were carefully selected and monitored so that the treatment of the students was the same, except for the teaching methodology. During the experiment, the text, visual aids, assignments, activities, exercises, and material from the lesson plans were the same, except that the steps of teaching in both groups were different. This means that the assignments for the students of both groups in the lesson plans were the same. The teaching times in both the experimental group and the control group were the same, one hour, three periods per day, each. The planned time­scheduling of both the experimental and control groups were during the morning, not in the afternoon, because of possible tiredness of the students which might have affected their studying ability. In the planned time schedule, the teaching periods of both groups were taken in turn. When the experimental group was taught first, then the control group was taught later, and the next day, the control group was taught first, while the experimental group was taught later. This action was done to prevent any bias in the session times. 
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Trainee teachers often used Thai when the objectives of the lessons were mentioned, so that the students would understand them clearly. Trainee teachers were advised to use the same amount of Thai words in both groups and the trainee teachers were reminded of this from time-to-time. They spoke English in both groups during their teaching, but Thai words were often used during telling the objectives of the lessons. Again, an attempt was made to use the same number of Thai words in each group, and trainee teachers were reminded of this from time-to-time. An attempt was made to limit any cooperation between students across the experimental and control groups by informing them not to do so. The researcher supervised classes in all schools at least twice a week during the experiment and met the trainee teacher for weekly journals as part of the supervisory control. In summary, a great deal of care was taken to treat the experimental groups and the control groups the same, in every way, except for teaching methodology. Then, if there were any measured differences in reading comprehension, or in attitude and behaviour, those differences could reasonably be attributed to the different teaching method. 
Data collection and method of analysis (phase 3) 
Discussion group meetings. The three trainee teachers and the three English teachers of the three schools (Wat Chong Lorn, Wat Pikulthong, and Wat Don-Ta-Lung school) were asked to participate in a training group meeting to discuss their attitude and behaviour to their teaching experience. The three trainee teachers and the three English teachers were willing to be interviewed and they then were asked to sign a form of consent based on the conditions mentioned above, indicating their willingness to be interviewed. The time for the interview was set according to the interviewee's convenience. As a result, the questions were asked first as a guide by the researcher, who acted as a facilitator The discussion group's agenda was based on the TEST procedure of Matthews (1993). It is used effectively in training English reading teachers. It involved :J brainstorming sessions and it was used as a training method for the three trainee teachers and the three English teachers to cooperate in problem solving. This means that, if the trainee teachet.; faced any problem in each period, they should explain how to solve that problem. There is a four stage agenda for the two focus group sessions (TEST) : Trigger, Explore, Strategies and Treat. The first two sessions, Trigger and 
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Exploring, were used in general information - sharing the problem definition strategy to 
stimulate discussion in methodology before doing the experiment. Then, the other two 
aspects, Strategie::: and Treat, were used as the basis of a problem solving session after 
the experiment. 
Discussion group data 
During their teaching sessions, the trainee teachers were asked to record their 
observations in Thai. The observation form they used told of their attitudes and 
behaviour in teaching, the problems they faced, and how to solve those problems. 
Then, the journals were sent back to the researcher after the experiment. The journals 
were discussed with the researcher every Friday during the experiment (see in Appendix 
F). These contained confidential observations and thoughts. 
The next chapter discusses the results of the data analysis for phase 1 .  
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CHAPTER SIX 
DATA ANALYSIS (PHASE 1) 
CREATING SCALES TO MEASURE ACHIEVEMENT OF 
READING COMPREHENSION , AND ATTITUDES AND 
BEHAVIOURS TOWARDS READING COMPREHENSION 
This chapter describes the process of data analysis for the reading comprehension test, and the students' attitude and behaviour questionnaire, using the Rasch Unidimensional Measurement Model (RUMM) computer program (Andrich, Sheridan, Lyne, & Luo, 2000). The results are presented by tables, figures and descriptive text. The general meaning of the reading comprehension test and the students' attitude and behaviour towards the reading comprehension questionnaire, are discussed, and the relevant psychometric statistics are explained. 
Data analysis with the RUMM computer program 
Responses to the attitude and behaviour questionnaire were entered into an Excel file in terms of the response category codes (one, two, three or four) and converted to a text-file in word. Similarly, the responses for the English reading comprehension test were entered into an Excel file in terms of the response category codes (zero for wrong and one for right), and converted to a text-file in word. The data were analysed using the Rasch Unidimensional Measurement Model (RUMM) computer program (Andrich, Sheridan, Lyne & Luo, 2000). A number of steps was taken in order to create a proper interval-level scale of students' attitudes and behaviours and English reading comprehension. First, the item thresholds were checked to see that they were ordered in line with the ordering of the response categories. Only those items with ordered thresholds (indicating that the response categories for the item were answered consistently and logically) were included in the final analysis. The other items were discarded. Then, the residuals were examined. A residual is the difference between the expected item 'response' calculated according to the model and the actual item 'response' as marked by students. The item­trait test-of-fit chi-square tests the consistency of the item parameters across the students' attitude and behaviour questionnaire and the English reading comprehension 
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test measures for each item. After that, the person-item trait fit was investigated to 
detemtlne whether there was agreement among students as to the 'difficulties' of all the 
items along the scale. The non-performing items of English reading comprehension (28 
items out of 60) and the non-performing items of the students' attitude and behaviour 
questionnaire (24 items out of64), determined through the steps described, were deleted 
from the scale, and the analysis was repeated with the good items to create a proper, 
linear scale. Variable measures were calibrated on the same scale as the item 
difficulties by the RUMM program for the items that fitted the Rasch measurement 
model. 
Results of Phase 1 testing 
Reading Comprehension measure 
The summary statistics of the Rasch analysis are set out in Table 6. 1 .  Table 6.2 
shows the difficulties for 32 English reading comprehension test items. Figure 6 . 1  
shows person measures plotted against item difficulties for reading comprehension. 
Figure 6.2 shows the student measures of English reading comprehension and item 
difficulties on the same scale. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are the item category curves for a 
good fitting item and a poor fitting item, respectively, for the English reading 
comprehension test. Figure 6.5 shows the person item map of reading comprehension 
measures for understanding the main ideas. Figure 6.6 sh.ows the person item map of 
reading comprehension measures for sequencing the order of ideas. Figure 6. 7 shows 
the person item map of reading comprehension for understanding the meaning from 
pictures. 
Attitude and Behaviour measure 
The summary statistics of the Rasch analysis are set out in Table 6.3. Table 6.4 
shows the items that fitted the Rasch model for attitude and behaviour, and their item 
difficulties in logits. Figure 6.8 shows the student attitude and behaviour measures and 
item locations on the same scale. Figure 6.9 shows the item thresholds and person 
measures on the same scale which is a graph of the item threshold difficulties aligned on 
the scale from 'easy' to 'hard'. Figure 6. 10 shows person item map of expectations for 
tasks in c!assroom interaction. Figure 6. 1 1  shows person item map of expectations in 
student relationships. Figure 6. 12  shows person item map of behaviour on tasks. 
Figure 6. 13  shows person item map of behaviour in student relationships. Figure 6 . 14 
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and Figure 6.1 5  are the item category curves for a good fitting item and a poor fitting 
item, respectively, for the attitude and behaviour measures. 
Psychometric Characteristics 
Reading Comprehension measure. 
For the reading comprehension measure, there were 60 original items, and 28 
did not fit the measurement model (see Appendices D&E). That left 32 test items that 
did fit the measurement model. These 32 test items were about understanding the main 
facts, sequencing the order of ideas, and understanding the meaning from English 
reading tasks using pictures. 
Table 6. 1 
Summary statistics for 32 item English reading comprehension test. 
Items Students 
Number 32 300 
Location mean 0.00 
Standard deviation 0.39 
Fit statistic mean -0.29 
Standard deviation 0.74 
Item-trait interaction chi square = 104.86 
Probability of item-trait ( p) = 0.05 
Degree of freedom = 128 
Student Separation Index = 0.73 
Power of tests-of-fit good 
Note on Table 6.1 
1 .  The item means are  constrained to zero by the measurement model. 
0.60 
0.9 1 
0.23 
0.67 
2. When the data fit the measurement model, the fit statistic approximates a 
distribution with a mean near zero and a SD near one (a good fit for this scale). 
3. The item-trait interaction indicates the agreement displayed with all items across all 
students from different locations on the scale (acceptable for this scale). 
4. The Student Separation Index is the proportion of observed English reading 
comprehension variance considered true (in this scale, 73 % and good). 
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There was a reasonable consensus among students about the difficulties of the items, ordered along the scale from 'easy' to 'hard'. This is indicated by the item-trait test-of-fit {X2 = 104.86, df = 128, p = 0.05) (the null hypothesis is that there is no significant interaction between the responses to the items and the person measures along the trait.) This means that students with low, medium or high measures agreed that certain items were easy, that others were of moderate difficulty, and that some others were hard. The Index of Separability for the 32 item scale was 0.73. This means that the proportion of observed variance considered true is 73 percent and this is akin to traditional reliability using Cronbach Alpha. While this is acceptable, there is room for improvement in any future use of the scale when it should be revised. The RUMM computer program rates the overall power of tests-of-fit in the categories of too low, reasonable, good, and excellent and, in this case, it was rated as good, based on the Index of Separation. 
Table 6.2 The difficulties of the final 32 items for English reading comprehension. 
Reading comprehension Test 
Original 
Item no. New Item location Item category 
36 I -0. 1 2  Understanding meaning from pictures. 
1 6  2 0.62 Understanding the main facts. 
24 3 -0.23 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
57 4 0.25 Understanding the main facts. 
44 5 -0.20 Understanding the main facts. 
43 6 -0.39 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
39 7 0.06 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
42 8 -0.27 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
58 9 0. 1 5  Understanding the main facts. 
49 I O  -0.04 Understanding the main facts. 
29 1 1  0.01 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
23 12  0. 1 8  Seauencing the order of ideas. 
26 1 3  -0.35 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
25 14 -0.32 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
48 1 5  -0.2 1  Understanding the main facts. 
22 1 6  -0.22 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
1 8  1 7  -0.04 Understanding the main facts. 
34 1 8  -0.36 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
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Table 6.2 (continued) 
Original 
Item no. New Item location Item category 
35 19 -0.45 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
12  20 0.42 Understanding the main facts. 
37 21 -0.24 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
45 22 -0. 1 0  Understanding the main facts. 
47 23 0.26 Understanding the main facts. 
46 24 0.08 Understanding the main facts. 
30 25 -0.24 Seauencing the order of ideas. 
20 26 -0.40 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
38 27 0.0 1 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
27 28 -0.08 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
40 29 0.05 Understanding meaning from pictures. 
32 30 1 .25 Sequencing the order of ideas. 
19 3 1  -0. 1 0  Understanding the vocabulary. 
1 1  32 1 .04 Understanding the main facts. 
Table 6.2 shows the 32 English reading comprehension test items analysed with the Rasch measurement model. The original item numbers and the new item numbers are also shown with the subgroups, with the suitable items shown in appendix E. 
Attitude and Behaviour measure Of the original 64 items of the attitude and behaviour measure, 24 did not fit the measurement model, in either the real or ideal aspect, (see Appendix C) and were discarded. Of the 40 items that did fit the measurement model, 20 items measured a real aspect of students' attitude and behaviour (That is what really happens), and 20 items measured an ideal aspect of students' attitude and behaviour (That is what ideally should happen). Together, these 40 items fitted the measurement model and the data formed an interval-level scale from which valid and reliable inferences can be made. 
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Table 6.3 Summary statistics for 40 item students' attitude and behaviour measure. 
Number Location mean Standard deviation Fit statistic mean Standard deviation 
Item-trait interaction chi square = Probability of item-trait ( p) = Degrees of freedom = Student Separation Index = 
Items Students 
40 300 0.00 0.23 0.39 0.97 0. 16 -0.28 0.74 2.02 
198.28 0.05 160 0.92 Power of tests-of-fit . excellent (based on the Separation index) 
Notes on Table 6.3 1. The item means are constrained to zero by the measurement model. 2. When the data fit the measurement model, the fit statistic approximates a distribution with a meart near zero and a SD near one (a good fit for this scale). They are reported only to 2 decimal places because the error is to two decimal piaces. 3. The item-trait interaction indicates the agreement displayed with all items across all students from different locations on the scale (acceptable for this scale). 4. The Student Separation Index is the proportion of observed variance considered true (in this scale, 92 % and excellent). 5. Standard errors are between 0.07 and 0. 10. 
There was a reasonable consensus among students about the difficulties of the items, ordered along the scale from 'easy' to 'hard' . This is indicated by the item-trait test-of-fit (X2 = 1 98.28, df = 160, p = 0.05) (the null hypothesis is that there is no significant interaction between the responses to the items and the person measures along the trait . ). This means that students with low, medium or high mea.;;ures agreed that certain items were easy, that others were of moderate difficulty, and that some others were hard. Category threshold values (see Figure 6.9 and Appendix J) are ordered from 
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low to high which indicates that students answered the response categories consistently 
for the 40 items. The Index of Separability for the 40 item scale with the five response 
categories is 0.92. This means that the proportion of observed variance considered true 
is 92 percent and this is akin to traditional reliability, using Cronbach Alpha. The 
RUMM computer program rates the overall power of tests-of-fit in the categories of too 
low, reasonable, good, or excellent and, in this case, it was rated as excellent, based on 
the Index of Separation. 
Table 6.4 
The final 40 items for the attitude and behaviour measure. 
Questionnaire item This is what 
Subgroup : teaching/learning activ ities (24 items) ideally This is what 
Original stem New and classroom interactions (16 items) should really 
Item no. item Item no. happen happens 
Tasks for group work 
5-6 1 1-2 I like to listen to my friends' ideas about - 0.65 -0.11 
what we read. 
1-2 2 3-4 I like to do activities in groups. -0.57 +0.25 " 
3-4 3 5-6 I can understand better when I do activities -0.12 +0.14 
. .. 
,'! 
with friends. ! ' 
7-8 4 7-8 My' group finishes the work on time. +0.11 +0.73 . . . 
I 
11-12 5 9-10 I can make notes to summarize about the +0.18 +o.49 . 
group's ideas. 
9-10 6 11-12 I like to lead my friends in doing activities. +0.45 +o.59 ,,.i, 
Tasks for meaning i: 
15-11 7 13-14 I like learning vocabulary from pictures. -0.65 -0.35 
..• 
:i 
17-18 8 15-16 I can guess the meaning of the words from -0.56 -0.23 .v 
pictures. 
Tasks for reading comprehension. 
27-28 9 17-18 I like to solve the problem/puzzle in -0.01 -0.14 
reading assignment. 
25-26 10 19-20 I can put the story into the correct order. +0.35 +0.57 
31-32 11 21-22 I can complete cloze exercises with the +0.38 +o.49 
correct words. 
29-30 12 23-24 I can find the correct answers to the +0.38 +0.50 
reading questions. 
Student/student relationships 
57-58 13 25-26 I learn more when I study in small groups. -0.59 -0.71 
53-54 14 27-28 I can have more opportunity to participate 
in activities among friends. -0.37 -0.46 
49-50 15 29-30 I like to talk or study in groups. +0.03 +0.10 
Student/teacher relationships 
35-36 16 31-32 I learn a lot from the teacher. -0.34 -0.24 
33-34 1 7  33-34 I like my English teacher. -0. 15  -0.2 1 
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Table 6.4 The final 40 items for the attitude and behaviour measure. (continued) 
Questionnaire item 
Subgroup : teaching/learning activities (24 items) 
Original stem New and classroom interactions ( 1 6  items) 
Item no. item Item no. 
43-44 18 35-36 I can discuss my hobbies and my future plans with my teacher. 45-46 19 37-38 I like the way my teacher teaches me English reading. 41-42 20 39-40 I can talk to my teacher informally about my reading assignment. 
This is what 
ideally 
should 
happen 
-0.03 
+0.09 
+0. 1 5  
This is what 
really 
happens 
+0. 12 
+0.21 
+0. 14 
Table 6.4 shows the difficulties of the 40 items of the students' attitude and behaviour measure. The ideal items are nearly all easier than their corresponding real items, as hypothesised. The original item numbers and the new item numbers are also shown with the subgroups. All the data on the variable attitude and behaviour towards learning English support the view that the data are valid and reliable. The Index of Separation is high (0.92). The 40 items are ordered in difficulty from easy to hard. The student measures are ordered from low to :t.:gh and there is strong agreement amongst the students t.hout the ordering of the item difficulties. There is, therefore, an expectation that valid and reliable inferences can be made from these data. 
Reading comprehension scale 
Figure 6. 1 shows the item difficulties and person measures of reading comprehension calibrated on the same scale. The spread of the items indicates there are not enough 'easy' items or enough 'hard' items to cover the person measures. The data presented indicate that a satisfactory unidimensional scale of reading comprehension has been constructed, but the targeting could be improved. Ideally, some very easy items and some hard items should be created and added to this scale in order to target these students better. The thresholds of the items range from approximately --0.6 to + 1 .2 logits but they do not cover the range of students' reading comprehension on the scale which range from approximately -2.0 to + 1 .4 logits (see Figure 6. 10). 
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Person-Item Location Distribution 
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Figure 6. 1 Person measures plotted again.st item difficulties for reading comprehension. Note on Figure 6. 1 1. The scale is in logits, the log odds of answering the response categories positively. 2. Student measures (low to high) are placed on the upper side of the scale and item locations ('easy' to 'hard') are placed on the lower side of the scale. 
---------------------------------------------- ---- -------------
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Figure 6.2 Students' reading comprehension and item 'difficulties' calibrated on the same scale. 
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The 32 items are aligned on the scale in order of difficulty from easy to hard (see 
Figure 6.2). Many students answered the moderately difficulty items (there were no 
easy items) positively (for example, items 35, 48, 24., 22). As the items become 
increasingly 'difficult' on the scale, respondents need a higher ability in reading 
comprehension to answer them positively. This means the more difficult items are 
answered positively only by students who have high ability in reading comprehension 
(for example, item 32, 1 1 , 1 6, 1 2). Students with low ability in reading comprehension 
did not answer these difficulty items positiveiy. 
Generally, the tests-of-fit are good, and the errors are small in comparison to the 
separation of person measures along the scale. The easiest item is item 19  ( original 
item 35, see Table 6.2) which is about understanding the meaning from pictures with a 
difficulty of --0.45. The hardest item is item 32 (original item 1 1 , see Table 6.2) which 
is about understanding the main ideas with a difficulty of+ 1 .04. 
Category curve for good fitting item. 
10036 Descriptor for Item 36 Location = -0.1 1 5  Residual = 0. 1 29 Chi  Sq Prob = 0.972 
1 .0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 
b 
b 
Figure 6.3 
Note 
0.5 
., 0 , 
Person Location (logits) 
2 3 
Item Category Curve for reading comprehension item 1 ( originally 
no .36) (good fitting item). 
1 .  Threshold is about --0. 1 logits 
4 
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Item 36 is one of the easiest items with a chi square probability of fit to the 
measurement model of 0.97, indicating an excellent fit to the model. This item is about 
sickness where students have to choose the word to describe pictures of sicknesses. 
Item 36 is 'He has got a stomach ache ' which is one sickness in their every day life. It 
is possible that students can remember it easily because of the realistic nature of the 
picture and their everyday experience with stomach pains. For this item, the difficulty 
is -0.12 which indicates that students found it relatively easy to understand the picture 
of 'sickness' (See Appendix D). Figure 6.3 shows that the Category 0 curve indicates 
that a person with a reading comprehension score of-4.0 
logits (Person Location) has a probability of about 0.98 of answering in this category. 
Looking at the Category 1 curve, for a student with a reading comprehension score of -
4.0, the probability of answering in this category is around +0.01. For a student with a 
reading comprehension score of +4.0, the probability of answering this item correctly 
(category 1 curve) is around 0.99, and for answering no (category O curve), the 
probability is about 0. So this item is performing just as it should for an easy item. 
Category curve for poor fitting item 
1001 1 Descriptor for Item 1 1  Location ., 1 .036 Residue.I = 0 .698 Chi Sq Prob = 0 007 
1 .0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.5 
·2 ·1 0 2 
Person Location (log�s) 
3 4 
Figure 6.4 Item Category Curve for reading comprehension item 11 (originally no. 
29) (not-so-good fitting item) 
Note 
1 .  Threshold is about + 1.0 logits. 
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Item 11 is one of the hardest items with a chi square probability of fit to the 
. measurement model of0.01 which indicates a poor fit to the measurement model. The 
vocabulary of this text is difficult for grade 6 students, with words such as : 'elastic', 
'germs', and 'dripping' (see Appendix D). It is possible that the nature of these words 
led to difficulty in understanding the text and it being the hardest item For this item, 
the difficulty is 1.04 logits which indicated that students found it difficult to understand. 
Figure 6.4 shows that the Category O curve indicates that a person with a reading 
comprehension score of -2.0 logits (Person Location) has a probability of around 0.95 
of answering this item incorrectly ( category O curve). Looking at the Category 1 curve, 
a student with a reading comprehension score of-2.0 has a probability of answering this 
item correctly of around 0.05. A student with a reading comprehension score of around 
+4.0 has a probability near 0.95 of answering the item correctly ( category curve 1 )  and a 
probability of answering incorrectly of 0.05 ( category curve 0). So although the 
computer statistics indicated that this item didn't fit the measurement model as well as it 
could, the category curve was performing appropriately. 
Understanding the main ideas 
Figure 6.5 shows the measures of reading comprehension on the LHS and the 
difficulties of the items of the sub-group, understanding the main ideas, on the RHS. 
The items of the sub-group, understanding the main icieas, are difficult. Only students 
with medium or high measures are likely to be able to answer them. Not too many 
students could answer the hardest items of this sub-group. For example, only 12  
students are likely to be able to answer item 1 correctly, and only 39  students are likely 
to be able to answer item 16 correctly, out of 300 students. None of the items in this 
sub-group is easy. There are no items between the difficulties of --0.2 and -2.0 logits 
corresponding to the students with these measures. The easiest item ( 48) has a 
difficulty of --0.2 logits and could probably be answered correctly by 186 of the 300 
students. 
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Figure 6.5 Person item map (reading comprehension measures versus item difficulty, for understanding the main ideas) (300 students and 1 3  items). 
Sequencing the order of ideas. Figure 6.6 shows the measures of reading comprehension on the LHS and the difficulties of the items of the sub-group, sequencing the order of ideas, on the RHS. The items of the sub-group, sequencing the order of ideas, are difficult. Only students with high or medium measures are likely to be able to answer them. Not too many students could answer the hardest items of this sub-group. For example, only 6 students are likely to be able to answer item 32 correctly, and 90 students are likely to be able to answer items 29 and 23 correctly, out of 300 students. None of the items in this sub­group is easy. There are no items between the difficulties of -0.2 and -2.0 logits corresponding to the students with these measures. The easiest items with a difficulty of -0.2 log its could probably be answered correctly by 1 89 of the 300 students. 
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Figure 6.6 Person item map (reading comprehension measures versus item difficulty, for sequencing the order of ideas) (300 students and 1 3  items). 
Understanding the meaning from pictures. Figure 6. 7 shows the measures of reading comprehension on the LHS and the difficulties of the item of the sub-group, understanding the meaning from pictures, on the RHS. The items of the sub-group, understanding the meaning from pictures, are of medium difficulty. Many students with medium measures are likely to answer them correctly, but many students with low measures are unlikely to be able to answer the items correctly. For example, 96 students with the lowest measures are unlikely to be able to answer the easiest item (no.35, difficulty --0.6 logits) correctly. There are no hard items corresponding to the measures from +0.2 to + 1.4 logits, and no easy items corresponding to the measures from --0.8 to -2.0 logits, in this sub-group. 
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LOCATION STIJDENTS ITEM DIFFICULTIES 
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Figure 6. 7 Person item map (reading comprehension measures versus item difficulty, for understanding the meaning from pictures) (300 students and 13 items). 
Attitude and behaviour scale 
Attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension measure The locations ('difficulties') of the items are reasonably well targeted against the student measures (see Figure 6.9). This means that the attitude and behaviour questionnaire is not too hard or too easy for the students. Good targeting of items helps to achieve a good fit to the measurement model. 
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Person-ttem Location Distribution 
PERSONS (Grouping Set to Interval Length of O.:.D making -40 Groups) 
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Figure 6 .8 Students' Attitude and Behaviour measures (top) and item difficulties 
(bottom) calibrated on the same scale. 
Notes on Figure 6 .8 
1. The scale is in logits, the log odds of answering the response categories positively. 
2. Student measures (low to high) are placed on the upper side of the scale and item 
difficulties (' easy' to 'hard') are placed on the lower side of the scale. 
In Figure 6.8, the student measures of attitude and behaviour towards reading 
comprehension range from -1 .9 to + 2.2 logits and the item difficulties range from --0.8  
to + 0.8 logits. This would indicate that there are insufficient hard items (from about 
1 .0 to 2.0 logits) and insufficient easy items (from about -1 .0 to -2.0 logits). However, 
the easiest and hard item thresholds (see Figure 6.9) cover these areas of the scale. So 
the items are well targetted at these particular students. 
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Figure 6.9 Attitude and behaviour measures and item thresholds calibrated on the same scale. 
Note: Each cross on the LHS represents 2 student measures. Numbers on the RHS represent item thresholds. 
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Figure 6.9 shows the item thresholds and person measures calibrated on the same s�ale. On the LHS, the student measures are ordered from low (bottom) to high (top). On the RHS, the item thresholds are ordered from easy (bottom) to hard (top). The spread of thresholds indicates that the items are well targeted at the students. That is, the item thresholds are well matched against, and cover the student measures. The thresholds of the items range from approximately -3.0 to +2.2 logits and cover the range of students' attitude and behaviour measures on the scale which range from approximately -2.0 to +2.0 logits (see Figure 6.9). There are four students with low measures (about -4 logits) for which there are no corresponding easy items. The data presented indicate that a good unidimensional scale of attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension has been constructed. For this scale, the errors are small (see notes on Table 6.3), the internal reliability is very high and the power of the tests-of-fit are excellent (see Appendix G). The 40 items are aligned on the scale in order of 'difficulty' from 'easy' to 'hard' (see Figure 6.9 ). Nearly all the students answered the easy items positively (for example, items 26, 1 ,  1 3, 3, 25, 1 5). As the items become increasingly 'difficult ' on the scale, respondents need a higher attitude and behaviour measure to answer them positively. This means the more 'difficult' items are answered positively only by students who have high attitude and behaviour measures (for example, items 8, 1 2, 24, 22, 1 0, 1 1  ). St,: jents with low attitude and behaviour measures do not answer these 'difficult' items positively. 
Ideal view for tasks Figure 6. 1 0  shows that the ideal views for task items are moderately difficult. There are no hard expectation of tasks corresponding to the high attitude and behaviour measures and there are no easy items corresponding to the low attitude and behaviour measures. All ideal items are easier than their corresponding behaviour items. 
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Figure 6 . 10 Person item map ( attitude and behaviour measures versus item difficulties, for ideal expectations for tasks in classroom interaction ) (300 students and 12 items) 
Note: (For items, please refer to Table 6.4) 
1 .  TGexp refers to stem-items 1 to 6 (ideal expectation for task for group work). 2. TMexp refers to stem-items 7 and 8 (ideal expectation for task for meaning). 3. TRCexp refers to stem-items 9 to 12 (ideal expectation for task for reading comprehension). 
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Expectations (ideals) for relationships. 
Figure 6.11 shows that the ideal expectations for relationship items are 
moderately difficult. There are no hard and very hard items corresponding to the high 
attitude and behaviour measures. There are no easy items corresponding to the low 
attitude and behaviour measures. Not all expectations are easier than the behaviours 
and some are equal within the error of measurement. 
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Figure 6.1 1  Person item map (attitude and behaviour measures versus item difficulties 
for student ideal expectations for relationships) (300 students and 8 items) 
Note: (For items, please refer to Table 6.4) 
1 .  RelaStu/StuExp refers to stem-items 1 3  to 1 5  (ideal expectation for student/student 
relationship). 
2. RelaStu/TeaExp refers to stem-items 16 to 20 (ideal expectation for student/teacher 
relationship). 
8 1  
Behaviour on tasks. Figure 6. 12  shows that behaviours on  the task items are moderately difficult. There are no hard task items corresponding to the high attitude and behaiour measures. and there are no easy task items corresponding to the low measures. All the behaviour items are harder than their corresponding ideal expectation items. 
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Figure 6. 12  Person item map ( attitude and behaviour measures versus item difficulties for behaviour on tasks) (300 students and 1 2  items) Note: (For items, please refer to Table 6.4) l .Tgbeh refers to stem-items 1 to 6 (behaviour on tasks for group work) 2.Tmbeh refers to stem-items 7 and 8 (behaviour on tasks for meaning) 3.TRCbeh refers to stem-items 9 to 1 2  (behaviour on tasks for reading comprehension) 
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Behaviour for relationships. 
Figure 6.13 shows that the behaviour relationship items are moderately difficult. 
There are no very hard behaviour items corresponding to the high attitude and 
behaviour measures and there are no easy items corresponding to the low measures. 
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Figure 6. 1 3  Person item map ( attitude and behaviour measures versus item difficulties 
for behaviour on student relationships) (300 students and 8 items) 
Note: (For items, please refer to Table 6.4) 
1 .  RelaStu/StuBeh refers to stem-items 1 3  to 1 5  (behaviour for student/student 
relationship) 
2. RelaStu/TeaBeh refers to stem-items 16 to 20 (behaviour for student/teacher 
relationship) 
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Category curve for good fitting item. 
10032 Descriptor for Item 32 Locellon = 0 494 Residual = 0 570 Chi Sq Prob ,. 0.922 
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Figure 6 .14 Item Category Curve for item 32 in the attitude and behaviour 
measure (good fitting item). 
Note 
1 .  Threshold 1 is about - 1 . 1 logits. 
2. Threshold 2 is about +0.5 logits. 
3. Threshold 3 is about + 2.0 logits. 
4. The thresholds are ordered in correspondence with the response categories. 
Item 32 is the 'easiest' item with a Chi Square Probability of fit to the 
measurement model of 0.92 which indicates an excellent fit to the model. For this item, 
the 'difficulty' is +0.49 which indicates that students found it moderately difficult to say 
I can complete cloze exercises with the correct words. Figure 6. 14  shows that the 
Category 0 curve indicates that a person with an attitude and behaviour score of -6.0 
logits has a probability of around 1 .0 of answering in this category (never or rarely). 
Looking at the Category 1 curve, with an attitude and behaviour towards reading 
comprehension score of -6.0, the probability of answering in this category (mostly not) 
is around zero, while art attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension score of 
around --0.5 corresponds with a probability near 0.52. In the category 2 curve, with an 
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attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension score of-3.0, the probability of 
answering in this category (sometimes) is around 0, while with an attitude and 
behaviour towards reading comprehension score of around + 1 .2 corresponds to a 
probability near 0.52. I n  the category 3 curve, with an attitude and behaviour towards 
reading comprehension score of -1 .0 the probability of answering in this category 
(always and nearly always) is around 0, while an attitude and behaviour towards reading 
comprehension score of around +7.0 corresponds with a probability of around 1 .0. 
Examination of the category curve for item 32 illustrates that thresholds for this item are 
ordered (-1 . 1  to+0.5 to +2.0 logits) and that increasingly higher measures of attitude and 
behaviour towards reading comprehension are required, in order to respond to this item 
in  the higher categories. That is, in order to respond positively to the item I can 
complete cloze exercises with the correct words in the category of all the time, students 
need to have higher attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension scores than 
to respond positively in the categories of never or rarely, or mostly not, sometimes, or 
always and nearly always. 
I tem 58  is one of the worst fitting items with a chi square probability near zero 
which Lndicates a poor fit to the model and a location of --0. 71 . This indicates students 
found it ' easy' to say I le'-'rn more when I study in small groups. Examinacion of the 
category curve for item 58 (see Figure 6 . 15 )  illustrates that the thresholds for this item 
are ordered satisfactorily, so that increasingly higher measures of attitude and behaviour 
are required, in order to respond to this item in the higher categories. 
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Category curve for poor fitting item 
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Figure 6. 1 5  Item Category Curve for item 5 8  attitude and behaviour measure 
(not-so-good fitting item). 
Note 
1 .  Threshold 1 is about -1 .8 logits. 
2. Threshold 2 is about -0.2 logits. 
3. Threshold 3 is about -0. 1 logits. 
4. The thresholds are ordered in correspondence with the response categories. 
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Figure 6. 1 5  shows that the category 0 curve indicates that a person with attitude 
and behaviour score of -4.0 logits has around 0.9 probability of answering in this 
category (never or rarely). Looking at the category 1 curve, with an attitude and 
behaviour score of -4.0 the probability of answering in this category (mostly not) is 
around 0. 1 ,  while an attitude and behaviour score of around -1 . 1  corresponds with a 
probability near 0 .45 . In the category 2 curve, with an attitude and behaviour towards 
reading comprehension score of -3.5 ,  the probability of answering in this category 
(sometimes) is around 0, while with an attitude and behaviour towards reading 
comprehension score of around -0.1  corresponds to a probability near 3. 1 .  In the 
category 3 curve, with an attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension score 
of -2.5 ,  the probability of answering in this category (always and nearly always) is 
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around 0, while an attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension score of 
around 3 corresponds with a probability of around 0.95. Examination of the wording of 
items may indicate a possible reason for disordered thresholds or uneven distribution of 
responses. In the case of item 58, the nature of its content provides a possible reason for 
students responding contrary to the model. It is possible that many students learn more 
when they study in small groups, and this may be in part through its being an 
expectation within the school. However, in the ideal mode, some students who have a 
high attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension may wish that they did not 
need to study in small groups. They may believe that, ideally, they could study by 
themselves. For this reason, they may respond in a lower category of mostly not, rather 
than the expected always and nearly always. 
Summary 
A Rasch measurement model was used to create a linear scale of English reading 
comprehension, and a linear scale of students' attitude and behaviour towards reading 
comprehension. 
In the first measure, thirty-two test items fitted the measurement model and were 
aligned from easy tc, h..rd to form an interval level scale. The reading comprehension 
items measure a trait for reading comprehension that is unidimensional, and is based on 
three aspects: understanding the main facts, sequencing the order of ideas, and 
understanding the meaning from English reading tasks using pictures. 
In the second measure, attitude and behaviour, forty items (20 about 
expectations (ideals) and 20 about behaviours) fitted the measurement model and were 
aligned along the scale based on two factors: Teaching and learning activities (tasks), 
and classroom interaction. Tasks and interactions are related, and were calibrated on 
the same scale for both ideal expectations and behaviours. Ideal expectations are mostly 
easier to hold at a high level than actually achieve. 
It is revealed from the analysis that the data on the two variables, English 
reading comprehension, and attitude and behaviour towards learning English, are valid 
and reliable, that the models behind the reading comprehension test and the 
questionnaire are supported, and that good linear scales were created from which valid 
and reliable inferences can be made. 
The next chapter presents the results of the experiment (Phase 2). 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
DA TA ANALYSIS (PHASE 2): 
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This chapter provides a description of the results of the data analysis for the reading comprehension experimental resnlts, and the students' attitude and behaviour experimental results. The data were analysed with the SPSS computer program (Pallant, 2001 ), and one way ANOVA results are presented through tables and descriptive text. Tables 7. 1 and 7.2 contain the conclusion of the reading comprehension result. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 contain the reading comprehension pretest result and the reading comprehension posttest result. Table 7.5 shows the reading comprehension interaction effect. Figure 7. 1 provides the reading comprehension mean scores in graphical format. Then, tables 7.6 and 7. 7 contain data and statistics relating to the attitude and behaviour measures. Tables 7.8 and 7.9 contain the attitude and behaviour pretest and posttest results. Table 7. 1 0  contains the attitude and behaviour questionnaire int�raction effect. Figure 7.2 contains the attitude and behaviour mean scores towards reading comprehension in graphical format. 
The two research questions related to this chapter are: (1) Do the students improve their English reading comprehension as a result of using cooperative learning compared with when they are taught using the Thai communicative method?; and (2) Do students improve their attitude and behaviour to learning English when taught by cooperative learning compared to when they are taught by the Thai communicative method? The linear scales described in the previous chapter and constructed using Rasch analysis were used as the measures in the experiment described in this chapter to answer these two research questions. 
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Reading Comprehension measure 
Posttest versus pretest results for the experimental group Table 7. 1 One way ANOV A : Statistics for the reading comprehension experiment measure by pretest and posttest for the experimental group (N= 48) 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Note 1. CI = confidence interval. 
PRETEST 
X = -0.95 SD = 0.63 CI = 0.68  SE = 0.09 N = 48 
POSTTEST 
X = +0.89 SD = 0.74 CI = 1. 10 SE = 0. 11 N = 48 
2. SE = standard error of the measure of attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension. 3. X = mean, SD = standard deviation. 
The students in the experimental group did significantly better on the posttest than the pretest in regards to the reading comprehension measure (F = 53 .25, df = 1, 94, p < 0.001). This means that the reading comprehension of the students learning under the cooperative learning approach was significantly better at the end of the experiment than at the beginning. The effect size, eta squared, equals 0.65 and, under Cohen's ( 1988) rules, this is a large effect. 
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Posttest versus pretest results for the control group. Table 7.2 Statistics for the reading comprehension measure by pretest and posttest for the control group PRETEST 
X SD 
CONTROL CI  SE 
Note 1 .  CI = confidence interval. 
N 
= - 0 . 8 8 = 0 .49 = - 0 . 25 = 0.07 = 48 
POSTTEST 
X = - 0 . 0 8  SD = 0 .56 C I  = 0 . 08 SE = 0.08 N = 48 
2. SE = standard error of the measure of reading comprehension. 3. X = mean, SD = standard deviation. 
The students in the control group did significantly better on the posttest than the pretest in regards to reading comprehension in English (F = 53.25, df = 1 ,  94, p < 0.00 ] ). This means that the reading comprehension of the students learning under the Thai communicative approach was significantly better at the end of the teaching period than at the beginning. Eta squared is 0.38, a large effect size. 
Pretest versus pretest results for the experimental versus the control group. Table 7.3 One way ANOVA : The reading comprehension pretest results for the experimental group versus the control groups. 
Sum of Mean Squares df Square F Sig. Between Groups 0.13 I 0. 1 3  0.40 p = 0.53 
Within Groups 30.33 94 0.32 
Total 30.46 95 
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The students in the experimental group were not significantly better than those 
in the control group in regards to reading comprehension in English (F = .40, df = 1 ,  94, 
p = .53), as measured for reading comprehension at the beginning of the experiment. 
Posttest versus posttest results for the experimental versus the control group. 
Table 7.4 
One way ANOV A : The reading comprehension posttest results for the experimental 
group versus the control groups. 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 22.84 22.84 53 .23 p<0.00 1 
Within Groups 40.34 94 0.43 
Total 63 . 1 8  95 
The students in the experimental group were significantly better than those in 
the control group (F = 53 .23, df 1 ,  94, p < 0.001)  at the end of the experiment. The 
conclusion is that the students' rea<lmg comprehension under the cooperative learning 
method was significantly better at the end of the experiment than those taught by the 
Thai communicative method. Eta squared is 0.38, a large effect size. 
Interaction effect 
Table 7.5 
The reading comprehension interaction effect of the experimental versus the control 
groups. 
Type Ill Sum Partial Eta 
Source of Sauares df Mean Souare F SiQ. Souared 
Intercept 12.561 1 12.561 22.961 .000 . 1 96 
VAR00001 9.n9 1 g_ng 1 7.874 .000 . 1 60 
Error 51 .425 94 .547 
Table 7.5 indicates that there is a significant difference between the 
experimental and the control group. The conclusion is that the experimental group 
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achieved better than the control group after being given the treatment. There is a larger 
effect in cooperative learning than the Thai ccmmunicative method so, in technical 
terms, there was an interaction between them. 
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Figure 7.1 Graph ofreading comprehension means (Pretest/posttest v experimental 
and control groups). 
Figure 7.1 shows the mean of reading comprehension measures by 
experimental/control groups and pretest/posttest. The frrst line represents the control 
group, the other represents the experimental group. Both lines increased but the control 
group line slowly increased while the experimental group line rapidly increased. This 
means that the experimental method exerts a significantly larger effect than the control 
method on reading comprehension. 
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Attitude and behaviour measure 
Posttest versus pretest results for the experimental group Table 7.6 Statistics for the attitude and behaviour measure by pretest and posttest, the experimental group (n=48) 
EXPERIM..ENT AL GROUP 
Note 1. CI = confidence interval. 
PRETEST 
X = 1 .46  SD = 0 . 54 CI = 2 . 65  SE  = 0 . 07  N = 48 
POSTTEST 
X = 2 . 8 7  SD = 0 . 78  CI  = 3. 10 SE = 0 . 1 1  N = 48 
2. SE = standard error of the measure of attitude and behaviour towards reading ccmprehension. 3. X = mean, SD = standard deviation. 
Students in the experimental group did significantly better on the posttest than the pretest for the experin1ental group in regards to attitude and behaviour towards learning English (F = 56.85, df = 1, 94, p <0.001). This means that the attitude and behaviour of students learning English as a second language under the cooperative learning method was significantly better at the end of the teaching experiment than at the beginning. The effect size, eta squared, equals 0.52 and, under Cohen's (1988) rules, this is a large effect. 
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Posttest versus pretest results for the control group Table 7.7 Statistics for the attitude and behaviour measure by pretest and posttest for the control group (N=48) 
CONTROL GROUP 
Note 1. CI = confidence interval. 
PRETEST 
X = 0.98 SD = 0.33 CI = 1.72 SE = 0.05 N = 48 
POSTIEST 
X = 1.87 SD = 0.50 CI = 2.01 SE = 0.07 N = 48 
2. SE = standard error of the measure of attitude and behaviour towards reading comprehension. 3. X = mean, SD = standard deviation. 
The students in the control group did significantly better on the posttest than the pretest for the control group, in regards to attitude and behaviour towards learning English (F = 56.85, df = 1 ,  p < 0.001 ). This means the attitude and behaviour of students learning English as a second language under the Thai communicative method was significantly better at the end of the teaching than at the beginning. The effect size, eta squared, equals 0.53 and under Cohen's (1 988) rules, this is a large effect. 
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Pretest versus pretest results for the experimental versus the control group. Table 7.8 One way ANOVA : The students' attitude and behaviour questionnaire pretest results for the experimental versus the control group. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
Sum of Squares 5.48 
1 8. 75 
24.23 
df 
1 
94 
95 
Mean Square 5.48 
0.20 
F Sig. 27.48 p< 0.001 
The students in the experimental group were significantly better than those in the control group (F = 27.48, df 1, 94, p < 0.001), before the experiment was begun, as measured by the attitude and behaviour questionnaire. Eta squared is 0.23, a large effect size. 
Posttest versus posttest results for the experimental versus the control group. Table 7.9 One way ANOVA : The students' attitude and behaviour questionnaire posttest results for the experimental versus to control group. 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 
Sum of Squares 24.40 
40.35 
64.75 
df 
1 
94 
95 
Mean Square 24.40 
0.43 
F Sig. 56.85 p< 0.001 
The students in the experimental group were significantly better than those in the control group (F = 56.85, df =1, 94, p < 0.001 ). Eta squared is 0.38, a large effect size. The conclusion is that the students' attitude and behaviour towards reading 95 
i 
! 
comprehension for the experimental group was better than the students' attitude and behaviour for the control group, at tr1e end of the experiment. 
Interaction Effect Table 7. 1 0  The attitude and behaviour questionnaire interaction effect between the experimental and control groups. 
Type Ill Sum Partial Eta 
Source of Sauares elf Mean Square F SiQ. Squared 
Intercept 61 7.624 1 61 7.624 1 427.803 .000 .938 
VAR00001 26.507 1 26.507 61 .279 .000 .395 
Error 40.662 94 .433 
Table 7. 10 indicates that there is a significant interaction effect between the experimental and the control groups. The conclusion is that both the experimental group and the control group improved their attitude and behaviour after their respective teaching methods ( cooperative learning and Thai communicative teaching of ESL) but the experimental group improved significantly more than the control group. 
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Figure 7.2 Graph of Attitude and Behaviour towards reading comprehension means by pretest and posttest for experimental and control groups. 
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In Figure 7.2, the bottom line represents the control group, and the other 
represents the experimental group. Both lines increased with the experimental group 
line increasing more than the control group line.. This means the students have 
responded significantly more to the cooperative learning method than the Thai 
communicative teaching method, as measured by their attitude and behaviour. 
Summary of results 
The results of the experiment are summarised. 
Reading Comprehension measure 
1 .  Students improved their reading comprehension in English as a second language 
under both the cooperative learning and Thai communicative methods of teaching. 
2. Students improved their reading comprehension in English as a second language 
under the cooperative learning method significantly more than under the Thai 
communicative method. 
Attitude and behaviour measure 
3. Students improved their attitude and behavioll!' k,wards learning English as a second 
language under both the cooperative learning and Thai communicative methods of 
the teaching. 
4. Students improved their attitude and behaviour towards learning English as a second 
language significantly more under the cooperative learning method than the Thai 
communicative method of teaching. 
The next chapter presents the results of the data analysis (phase 3). 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
ANALYSIS OF GROUP DISCUSSIONS 
AND JOURNAL DATA 
This chapter begins with the results of the group discussion. The main purpose 
in using a group discussion process is to gain information about the attitude and 
behaviour of the teachers involved in teaching ESL through cooperative learning and 
traditional teaching methods. This should then lead to recommendations about teaching 
English reading comprehension to Prathom 6 students and to answering research 
question 3 (What are Thai trainee teachers self-reported attitudes and behaviour to 
teaching English using cooperative learning and the Thai communicative teaching 
methods?) and research question 4 (What recommendations can be made for better 
classroom implementation in English reading comprehension in the primary schools by 
teachers?). This chapter provides the observations from the trainee teachers' journals 
and the assessment feedback for cooperative learning in the experimental group. The 
journals were written in Thai ( see appendix F) by the trainee teachers themselves while 
they were teaching in the experimental group during the sixteen periods. The entries 
have been collated as problems, arguments, and solutions for the entire period of the 
course. Tables 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 summarise the trainee teachers' observations towards 
students' attitude and behaviour. These tables are presented as a 40 item checklist of 
the responses of the three trainee teachers of the three schools throughout the sixteen 
periods. Group activities are separated into teaching/learning activities and classroom 
interactions. 
Group discussion data 
Group discussions 
In this study, there was a different role for the group meeting than what 1s 
usually expected, in that it was part of the management and evaluation process of the 
experiment. For this reason, the information that was gathered from the English reading 
comprehension method in this research is concerned also with research management, 
and the aim of the training. The four stage agenda for the group discussions was based 
on the TEST (Trigger, Explore, Strategies and Treat) procedure of Matthews ( 1 993). 
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The first group discussion before the actual teaching consists of Trigger and Explore. 
The second discussion, after the practice teaching, consists of Strategks and Treat. The 
three regular teachers and the three trainee teachers' names used in this report are 
fictitious names under the Ethics approval from Edith Cowan University. The results 
are reported below. 
Trainee teachers comments about the experimental method of teaching. 
The first group discussion. 
Before the teaching : Management meeting 
When : 3 Jan 2002 
Who : Achan Tiwa 
Achan Porn 
Achan Urarat 
Where : At Wat Chong Lorn 
Trainee teacher : Miss Smorn 
Miss Sukjai 
Miss Yaimai 
Researcher : Miss Sutaporn Chayarathee 
The researcher explained to the three regular teachers what should be done 
during the research and asked for their help for the three !rainee teachers while they 
were doing the experiment. The researcher explained the benefits which were -;;xpected 
to be related to the achievement of the students in English reading comprehension aud 
the trainee teachers' benefit would be in the experience of teaching a new methodology. 
At the first group discussion, the three regular teachers did not know what cooperative 
learning was and did not agree with the usefulness of it. For example : 
"t'.il llitfltll�'l-.lU'1� ilitfltliY'l-.li'il" 
" We haven' t  heard about it. We are not interested in it." 
(Teachers A, B, and C) 
' 'JI JI 'JI 
'Vl(]El01'11frn11ih11Jl1.:J m�1J1'l-.lfll'.i 111li'1 t'lf'l-.111lfll'.itHl'l-.lU1J1J'.i1lJU'.i .:J'.i1ll1 'il'W 'il�il'llll'.itl 
O � 'j/ QI � � a., cf ,t:;:j ,t:;:;S.J 'j,I I 
'Vil rtt 'l-.1 flt '.i tl'l-.lll�'1ffll(J'Vlli'Vl1.:J f fl';j t'W'l-.l�'IJ 'l-.1 � 1tlfl�" 
"I don't understand what cooperative learning was. I don' t understand even 
the name of the µ.0cess and don' t think that this new methodology, with new 
processes like cooperative learning, could change the students' achievement." 
(Teacher C) 
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"�U t.1f if flfl�1t1111 '!il \l:::ff fl'U'Vlq'M� fll'!i fffl\JU\J 1 1n fll'!i fftl\J U1.J1.J'j 111 U'!i � -i111 l \l 
..; ?j ... 
, I .:, j/<:I j/ 'i 'Vll1J'U'f1q'Mt)fll'!ifffl\JU\J1 1111\J ��111fl\Jflt.1Ufl 11\J" "I am worried about how well we would be able to teach the new methodology (cooperative learning)." (Trainee teacher A) 
... ... ... ,, jl d jl ..; "Vi1m'!i111t11111m:::1lo'!iont.1ot11fl\l:::ffot.1uu1fl'Yi'!ifl1l'Vl\l:mo�'Yit.11t1111�1'Yin:::1'!i1flt11fl 
,, ,, 
'Vl'!il1.J'Vlq11�m'!iffflt.1U t.11 l mi47 1m:::ommiu1-i111lt.1m'!i1i't11 t.1i't.1t'i t1t.1il�1t1" "We also feel eager but ready to try because we would like to know the new methodology of teaching and participating in classroom research." (Trainee teacher B )  
From the National Educational Act 1999, the researcher explained about the classroom research, with effects on the students' achievement, and teacher behaviour. The activities in classroom research are based on the purpose of the research. 
,, ,, . 
"11lQ1.h:::n�ti'lt.1mn111i't1t1f�il�rrioflmflr-mm:::'Vl1.J'Ufl�fll'!ifllt.1t11111fl�flq11un:::u'!i��� 
1 \l i�Ofll'!i1 .ifnm'!ifffl\JU1J1J'j111U'j �-i1111 \l" 
"The purpose of this research is to see the effects of two different approaches and class management styles to reading comprehension outcomes and attitudes to cooperative learning." (Researcher) 
One of the teachers in the focus groups did not agree with the use of authentic materials which come from outside the text book. For example : 
"�u t.1 iJjfifl m 11 t.1�1 mi1Jm'!i m11rn1  t1t.1'U 1�t.1 fl fl111 l .if �u t.1 fi�11Jj t.1�� flt)11111t1t.1 :::� \l::: i ,J 
"" "" " i ., " "" l ., !!I "' ..;1 "" "" tnflfl1.J'Vll'!it1t.1'Ul�t.1flrnm::: 11 '1f1.J'VIL'!it1t.1 t.111t.1�·aflt'!it.1t.1'VI H1'!itlt.!1t1flfl" "I don't quite agree with the use of authentic materials. I think it is illegal to choose the outside text , and not use the text book that the school chose." (Teacher A) 
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The second group discussion After the teaching When : 28 March 2002 Who : Achan Tiwa Achan Porn Achan Urarat 
Where : At Wat Chong Lorn 
Trainee teacher : Miss Smorn Miss Sukjai Miss Yaimai Researcher : Miss Sutaporn Chayarathee 
The experiment was completed and all student tests were analysed. It was found that teaching and learning activities and classroom interactions were relevant factors influencing English reading comprehension development. The three trainee teachers were happy because the results were good and finally they really accepted the method of teaching ESL through cooperative learning. They also agreed that they should change their teaching behaviour and use the new methods, like cooperative learning. For instance : 
"�\1'Ufl\Pl110·U1i:nltti'1�t:ilfl1lt1.J�V'U'Y'l(];fi111lflllt1V'Uflllfftl'U irrw1i'Vlq14aflllfft!U 
U1J1J11nj,1 ltlJlJ flllt1V'Uftt1JlJ1111UH11111� u:::r1:::" "I think that it's time we changed our teaching behaviour using new methods, like cooperative learning." (Teacher C) 
"Some students told me that they like their English teacher so much and they like the way their English teacher teaches them." (Trainee teacher C) 
I I I I ,, 
" �\1u-,mrntu1fi1P1vi11�\1u i�t1vurlui1-:Jvit1v1m1 vu !inv1t11J11hrnui1 :uuirluu H � � 
m��u�u�fl:!::tV.11��\1 uV1111J11:uu �d:h:,m,it1mi�flfft1utm�m1� �� i ,Jillum,ie 1 ,Jiu . � . ,, 
tl'U1fl� ihnnhu ��iriu mi�fl� \1 'U 1 iriri 'Wfll" tim;'Y'l,itl, 1.J" "I like the idea that I could study what I wanted to learn about. It was 
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motivating because I knew it would affect my practice as a teacher. It could prepare me for the teaching profession." (Trainee Teacher A) 
"m1vi�"o.:Ji1\lt'1f1vvi111¥� 1m 11,rlu flu �jjfl 111J1�mt u 1J1ni u,m: ffl1J11 o� \'I :tl 1 
,, 
fl1':iff0'l..lU'U'U'U, 1.J1 ,t \..I fl1':i1  V'l..l fl1':iff0'l..l ,�,, "The experiment helped us to grow in confidence in our ability to implement this model of instruction." (Trainee Teacher B) and another regular teacher said 
a 
l':iOV"7" "Have the trainee teachers trained in cooperative learning methods as part of their regular teacher training." (Teacher A) 
There are many aspects that affect the students using the cooperative learning method. They seem to have become capable of working on their own. They can help and support each other's efforts to learn. Interactions between students in groups was very easy. Students at Wat Don-Ta-Lung had the least improvement in attitude and behaviour but they seem to have enjoyed the activities in task work. The students like the way that they had learned to read English as it increased their motivation to learn. Cooperative learning helped the students to become good leaders and they presented their work in front of the class very well. These are examples. 
,, 
"fJWfllfl�11i!m1 fJ'l..1'110.:JfJWfl, '1fO'U11iffO'l..lU'l..l 1fl1':i11 V'l..l f U'U'IJ�11JU';i .:J�11J, \lirvt1:" "Do you think your students like the cooperative learning method ?" (Researcher) 
"'ifO'Uflt 1�m��1:i!m1V'l..1'1fO'Ufl1':iffO'l..lfl1':ifl1'l..lfl11'J1fl.:Jfl(J1'l1'l..lU'l..11'UUi;lt0.:J'ifO'IJl�';i1t 
11.J1��,�i''LI vi111¥i!m1vu'UO.:J�'ii'ujjt1111Jm:$io�o�'l..l�\l:1 vu,m:iru�,rlum1i1ou 
U'LI'IJ1mh�'1v" " Students especially like the way they had now learned to read English . My students also like it because the learning role makes them eager to learn, 
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and it's also new to them. (Teacher A) 
"Students do the work and they can finish the work on time" (Trainee teacher C) 
a, ,d  ,d ?1 I �  9/ I l a,  o '! 9/ 9/ '! ,d "1 9/ 1 ,l ''UfUW'W'll'tl1JlW'Wl1J'Wflq1Jli:lflci �11:Jfl�t'll11Jtlfl111J'W'Yl1 i'l1l'llll'll1 1 �1J'YllW'W 1�-111:J'll'W" 
"Students like to study in small groups because they can understand easily." (Trainee Teacher A) 
"tl'ni�1:.1'W'llt1-i�\t umm1 rn�mh 1 u-iiti-111-1i�Hi:l�mm1t1'11t11Jt11m111 �flfl�ti-i �1nu 1111 "' 
"My students can complete the cloze exercise using correct words and they can answer the reading questions from the task given." ( Trainee Teacher B) 
" �u'Ylfltiu 11,! m11:J'W'll ti-i�\tu nmm;ju�il 1n�11,��hti:1�ir-im1111 fltitifl1Jltff'W ti�i:l-11'W'11tl' 1 .. .. . 
t 111 9/.Cl.cl 91 , 'll''W ,��tlfl�11:Jfl�" "It was shown that my students can become good leaders and can present the work in front of the class very well." (Teacher B) 
"i'W'J111mmnci um11:J'WV-ihiffo1:.1�Utl1Jfl11t11:J'WU'W1fl11t11:J'Wfl11fftl'WU1J1Ji11Jlt1-li11J 
� ' 
1 � imrhi'Yli u�'l11;1-1�1ntl'u�ff'4flff'Wl'Wt11Jm11 1:.1uiufiiy�" "Students weren't familiar with cooperative learning for the first period, but finally they learned to enjoyed it." (Teacher C) 
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"�mjjv1-,d1ir m1 ou'IJ v�� u u \l::flmmrl ut1 u �ff11Hi ovi 1� 1u 1 ��1 o" u,v�u:::t1 :::m,:::ir fl 
.c::s .C::,, QI  .c::s 1 ' 4 QI QI , ,, .,. , .,. ,:rnu'lltN�uu '1::a:rnu �om1'lf1om1;1t1fl uu1;1:::fll.l �u1;1:::1Jt1111JJJ1u:::1101v11J um:mvu 
,!,, ,l p I l'V'IJJ'IJ l.l�l1fJtl:::". "My students seem to have become capable of working on their own. They can help and support each other's efforts to learn." (Trainee Teacher B) 
, • 
I 
A I "" .., .., .,,, "' .., "' , 
I I ,l p I 
" 'lft1::: 1Jt)ff1J'Vil.l1i um1,wu'llv�um:rnu t.1fll31J�10'1Jt.1,11ot1:::" "Yes. Interaction between students in groups was very easy for them." (Trainee Teacher A) 
"01,mornYiorni'lJ 1:rn�otJ'llV��\-iuii'lJ h�1 ot.1vfl 2 lH fi1w:ht'rm1ou h�,�ou�\-iuij 
, 
.cl ,l 7/ d 
, 
,. d I"°' <V ci 7/<!j 
, 
"°' d <V �1;1 l.lfl1:i1Wl.l"J�'lltJ tJVfJ'YI�� tJ 3 tH1:ifJl.l U11��l.lfl}fffl'lfV'lJfl1:i::�1l.l tJfl\lfl:i:ilJ'Yl\l� 
lt.1it.1,�fJtJtJ::t1::" "My students had the least improvement but they seem to have enjoyed the activities in task work." (Teacher C) 
Some exercises were suggested to show that achievement of results was easier than expected when working in groups on tasks, and in attitude and behaviours, the expectations were often mort: difficult than the actual behaviours. For example : 
.c::. d 1 QI d .!i  I QI A, 1 0 I .d. 'J/ QI "ff �'YltJlff �lflfl fltl V11tl 111.J tl 1� '111�1fl� fJlfl fl 11 �1;tfl 1:i fl :i:: 'YI l'lJVfJJJlfl 111;1:: \J:::1flfJ1'1J V� fl'lJ 
m1-u6mn\lm11Jcb�111J1otl111J11ufl,�ourr�'IJ1�tl111J,;7tniurit1u1;1�ifo-u6,j�n11::�1u 
irt.1 'l "What was interesting was that often the expectations of difficulties were greater than the actual task performance, meaning that students were not confident before doing the tasks." (Researcher) 
The careful choice of materials is important to the final outcome of better performance. These are examples 
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"flllL�on�om1n-01-.1d11111Jm1�-311-.1�il� 1 �irm'l aul'h 1 wim'l 01-.1�Lil1-.1�1A'l'h 
flll'n\lil'UlJlU�Tll'rh 1 �lfl� flll'nW!l.111 �U� ':i-3 fl1J flll 011-.lfllllltl-3 fl()ll '11fl flll� 
1�n1m1ff'-3m�1111�1111-31Jnn-01-.1" 
"The choice of materials for tasks could also be improved so that these 
contribute directly to reading comprehension development as observed by 
us." 
"Students like learning words from the pictures" 
., . .  
l1-.11��wifuii�'ht111" 
(Trainee Teacher A) 
(Trainee Teachers B) 
"We should carefully construct tasks as well as carefully choose material for 
introduction into the lower grade curricula." 
(Trainee Teacher A) 
The research question. 
What recommendations can be given for better classroom implementation in 
English reading comprehension in the primary schools based on this group discussion 
by some of those involved in implementing the approach? 
The answer to the research question is that for better classroom implementation 
in English reading comprehension in primary schools, cooperative learning should be 
used in teaching English because it has good effects on students. It makes them capable 
of working on their own, and the group roles help them to support each other to learn. 
During their studying, there is useful interaction among the students which makes them 
eager to learn and become good learners and leaders. The results from the three schools 
showed that cooperative learning could help their English reading achievement. 
Although there will be some negative reactions to the idea at first, cooperative learning 
should be implemented in all teacher training courses because it prepares trainee 
English teachers for the teaching profession. Due attention should be paid, however. to 
the careful selection and writing of appropriate tasks and exercises. 
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I 
Journal data 
Trainee Teachers' ioumals entries about the exnerimental method of teaching. 
The trainee teachers were asked to record their observations in Thai (see 
Appendix F). The observation form they used recorded their attitudes and behaviour in 
the teaching, the problems they faced, and how to solve those problems. The table of 
trainee teachers' journal observations (see table 8.1 and 8.2) shows how frequently each 
aspect was evident through the 16 periods. The journal contents were based on the 
teaching/learning activities and classroom interactions. A summary of the comments 
with problems and the strategies undertaken to solve the problems are shown under each 
topic heading. 
Period 1-2 Pim's Family and their Occupations. 
The teacher explained the cooperative learning method in the first period. 
Students did not understand why they should learn like this, because the process 
confused them, so teachers explained it once more and stuck group-role charts on the 
blackboard. Students from the third school felt excited, because this was new to them 
and they felt enthusiastic with the new methodology. The aspects most frequently 
recorded from the teachers' observations at the three schools in these two periods, were 
students liked to listen to their friends ' ideas about what they read They learned more 
when they studied in small groups. They learned a lot from the teacher, and they could 
discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher. 
Problem 
Solution 
Problem 
Solution 
Problem 
Solution 
The trainee teachers found that the students did not become familiar 
with the role of cooperative learning quickly enough. 
The trainee teachers explained the important things about cooperative 
learning group in Thai. 
Students took a lot of time to form their groups, thus reducing the 
teaching time. 
The teachers solved the problem by giving assignments (exercises) as 
homework. 
Students felt reluctant to do the exercises in groups. 
The teachers motivate by offering them rewards, or extra marks, if 
they could do their best work. 
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Period 3-5 Personal Feelings. 
Students liked the pictures expressing personal feelings that teachers presented 
to them. Teachers used gesture to explain the new words. Students could do exercise 1 
and said that they liked this new methodology. The aspects most frequently recorded 
through periods 3-5, were students liked to listen to their friends ' ideas about what they 
read, they liked to do activities in groups, and they learned more when they studied in 
small groups. 
Problem 
Solution 
Problem 
Solution 
: The trainee teachers at Wat Chong Lorn and Wat Phikul Tong schools 
found students could not pronounce the words " lazy" "bored" 
properly. 
Teachers drilled students very frequently, one by one. 
The teaching time was not enough (Wat Phikul Tong school). 
Trainee teacher said her students liked the pictures and they tried to 
remember the "personal feeling" words. These helped them to finish 
the exercises very quickly before the time was up. 
There were no problems in the third school. 
Period 6-8 Potato Cakes. 
Students were interested in cooking because cooking is an activity that involves 
their everyday life. They understood the grammar easily because of using charts, 
pictures and real objects. The aspects most frequently recorded through periods 6-8 
were students liked to listen to their friends ' ideas about what they read, they liked to do 
activities in groups, they could understand better when doing activities with their 
friends, they liked to lead their friends in doing activities in the reading task, they liked 
learning vocabulary from the pictures, they could find the correct answers to the 
reading questions, they could discuss their hobbies and their future plans with the 
teacher, and they liked the way their teacher teaches them English reading. 
Problem 
Solution 
Some students took too much time in using the dictionary. They 
initially hi:id no skill in using a dictionary. 
Trainee teacher gave assignments in using a dictionary. 
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Problem 
Solution 
Problem 
Solution 
Period 9-1 i 
Students could not guess the meaning of some pictures. 
Teachers showed them the real objects. 
Students could not explain their opinions about cooking in English. 
Teachers let them discuss among themselves in Thai before writing 
their opinions in English in the worksheet. 
The Special Bird. 
Students were interested in the picture of the ostrich and knew immediately what 
was it because the picture is very clear. Students could present the work in front of 
class very well. They could guess the meaning from pictures. The aspects most 
frequently recorded through periods 9-10 were students liked to listen to their friends ' 
ideas about what they read, they liked to do activities in groups and they could 
understand better when doing activities with their friends, they liked to lead their 
friends in doing activities in the reading task, they liked learning vocabulary from the 
pictures, they could complete the c/oze exercise with the correct words, and they could 
find the correct answers to the reading questions, and they liked to talk or study in 
groups like this. 
Problem Some of the students prvnounced words in the story with difficulty. 
Solution Trainee teacher helped them by repeating the correct pronunciation 
many times. 
Problem There was not enough time to do individual work. 
Solution Teacher gave assignments as homework. 
Period 12-13 Sickness. 
Students performed their own roles very well. They understood how sick people 
behave and the effects of sickness. The aspects most frequently recorded through 
periods 12-13 were students liked to listen to their friends ' ideas about what they read, 
they liked to do activities in groups, they could understand better when doing activities 
with their friends, they liked to lead their friend in doing activities in the reading task, 
they liked learning vocabulary from the pictures, they could guess the meaning of the 
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words from pictures, they could solve the problem/puzzle in reading assignments, they 
could complete the cloze exercises with the correct words, they liked to talk or study in 
groups like this, they could discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their 
teacher, and they liked the way of their teacher teaches them English reading. 
There were no problems with this lesson because they had studied about 
sickness once before in the normal classroom and the words used in this lesson were 
close to their everyday life use. 
Period 1 4  Sickness (continue from period 12-13). 
Students could remember the words that they had learnt from the last period and 
could pronounce them properly, except the word "dentist". They could complete all the 
activities arising from the text. The aspects most frequently recorded happening were 
students liked to listen to their friends ' ideas about what they read, they liked to do 
activities in groups, understand better when doing activities with their friends, they did 
the work, they could finish the work on time, and could make notes to summarize the 
group 's idea, they liked to lead their friends in doing activities in the reading task, liked 
!earning vocabulary from the pictures, they could guess the meaning of the words from 
pictures, could solw the problem/puzzle in reading assignment and could put the story 
into the correct order. Moreover, students could complete the cloze exercise with the 
correct words that they learned when they studied in small groups, they liked to talk or 
study in groups like this, they learned a lot from the teacher, liked their English teacher 
so much, could discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher, they liked 
the way their teacher teaches them English reading and could talk iriformally about the 
reading assignment to their teacher. 
There were no problems with this lesson. Students suggested the reason they 
could manage the activities was that they learned a lot about the medicine from the 
picture of the label. Trainee teacher (from Wat Chong Lorn) mentioned that students 
performed their own role very well and students in groups listened to their friends' ideas 
while doing their exercises. 
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Period 1 5- 16  The Floating Market. The students were interested in the lesson because the market is in their own province. Students could pronounce the words properly. They could guess the meaning from the pictures. The aspects most frequently recorded in these periods were students 
liked to listen to their friends ' ideas about what they read, they liked to do activities in 
groups, they could understand better when doing activities with their friends, they did 
the work and they could finish the work on time, they could make notes to summarize 
the group 's ideas, they liked to lead their friends in doing activities in the reading task, 
they liked learning vocabulary from the picture. Moreover, students thought that they 
could guess the meaning of the words from pictures, they could solve the 
problem/puzzle in reading assignments, they could put the story into the correct order, 
completed the cloze exercise with the correct words, liked their English teacher so 
much, they could discuss their hobbies and their future plans with their teacher, and 
liked the way their teacher teaches them English reading. 
Problem Solution Students could not pronounce ''vegetable" properly. Students practiced the word many times until they could pronounce it. 
Trainee teachers' observations are summarised in table 8 . 1 and 8.2. They present the frequency of group activities through the 16 periods only for the group using the cooperative learning method. Tables 8. 1 and 8.2 show item numbers, group activities, trainee teacher, school, lesson plans for sixteen period, and total score. In the group activity of table 8. 1 ,  there were 12 items in teaching/learning activities and in table 8.2 there were 6 items of classroom interactions. 
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Table 8.1 Trainee teachers' observation (Journal was kept for experimental group only). 
Item Group activity Trainee School Lesson Plan for sixteen Periods based on Cooperative Learning 
No. 
..... ..... ..... 
I .  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
(Teachiniz/Leaminsz Activities) 
Students like to listen to their friends' ideas about what they 
read. 
Students like to do activities in groups. 
Students can understand better when doing activities with their 
friends. 
Students do the work and they can finish the work on time. 
Students can make notes to summarize the group's ideas. 
Students like to lead their friends in doing activities in the 
reading task. 
Stude11ts l ike learning vocabulary from the pictures. 
Teacher 
l 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
l 
2 
3 
l 
2 
3 
l 
2 
3 
I 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 2 3 
l v v v 
2 v v v 
3 v v v 
l - - v 
2 v v � 
3 . v v 
l - v � 
2 - - v 
3 - . � 
l . v ,J 
2 v v -
3 - - v 
I - - -
2 - - -
3 - v -
I - - -
2 - - -
3 - - -
I - v v 
2 v v v 
3 - v v 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
v v v " v " v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v 
v " v v v v v v v v v v 
v v " v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v " v v v " 
v v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v 
. v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v ..J v v v ,J 
v . v . v . v v . v v v 
v v - v v - v ,J ,J v v v 
v v - v v v v v - v v v 
- v - - v ,J ,J ,J - v v ,J 
v v - v v v v v v v v v 
v v - v v - - v - v v v 
- v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v v 
v v v v v v v ,J v v v v 
v v v v v v v v v v v " 
Total 
16 score 
v 16  
� 16 
v 16  
..J 14 
..J 16 
..J 1 5  
v 1 5  
..J 14 
..J 14 
..J 1 1  
v 13  
..J 12 
..J 
v 12 
v 10  
v 1 2  
v 13  
v 13  
v 15  
,J 16 
v 1 5  
Table 8.1  Trainee teachers' observation (Journal was kept for experimental group only) (continued). 
Item Group activity Trainee School Lesson Plan for sixteen Periods based on Cooperative Leaming 
No. 
(Teaching/Learning Activities) Teacher 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 
8. Students can guess the meaning of the words from pictures. 1 1 - - - - . " " " " " " " " " " 
2 2 - . . . . . " " . " " " " " " 
3 3 - - - . . . . " " " " " " " " 
9. Students can solve the problem/puzzle in reading assignments. l l - - - - - " " " - " " " " " " 
2 2 - - - . . . . " " " " " " " 
3 3 - - - - . " . " . " " " " " " 
1 0. Students could put the story into the correct order. l 1 - " - " " " " " - " " - " " " 
2 2 - " " - " " - " " " " " " " " 
3 3 - " - " " " " " - " " " " " " 
1 1 .  Students can complete the cloze exercise with the correct words. I 1 - - - - - - " " " " " " " " " 
2 2 - - - - - " " " " " " " " " " 
3 3 - - - - - - " " " " " " " " " 
1 2. Students can find the correct answers to the reading questions. 1 I - - - - - " " " " " " - - - -
2 2 - - - - - " " " " " " - - - -
3 3 - - - - - " " " " " " - - - -
N 
Total 
16 score " 1 1  " 9 " 9 " 10 " 8 " 9 " 12 " 13 " 13 " 10 " 1 1  " 10 
- 6 
- 6 
- 6 
Table 8.2 Trainee teachers' observation (Journal was kept for experimental group only). 
Item Group activity Trainee School Lesson Plan for sixteen Periods based on Cooperative Learning 
No. 
(Classroom interaction) Teacher 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 1 1  12 13 14 15 
I .  Students learn more when they study in small groups. 1 I -./ ! -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ - - -./ - - -./ -
2 2 -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ - - -./ -
3 3 -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ - - -./ - - -./ -
2. Students have more opportunity to participate in activities I I - -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ - - -./ - - -./ -
among their friends. 2 2 - -./ - -./ -./ - - -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ - -./ 
3 3 - -./ -./ -./ - -./ - - -./ -./ - -./ - - -./ 
3 .  Students l ike to talk or study in  groups like this. I I - - -./ -./ - -./ . -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
2 2 -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ ..J 
3 3 -./ -./ -./ - - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
4. Students learn a lot from the teacher. I I -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ - - -./ - - -./ - -./ -./ 
2 2 -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ - -./ - -./ -./ 
3 3 -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ - - -./ -./ - -./ - -./ -./ 
5 .  Students like their Engli sh teacher so much. I I - -./ - - -./ - - -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ 
2 2 - -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ 
3 3 - -./ - - -./ - -./ -./ - - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
6. Students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with 1 I -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
their teacher. 2 2 -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
3 3 -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ -./ .J -./ -./ -./ 
7 .  Students l ike the way of their teacher teaches them English I I - - -./ - -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
reading. 2 2 - -./ -./ -./ -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
3 3 - -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ 
8. Students can talk informally about the reading assignment to I 1 - -./ - - -./ - -./ - -./ -./ -./ -./ -./ -
their teacher. 2 2 - -./ - - - -./ -./ - - - -./ - -./ -./ -./ 
3 3 - -./ - - - - -./ -./ - -./ -./ -./ - -./ . 
--
w 
Total 
16 
- 9 
- 1 1  
- 10 
-./ 8 
-./ I{) 
-./ 9 
-./ 12 
-./ 1 5  
- 13  
..J 10 
-./ 1 1  
- 10  
-./ 9 
-./ 1 1  
-./ 1 0  
v 14 
-./ 15  
-./ 15  
-./ 1 1  
-./ 1 3  
-./ 1 2  
-./ 9 
-./ 8 
-./ 8 
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show that the three trainee teachers used the group activities 
through all sixteen experimental lessons in all three schools (see table 8.1). The most 
frequently recorded aspect was students liked to listen to their friends ' ideas about what 
they read Then students like to do activities in groups. The total scores are 14, 16, and 
15 for the three schools. Next, they can understand better when doing activities with 
their friends and they like learning vocabulary from the pictures. The least frequently 
recorded aspect was students can find the correct answers to the reading questions with 
the total scores 6 ,  6, and 6. This means that trainee teachers thought that this item was 
difficult for the students to do, so this action occurred less often. In classroom 
interaction (see table 8.2), the most frequently mentioned item was item 6 with the total 
scores 14 ,  1 5 ,  and 1 5 , students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with 
their teachers. Next, students like to talk, or study, in groups like this with the total 
scores 12 ,  15 , and 1 3. The least frequently recorded aspect was students talking 
informally about the reading assignment with their teachers, total scores 9, 8, and 8. 
This means trainee teachers thought that it was difficult for the students to do and this 
action occurred less often. This means that after teaching using cooperative learning, 
students developed desirable learning characteristics on their own. Activities in task 
work and interaction helped them to become capable of working on their own, and it 
dev,.,!oped their self-confidence. Their roles as group members made the students take 
higher responsibility wnich helped the students to do the work on time, become good 
leaders, and present their work in front of the class very well. 
It was found that, at first, students were not familiar with cooperative learning, 
so some characteristics were not always apparent (see Tables 8. 1 ,  8.2). The aspects of 
lowest frequency recorded were that students could not find the correct answers to the 
reading questions which means that they could not do the gap-filling exercises or 
answer the questions. They were difficult for them to complete. Students talking 
informally about the reading assignment to their teacher recorded the next lowest 
frequency. This means they thought it was not easy to talk about the work with the 
teacher, or explain the work to the teacher in class. Some students could not solve the 
problem or puzzle in the reading assignment and this was recorded as the next lowest 
frequency. Some students could solve the problem in class but sometimes they thought 
that it was not easy to do, but after they studied for a while, they found that they could. 
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The research question. 
What are Thai trainee teacher self-reported attitude and behaviour to teaching 
English using cooperative learning and Thai communicative methods? 
The answer to the research question is that the trainee teachers learned the value 
of the new methodology. Some felt enthusiastic because it was new to them. Trainee 
teachers found that the aspects of highest frequency during teaching were students liked 
to listen to their friends ' ideas about what they read, and do activities in groups. Next, 
they could understand better when doing activities with their friends and they liked 
learning vocabulary from the pictures. The aspect of lowest frequency was students 
can find the correct answers to the reading questions. This means cooperative learning 
changed the nature of their learning experience from that dependent on the teacher to 
one where they relied on each other. For trainee teachers, they got the benefits in 
preparing them for the teaching profession, because they had the chance and experience 
to practice solving problems that they found during their teaching. 
The next chapter provides a summary of the study, bringing all the conclusions 
together, and discussing the implications. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
SUMMARY, RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Summary of the study 
This study had three aims. One, to test if it is better to teach English as a Secon:-! 
Language using a cooperative learning method than with a Thai communicative 
teaching method. That is, do Prathom 6 students learn English reading comprehension 
better when taught using cooperative learning than with Thai communicative teaching 
methods? Two, to test if Prathom 6 students self-reported attitude and behaviour, in 
regard to English reading comprehension, are better when they are taught English as a 
Second Language using a cooperative learning or a Thai communicative method of 
reading comprehension. Three, to investigate trainee teachers' self-reported attitude and 
behaviour in teaching English reading comprehension with a cooperative learning and a 
Thai communicative teaching method. 
The sample for the study was 32 Prathom six students at each of Wat Chong 
Lorn, Wat Pikulthong and Wat Don-Ta-Lung schools who were studying Fundamental 
English in Ratchaburi pwvince, Thailand. They were allocated by random sampling, 
with 1 6  Prathom six students each to an experimental group and a control group at each 
of the three schools. That means that there were 48 students in an experimental group 
and 48 in a control group. Three trainee teachers taught the three experimental groups 
and the corresponding three control groups under supervised, controlled conditions, 
whereby the timing, content and methodology were checked because another adult, 
either a class teacher or researcher, was present at all times. 
There were two measures. One instrument consisted of 32 items in English 
reading comprehension (multiple choice format), and the second consisted of 40 items 
measuring attitude and behaviour towards learning English. Data were collected from 
300 students and analysed with a Rasch measurement model to produce two linear 
scales. These scales were used in the experiment. 
In regard to controls, before the experiment, random sampling was used to 
allocate the students to the control and the experiment gronps so that the characteristics 
of the students in each group were similar. The teaching of three trainee teachers was 
controlled so that the treatment of the students was the same. During the experiment, 
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the texts, visual aids assignments, activities, exercises, and materials from the lesson plans were made as similar as they could be. The teaching times were the same-:, one hour or three periods per day. The planned time schedules were taken in turn. The amount of Thai used by trainee teachers was similar. In summary, a great deal of care was taken to treat the experimental group and the control group the same, except for teaching methodology. Then, if there were any measured differences in reading comprehension, or in attitude and behaviour, those differences could reasonably be attributed to the different teaching method. Pretest Rasch (linear) measures were taken for reading comprehension, and for attitudes and behaviours. After 1 6  periods of teaching, similar posttest measures were taken for the control and experimental groups. The measures were analysed for significant differences using ANOV A (SPSS). The Thai trainee teachers self-reported attitudes and behaviour to teaching English using cooperative learning were investigated by two methods. In one, the teachers kept a journal of comments for the 16 period experiment and in two, regular me�tings were held with the teachers where they were asked about their attitudes and behaviour towards '?()Operative learning, and traditional teaching. 
Summary of the Findings 
The English Reading Comprehension The main findings are set out below: 1. Posttest versus pretest results for the experimental group. The students in the experimental group did significantly better on the posttest than the pretem: in regards to reading comprehension in English (F = 53.25, df= 1, p < 0.001). 2. Posttest versus pretest results for the control group. The students in the control group did significantly better on the posttest than the pretest in regards to reading comprehension in English (F = 53.25. df= 1, p < 0.001). 3. Pretest versus pretest results for the experimental versus the control group. The students in the experimental group were not significantly better than those in the control group in regards to reading comprehension in English (F = 0.40, df = 1, p = 0.53). That is, the control and experimental groups were 'equal' in reading comprehension at the beginning of the experiment. 4. Posttest versus posttest result for the experimental versus the control group. 
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The students in the experimental group were significantly better in reading 
comprehension tha,! those in the control group (F = 53.23, df 1, 94, p <0.001) at the end 
of the experiment. 
5. The reading comprehension interaction effect of the experimental versus the 
control group. 
The experimental group achieved better than the control group after the 
treatment. The cooperative learning method has a larger effect on reading 
comprehension than the Thai communicative teaching method. 
The conclusion is that the students' reading comprehension was better when 
taught by the cooperative learning method than by the Thai communicative teaching 
method. Thus, the evidence supports the view that the cooperative learning method 
could be superior to the Thai communicative teaching method, in regards to teaching 
ESL to Prathom 6 students in Thailand. 
The attitude and behaviour questionnaire 
The main findings are set out below. 
1. Posttest versus pretest results for the experimental group. 
The students in the experimental group did significantly better on the posttest than the 
pretest fo:- the experimental group in regards to attitude and behaviour towards learning 
English (F = 56.85, df= 1, p -::  0.001). 
2. Posttest versus pretest re.:mlts for the control group. 
The students in the control group did significantly better on the posttest than the pretest 
for the control group in regards to attitude and behaviour towards learning English (F = 
56.85, df= 1, p < 0.001). 
3. Pretest versus pretest results for the experimental versus the control group. 
The students in the experimental group were significantly better than those in the 
control group (F = 27.48, df 1, 94, p < 0.001) to start with, as measured on the attitude 
and behaviour questionnaire. 
4. Posttest versus posttest result for the experimental versus the control group. 
The students in the experimental group were significantly better than those in the 
control group (F = 56.85, df 1, 94, p < 0.001). 
5. The attitude and behaviour questionnaire interaction effect of the 
experimental versus the control group. The experimental group improved their attitude 
and behaviour more than the control group, although both increased. 
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The conclusion is that the students' attitude and behaviour towards reading 
compri;hension increased significantly more when they were taught by the cooperative 
learning method than by the Thai communicative method. Thus, the evidence supports 
the view that the cooperative learning method could be superior to the Thai 
communicative teaching method, in regards to improving attitudes and behaviour for 
Prathom 6 students learning ESL in Thailand. 
Trainee teacher Journals 
The trainee teacher journals provided data to show the teachers' attitude and 
behaviour during the 16  teaching periods. The conclusion is that the trainee teachers 
enjoyed teaching English through cooperative learning. There was strong agreement 
between the trainee teachers at the three schools in regard to their attitude and 
behaviour. They found students liked to listen to their friends ideas during the reading 
tasks (highest frequency aspect). It is noticed that sharing ideas in groups may lead to 
respecting each other. Moreover, during the exercises, students liked to do activities 
with their friends in group work. They could answer the questions (which come from 
the content) better during studying with their friends, and could talk with their teacher 
about the reading assignment anytime. 
Group discussio11. 
The four-stage agenda for the group sessions were based on TEST (Trigger, 
Explore, Strategies and Treat) (Matthews, 1993). Initially, the three regular teachers did 
not support the idea of cooperative learning, which they thought was the same as the 
Thai communicative teaching method that they normally used. After they became 
involved in the cooperative learning process, they found it interesting and wanted to 
investigate more about it. Little by little they came around to the view that there were 
good points about it. They have found that the cooperative learning method produced 
better results than the Thai communicative teaching method. Moreover, teachers 
suggested that there should be carefully constructed tasks, and carefully chosen 
materials, regularly introduced into the lower grade curriculum. Finally, the regular 
teachers agreed that it was better for their students and for them, and they accepted the 
new method of teaching because they thought it was more effective than the Thai 
communicative method of teaching ESL. The recommendation for better classroom 
implementation in English reading comprehension in primary schools was that 
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cooperative learning should continue to be used in teaching classroom English, and it 
shou!,j continue to be used for the teacher training course. 
Research questions 
The research questions can now be answered. 
Research question 1 
Do the students improve their English reading comprehension as a result of 
being taught using a cooperative learning method compared with when they are taught 
using a Thai communicative method? 
I .  Students improved their reading comprehension in English as a second language 
under both the cooperative learning and Thai communicative methods of teaching. 
2. Students improved their reading comprehension in English as a second language 
under the cooperative learning method significantly more than under the Thai 
communicative teaching method. 
It should be pointed out that part of the improvement in reading comprehension 
could be due to either or both the novelty effect and the Hawthorne effect (Bracey, 
2002; Adair, Sharpe & Huynk, 1989). The Hawthorne effect refers to part of th� 
improvement as being due to just being in the research study or to the extra attention 
that students get by bemg in the research study. 
Research question 2 
What are Thai student self-reported attitudes and behaviour to learning English 
when taught using Fl cooperative learning method? And are these different to those of 
students taught by the Thai communicative method? 
1. Students improved their attitude and behaviour towards learning English as a second 
language under both the cooperative learning and the Thai communicative methods 
of the teaching. 
2. Students improved their attitude and behaviour towards learning English as a second 
hmguage significantly more under the cooperative learning method than under the 
Thai communicative method of teaching. 
It should be pointed out that part of the improvement in attitude and behaviour 
could be due to either or both the novelty effect and the Hawthorne effect. 
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Research question 3 
What are Thai trainee teacher self-reported attitudes and behaviour to teaching 
English using cooperative learning and the Thai communicative methods? 
Trainee teachers liked the idea of what they learnt. They enjoyed their teaching 
of English through cooperative learning. They found that the highest frequency 
characteristics that happened during the 16 periods of teaching were that during task 
work, students like to listen to their friends ideas which means that they accept the ideas 
of others during group activities. They can answer the questions which come from the 
content better during studying with their friends. It is noticed that pictures help them in 
learning vocabulary. Sometimes students cannot choose the right answer to the reading 
questions and they think it is difficult for them to do it. There are the desirable 
characteristics arising from teaching with cooperative learning. For trainee teachers, 
they learned the benefits in preparing them for the teaching profession, because they 
have the chance to experience and practice solving the problems that they found during 
the experimental teaching. 
Research question 4 
What recommendations can be given for better classroom implementation in 
English reading comprehension in the primary schools based on a group discussion by 
some of those involved in implementing the approach? 
For better classroom implementation in English reading comprehension in 
primary schools, cooperative learning should be used in teaching classroom English, 
and it should continue to be introduced in the teacher training course in Thailand. 
Research question 5 
Can a linear measure of English Reading comprehension, based on three 
activities (understanding the main ide� sequencing the order, and understanding the 
meaning), be constructed using a Rasch measurement model? 
A linear measure of English Reading comprehension can be constructed using a 
Rasch measurement model. Persons with high measures were able to answer the high, 
medium difficulty and easy items positively. Persons with medium measures were able 
to answer only the medium difficulty and easy items positively. Persons with low 
measures were able to answer only the easy items positively. They were not able to 
answer the medium and hard items positively. 
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Research question 6 
Can a linear measure of attitude and behaviour towards ESL, based on two 
aspects of cooperative learning (teaching and learning activities, and classroom 
interaction), and two perspectives (ideally, this is what should happen, and this is what 
really happens), be constructed using a Rasch measurement model? 
A linear measure of attitude and behaviour of ESL can be constructed using a 
Rasch measurement model. Persons with high measures were able to answer th� high, 
medium difficulty and easy items positively. Persons with medium measures were 
likely to answer only the medium difficulty and easy items positively. Persons with low 
measures were only able to answer the easy items positively. They were not able to 
answer the medium and difficult items positively. 
Implications 
For administrators, lecturers and trainee student teachers. 
Cooperative learning could be introduced into the regular teacher training in the 
part of the curriculum for the lecturers as trainee teachers in Thailand in the last year of 
-:.heir studying, before the teacher training courses. It could also be presented in the 
Ratchaburi Province's Educational office where the person-in-charge organises the 
seminar for the in-service teachers and other schools. A summarised plan of the course 
description is presented in table 9.1 
Table 9.1 
Possible topics for an inservice course on cooperative learning for teachers in Thailand. 
I. Definition and explanation of cooperative learning. 
2. The rotating group roles. 
3. Tasks used in cooperative learning. 
4. Reading comprehension measurement and attitude 
and behaviour questionnaires. 
5 .  Practice in implementation and reports 
Source: Devised by Sutaporn Chayarathee (2003) .  
(2 periods) 
(2 periods) 
(2 periods) 
(2 periods) 
(4 periods) 
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The 12  period course could be presented to the students at Rajabhat Institutes as 
a teacher training course seminar before they go out for their teaching. During the Thai 
Educational Reformation period, the Educational office, especially in Ratchaburi 
province, often conducts seminars for the teachers and has already given an invitation 
for the researcher to explain cooperative learning to them. Cooperative learning could 
be used, as the regular teachers suggested in the group discussion, by having teachers 
trained in cooperative learning methods, as part of their regular teacher training, where 
task work, including group roles, are implemented and taught. 
It may be important to bring the resuhs of this experiment to the notice of 
administrators in the Ministry of Education (Bangkok). Administrators may want to 
support inservice training in cooperative learning for other primary school teachers in 
Thailand. 
For students learning ESL 
In this study, it was found that the cooperative learning process was not only 
good for improving English reading comprehension development that consists of 
cooperative learning tasks, activities, and roles, but it was also good for classroom 
management and control. The model helped students to learn ESL effectively, and it 
helped teachers to keep the students interested. 1 he tasks allow the students to check 
their understanding of the main ideas, sequence the order of events and understand the 
meaning, using pictures. Pair work, group work, and interaction activities used in the 
learning process are important in helping the students to develop higher-level thinking 
skills and increase students learning motivation during interaction among them (Bennett 
& Cass, 1988; Peterson et al., 1984; Swing & Peterson, 1982; Webb, 1982; Webb & 
Palincsar, 1996). The four roles as group members made students take higher 
responsibility which allowed them to do the work on time, and students can become 
good leaders and present their work in front of the class very well. Moreover, grade 6 
students adapted their attitude and behaviour to learning very well and improved their 
English reading comprehension, when taught by cooperative learning. This model was 
based on two factors, teaching and learning activities (tasks) and classroom interactions 
(behavioural controls). The model can be used to help students learn ESL in Thai 
classrooms at primary schools. 
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For further research 
There are at least five further studies that could be done. 
One, this study could be replicated for English reading comprehension 
development in the other parts of Thailand, using larger experimental samples and/or 
different grade groupings. 
Two, this study could be replicated for English reading comprehension 
development in the other Asian countries by using larger samples. 
Three, a study could test the Rasch measures of attitude and behaviour with 
other samples and larger samples in Thailand. 
Four, another study could test the Rasch measures of reading comprehension 
with other samples and larger samples in Thailand. 
Five, this study could be done with the younger students (Grade 1-2 or Prathom 
1-2), and older students (Grade 9-10-11-12 or Mathayom suksa 3-4-5-6) in Thailand. 
It should be possible and, potentially very helpful, to investigate other aspects of 
cooperative learning and teaching that would improve English reading comprehension, 
and attitude and behaviour, in Thai classrooms. These might include computerising the 
pictures, tasks and activities, or tailoring the tasks and pictures to suit particular 
developmental grour1s of students, perhaps with a computerised adaptive program. 
Other modifications might include varying the times spent on the pictures, tasks and 
activities to see if there were different teaching times that optimised learning for groups 
at particular Piagetian levels. 
Mention should also be made of the need to continue to use the latest Rasch 
computer programs to create proper linear scales of variables for use in future research. 
The reading comprehension test and scale needs revising and extending to lower grade 
levels in primary school and to higher grade levels in secondary school in Thailand, as 
does the attitude and behaviour questionnaire and scale. Wright ( 1999) has indicated 
that the use of linear scales is causing a minor revolution in educational psychology. Its 
use permits errors to be reduced and it may lead to the discovery of 'laws' for 
cooperative learning, much as there are laws in Physics and chemistry. It would be a 
useful development for educators in Thailand to discover some 'laws' relating to 
optimising learning in, and attitude and behaviour towards, cooperative learning. 
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APPENDIX A Lesson Plan for 16 periods 
Lesson Plan For Experimental Group 
Period 1-2 (2 hours) 
Topic Relationships 
Sub-Topic Family 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goal Students are able to comprehend what they have 
read from the given story. 
Objectives 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
Activities 
1 .  Explain the meaning of the vocabulary, subject pronoun, 
objective pronoun, possessive apostrophes. 
2. Expiain and answer questions on the details of the story. 
3. Perform roles and take the responsibility in telling 
details of "Pim' s family" as follows 
3.1 first member stimulates group members to elicit their ideas in 
filling Pim's family chart from the given story. 
3 .2 second member takes a note about the members' idea and 
presents the group's conclusion. 
3 .3  third member gets the material from the teacher for the group. 
3 .4  fourth member controls the time to do activities and fill out 
Pim's family member chart on time. 
Identifying family members. 
Possessive apostrophes 
father, mother, sister, brother, student, doctor, nurse, soldier, 
teacher. 
group work 
Teaching Materials family pictures, word cards, work sheet 1 (Pim's 
family), exercise 1 (family chart), exercise 2 
Procedure 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about the family and 
occupations of family members and explains about the roles of 
cooperative learning (Ll & L2) 
Divide students into groups of four . Each team should 
have high and low reading ability students as well as boys and girls. The 
group member which has the responsibility in preparing stationery gets 
materials from the teacher (the big chart paper, outline paper, magic 
colored-pen, English-Thai dictionary, Thai-English dictionary) .  Teacher 
shows word cards and pictures to explain new words on the board. 
Teacher pronounces them first, then students pronounce them after the 
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Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
teacher twice, in the whole class, groups, and individually. Teacher 
uses gesture or mime to explain some new words , and tries to elicit 
the meaning. Teacher revises subject pronoun and possessive pronoun 
by using the chart. 
Ex : Peter he 
Susan she 
Peter and Susan they 
Teacher revises object pronouns by using the chart 
Ex : I like Peter I like him 
Then teacher explains possessive apostrophes 
Ex : Pim' s family 
The student who has responsibility in getting the materials from the 
teacher goes and gets the worksheet 1 and exercise 1 to the group 
members. First, after understanding the new words on the board. 
Students in groups try to help each other to understand the text. Students 
who have responsibility for suggestion and stimulating the members to 
lead them into the lesson, encourage by giving ideas and trying to 
get the ideas from the members. Students who have responsibility in 
taking a notes write the members' ideas and read the conclusion when it 
is finished. Teacher asks questions to gauge their understanding. 
Ex: 
Teacher : What is Pim? 
Teacher : Who does she live with ? 
Students : She is a student. 
Students : She lives with her father and her mother. 
Teacher : What's the name of Pim's father? Students : Pon 
Teacher : What is he ? Students : He is a doctor. 
Teacher : What's the name of Pim's mother? Students : Porn 
Teacher : What is she ? Students : She is a teacher. 
Te2�her : How many brothers and sisters does flie have ? 
Students : She has one brother and one sister. 
Teacher : What are their names ? Students : Pat and Pan. 
Teacher : What are they ? 
Students : Pat is a soldier and Pan is a nurse 
After they get the conclusion from reading "Pim' s Family" then the 
chart in the exercise 1 will be filled out. All members try to help each 
other in writing the conclusion on the big chart paper to be presented in 
class. Student who controls the time has the responsibility in warning 
the member to do the work on time. 
Evaiuate by observing while they are doing activities and group work 
process, check understanding by examining the answers on the big chart 
paper that they present in class. Then check individual cloze exercises in 
exercise 2. Teacher blanks out every 3rd word of the story of "Pim's 
family". Students decide which word makes sense in the blanks. The 
goal is to fill in the missing words with the exact words or others with 
suitable meaning. 
The highest score of the team is displayed on the bulletin board. 
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Topic 
Sub-Topic 
Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period 1-2 (3 hours) 
Relationship 
Family 
Situation 
Communicative Goal Students are able to comprehend what they have 
read from the given story. 
Objectives 
Function 
Grammar 
1. Explain the meaning of the vocabulary, subject 
pronoun, object pronoun and possessive apostrophes. 
2. Explain and answer the details of the story they have read. 
3. Complete their individual work in groups. 
Identifying family members. 
-Possessive apostrophes. 
-Subject Pronoun. 
-Object Pronoun. 
Vocabulary 
Activities 
Teaching Materials 
father, mother, sister, brother, student, doctor, nurse, soldier, 
teacher. 
Group work. 
family pictures, word cards, work sheet l (Pim's 
family), work sheet 2 (family chart) 
Procedure 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about the family and 
their occupation. Then, teacher shows the new words with word cards. 
(Ll and L2) 
Students practice by pronouncing the new words after the teacher two 
or three times in whole class, groups and individually. Teacher uses 
gesture or mime to explain some words they don't understand, try them 
to elicit the meaning. Then, teacher revises object pronouns (me, you, 
him, her, it, us, them) 
Ex. I like Peter I like him. 
Teacher revises Subject Pronouns (I, you, he, she, it, we, they) 
Ex. Peter : he 
Susan : She 
Peter and Susan they 
Teacher explains Possessive apostrophes. 
Ex. Pim's family. 
Teacher shows Pim's family chart to the students then students read 
the whole passage after teacher twice. After that divide them to read 
the whole passage in groups. Teacher ask questions to gauge their 
understanding, try them to get the answers. Students try to answer these 
questions. 
Ex : 
Teacher : What is Pim? Students : She is a student. 
Teacher : Who does she live with ? 
Students : She lives with her father and her mother. 
Teacher : What's the name of Pim's father? Students : Pon 
Teacher : What is he ? Students : He is a doctor. 
Teacher : What '.;, the name of Pim's mother? Students : Porn 
Teacher : What is she ? Students : She is a teacher. 
Teacher : How many brothers and sisters does she have ? 
Students : She has one brother and one sister. 
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Step 3 
Teacher : What are their names ? Students : Pat and Pan. Teacher : What are they ? Students : Pat is a soldier and Pan is a nurse Students write the name of Pim's family and their occupation in exercise 1 .  Then students do the cloze exercise ( exercise 2) in the work sheet for individual work. 
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Vocabulary 
father mother 
brother sister me 
doctor nurse teacher soldier 
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Story : work sheet 1 
Pim's Family 
Pim is a student. She lives with her father and mother. She has one brother and one sister. Pon is a doctor. He is not her brother. Pan is a nurse. She is not her mother. Pat is a soldier and Porn is a teacher. Can you tell who is in Pim's family ? 
Exercise 1 
Read the story above then complete the following diagram with the names of Pim's family members and their occupations. 
(, ,, QI d ' A ,, , Id : QI ! , ,, � A ... � , � A , " .. 11\lflllO\ltll\llltl�,tl�lJ\l 111JtlflflH11tHll1fl\l\l 111�1J'!ltllltl::tl1'Wl'l,ttl�ff111'!1fl llflltlllfl:J'l,ttl�l'lll 11ff111Jltll) 
PIM'S FAMILY 
Father Mother 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
I I 
Brother Sister Pim student 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
Exercise 2 Fill in each blank with one word using the exact words or others with a suitable meaning. 
( 1il'iirn1 ol119i11ti1�11w 1 i.Ja� 1w!itJ�1H l1r\Al\lt11111) 
Pim is . . .  a . . . . student. She . . .  lives . . . .  with her. . .father . . . . and mother . 
. . . .  She . . . .  has one . . .  brother . . .  and one . . .  sister. . .  . Pon is . . .  a . . . .  doctor. He . . .  is . . .  not her . . . brother. . . .  Pan is . . . a . . . nurse. She . . . is . . . not her. . . mother. . . . . . .  Pat is . . .  a . . .  soldier and . . .  Porn . .  .is a . . .  teacher. . . .  . Can you . . .  te// . . .  who is . .  . in . . .  Pim's family ? 
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Lesson Plan For Experimental Group 
Period 3-5 (3 hours) 
Topic Feelings 
Sub-topic Personal feelings 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goal Students are able to comprehend what they have 
read from the given text. 
Objectives 1 .  Explain the meaning of the vocabulary. 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
2. Explain the use of feeling words and their verb patterns. 
3. Perform their roles and take the responsibility in telling 
details of"Personal feelings" as follows : 
3. 1 first member does his/her responsibility in taking notes 
about the members' ideas and present the group conclusion. 
3.2 second member gets the material from the teacher for the 
group. 
3.3 third member controls the time to do activities and 
complete the words in the worksheet on time. 
3.4 fourth member stimulates group members to elicit their 
ideas in completing the words in the worksheet. 
Identifying personal feelings. 
Verb Patterns. Subject + [ !eel J + adj. (feeling words) 
1s, am are 
surprised, interested, happy, sad, frightened, bored , 
angry, afraid, tired, hurt, shy, sleepy, lazy . 
Activities 
Teaching Materials 
Group work. 
personal feeling pictures, word cards, worksheet 1 ,  
Procedure 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
exercise. 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about personal 
feelings. After that the role of cooperative learning (L 1 and L2) 
is reviewed. 
Teacher shows word cards and pictures in the worksheet 1 to explain 
the various personal feeling pictures. Teacher pronounces them first, 
then students pronounce them after the teacher twice in the whole 
class, groups and individually. Teacher uses gesture to explain some 
words they don' t understand, trying to elicit the meaning. Then, 
teacher explains verb patterns of using feeling words in the sentence. 
Ex. Sam [ f�els] tir�d .. � 
lS ,, 
Student who has responsibility in getting materials from the teacher 
goes and gets worksheets for the group members. After understanding 
the new personal feeling words, students in groups try to help each 
other to understand the text. Student who has responsibility in 
suggesting and stimulating the member tries to lead the other students 
into the lesson, encourages by giving ideas, and tries to get ideas from 
the members and help each other to get the words to complete personal 
feeling words in the worksheet. Teacher asks some questions from 
exercise l to gauge their understanding. 
Ex : 
Teacher : Is Suda very happy ? 
Teacher : Why ? 
Students : Yes, she is 
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Step 4 
Step 5 
Students : Because her mother promised to take her to Magic Land. Teacher : How does Supa feel ? Students : She is frightened. Teacher : · Why ? Students : She finds her face full of black spots. Teacher : What did Tim see ? Students : A snake. Teacher : How did he feel ? Students : He was frightened or afraid. 
Student who has the responsibility in taking notes writes the words they choose after they get the conclusion and presenting them in class. Student who control the time has the responsibility in warning the member to do the work on time. Evaluate by observing while they are doing activities and group work. Check understanding by marking the answers on the worksheet that they present in class. Then mark the personal feeling exercises for each individual. The highest team score of the team is displayed on the bulletin board. 
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Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period 3-5 (3 hours) 
Topic Feelings Sub-Topic Personal feelings Communicative Goal Students are able to comprehend what they have read from the given text. Objectives 1 .  Explain the meaning of the vocabulary items. 
Function Grammar 
Vocabulary 
2. Explain the use of feeling words and their verb patterns. 3 .  Complete their individual work in groups. 
Identifying personal feelings. Verb Patterns. Subject + [ _feel J + adj. (feeling words) 
IS, am are 
Activities Teaching Materials 
surprised, interested, happy, sad, frightened, bored, enjoy, angry, afraid, tired, hurt, doubtful, shy, sleepy, lazy . Group work. personal feeiing pictures, word cards, worksheet, exercise. Procedure Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about personal feelings. Then, teacher shows the new words with word cards. (L 1 and L2) Students practice by pronouncing the new words after teacher two or three times in whole class, groups and individually. Teacher uses gesture and pictures to explain some words they don't understand. Then, teacher explains verb patterns of using feeling words in the sentence. Ex. Sam [ f�els] tired. 
IS Teacher gives the worksheets to the students. Then students read the text in the exercise after the teacher twice. After that divide them to read it in groups of four. Students in groups help each other to complete personal feeling words in the worksheet. Teacher tries to ask the questions for each section to gauge their understanding Ex : Teacher : Is Suda very happy ? Students : Yes, she is Teacher : Why ? Students : Because her mother promises to take her to Magic Land. Teacher : How does Supa feel ? Students : She is frightened. Teacher : Why ? Students : She finds her face full of black spots. Teacher : What did Tim see ? Students A snake. Teacher : How did he feel ? Students : He was frightened or afraid. Students in groups help each other to complete personal feeling words in the worksheet. Then students write the personal feeling words to match each picture as an exercise for individual work. 
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Personal feelings 
Content 
surprised interested happy 
sad frightened bored 
angry afraid tired 
shy sleepy lazy 
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Exercise 1 Look at the pictures and words. They tell you something. 
( 
.- .. ., I , ,1 d, tJ ti W ., t1ztlmY111n::t1lffY1flllltl tlu ztlmYlfl 11lJlllt1Jtl1Jtl1llJ11lJlfl'Utl�tllffY1fl) 
Suda's mother promises to take her daughter to 
Magic Land. So, Suda is very ___ _ 
sad hungry happy 
Supa looks at the mirror. She finds her face full 
of black sports. She gets ___ _ 
happy frightened smiling 
Tim watered the plants in his garden yesterday. 
He saw a big snake. He was very ___ of it 
He ran away to the house. 
afraid glad sad 
The teacher gives Wichai a lot of homework. 
It's very difficult. He won't do it. He is a 
very ___ boy. 
sad happy lazy 
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em 
Bob got a new book from his father as a 
present. He is ____ in that book. 
bored surprised interested 
Pranee eats noodles everyday at school. 
Today her mother makes noodles for lunch 
again. She is ____ with them. 
bored interested excited 
Pong is on the way back home. The dog is 
going to bite him. He is very ____ _ 
happy angry sad 
Sunee went to bed very late last night. 
Today she feels ____ _ 
happy sleepy upset 
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O' 
,, 
On the Children's Day Tom's mother hangs the 
toy in Tom's bedroom. Tom is very ___ _ 
surprised interested bored 
Tom makes his room dirty. His mother hits him. 
So he is -----
angry afraid sad 
This morning Preecha exercised for almost one 
Hour without resting. 
What did he feel ? He felt ----
angry tired sad 
He dresses so smartly. He feels __ _ 
when everybody looks at him. 
shy hurt worried 
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Lesson Plan For Experimental Group 
Period 6-8 (3 hours) 
Topic Recipe 
Sub Topic Potato cakes 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goal Students are able to understand a recipe. 
Objectives 1 .  Tell the meaning of the vocabulary. 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
2.  Tell and report the details of the text they have read. 
3. Operate their own role and take the responsibility in telling 
details of how to make "Potato .;akes". 
Identifying recipe instructions. 
Verb Pattern vt + direct object 
Peel + potatoes 
potatoes, flour, butter, cheese, salt, sugar, eggs, tomatoes, 
garlics, onions, water, bacon. 
Activities 
Teaching Materials 
Procedure 
Group work. 
word cards, pictures, worksheet 1 ,  exercise 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is to read a recipe and 
after that revises the roles of cooperative learning (L I and L2). 
Teacher shows word cards and pictures to explain some words which 
is the materials that always use in cooking. Teacher pronounces them 
first, then students pronounce them after the teacher twice in the whole 
class, groups and individually. Teacher uses gesture to explain some 
words they don't understand, trying to elicit the meaning. Teacher 
revises countable and uncountable nouns by using the chart. Then, 
teacher explains verb patterns. 
Ex. reel potatoes into the bowl. 
Mash potatoes in the bowl. 
Student who has responsibility in getting materials and stationery from 
the teacher goes and gets worksheet 1 for the group members. After 
understanding the words (ingredient) which are always used in cooking, 
students in groups try to help each other to understand the text. 
Students who have responsibility for suggestion and stimulating the 
members to lead them into the text, and encourage by giving ideas, 
trying to elicit the idea in worksheet I (instructions) from the 
members. Try to help each other to understand instructions for potatoes 
cakes. Teacher asks questions to gauge their understanding. 
Ex : 
Teacher 
Students : 
Teacher 
Students : 
Teacher 
Students : 
How much flour do we need to make potato cakes? 
125 g. 
What are the ingredients to make potato cakes. 
Potatoes, flour, butter, cheese, salt and water. 
How many steps are there in making potatoes cakes. 
8 steps. 
Student who has the respo11:-,�bility for taking notes writes the conclusion 
in choosing the picture of how to make potato cakes in order in exercise 
I .  Student who controls the time has the responsibility in warning the 
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Step 4 
Step 5 
members to do the work on time. 
Evaluate by observing while they are doing activities and group work, 
check understanding by examining the answers on the worksheet. Then 
individually they also write the recipe of how to make apple cake using 
a model with blanks to fill in for apple cake that given in exercise 2. 
The highest score of the team is displayed on the bulletin board. 
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Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period 6-8 (3 hours) 
Topic Recipe 
Sub-Topic Potato cakes 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communication Goal Students are able to understand a recipe they 
have read. 
Objectives 1. Tell the meaning ofthe vocabulary. 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
2. Tell and report the details of the story they have read. 
3. Complete their individual work in groups. 
Identifying recipe instructions. 
Verb Pattern vt + direct object 
Peel + potatoes 
Potatoes, flour, butter, cheese, salt, sugar, eggs, tomatoes, 
garlics, onions, water, bacon 
Activities 
Teaching Materials 
Procedure 
Group work 
word cards, pictures, worksheet 1, exercise 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about the recipe. 
Then, teacher shows the new words with word cards. (Ll and L2) 
Students practice by pronouncing the new words after the teacher two 
or three times in whole class, groups and individually. Teacher uses 
gesture to explain some words they don't understand. Then, teacher 
explains verb patterns in doing potatoes cakes. 
Ex : Peel potatoes into the bowl. 
Mash potatoes in the bowl. 
Teacher gives the worksheets to the students. Then students read the 
text in the worksheet 1 after the teacher twice. Then teacher asks 
questions to gauge their understanding. 
Step 3 
Ex : 
Teacher : How much flour do we need to make potato cake? 
Students : 125 g. 
Teacher : What are the ingredients to make potato cake? 
Students : Potatoes, flour, butter, cheese, salt and water? 
Teacher : How many steps are there in making potatoes cake? 
Students : 8 steps. 
After that divides them to read it in groups of four. Students in groups 
help each other to understand the instruction of potatoes cakes they read. 
Students in group help each other to choose the pictures of how to put 
the pictures of how to make Potato cake in order in exercise 1. Then 
group members write one of the recipes they want to do for exercise2. 
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Worksheet 1 
Potato cake 
flour buttw cheese 
i � (¼o 
sugar potatoes eggs 
--·" 
c!J) .\ 0 
plies 
Potato  cake 
Ingredients 
400g 
125g 
40g 
40g 
potatoes 
flour 
butter 
cheese 
salt, water 
Instructions 
onions 
1 .  Peel the potatoes and slice them. 
•ter 
2. Put the potatoes in a saucepan with some water. 
3. Put a bit of salt and boil them for 20 minutes. 
4. Mash the potatoes. 
... . .  
I I 
A&lt 
tomatoes 
oil 
5 .  Put the mashed potatoes, the flour and the butter into a bowl and mix them 
with a fork. 
6. Put the oil into the frying pan then fry the potato cake with mixture in it until 
they are brown on both sides. 
7 .  Cover the cake with the cheese. 
8. Put it in a dish and keep it warm in the oven. 
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Exercise 1 
These are 8 pictures of how to make potato cake but they are not in order. Put 
these 8 pictures in order to make potato cake. 
c1tlm,1m1"ti11finvwr-li'nT1 8 fll"Yiil 0111iMi�O�i11¥11.J11ll�flllflU"nl�Qfl�fl1 1111 Mmmf1 8 fll'l'I fu�llJ,fll�Ollfll� 
1i 11fi'mimli' 1i trt,Jfl�fl1) 
D l ! D 
I 
f 
I J ,  
IL 
� 
D D 
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Exercis€ 2 
Fill in the blanks with suitable words for making apple cakes. 
( t{l'lf'lt.1ti'l.u,iou�1':i·lfll'Hl':i h1m;1Jtillt{I iu'lff!{l'll{l�fl h.H1) 
Apple Cakes 
Ingredients 
. . . . . . . . . .  g apples 
. . . .... . . . g flour 
. . . . . . . . . .  g butter 
. . . . . . . .. .  g cheese, salt, water 
Instructions 
1 .  Peel the . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and . . . . . . . . . . .  them. 
2. Put the . . . . . . . . . . . .  in a saucepan with some . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
3. Put a bit of . . . . . . . . . . .  and . . . . . . . . . . . .  them for 20 minutes. 
4. Mash the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
5 .  Put the . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , the flour and the butter into a bowl and mix 
them with a fork. 
6. Put the . . . . . . . . . . .  into the frying pan then fry the . . . . .. . . . . . .  cake with mixture 
in it until it is . .. . . . . . . .  on the both . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7. Cover the cake with the . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .
8. Put it in a . . . . . . . . . . . .  and keep it warm in the . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
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Lesson Plan For Experimental Group 
Period 9-11 (3 hours) 
Topic Animals Sub-Topic A Special Bird Subject Fundamental English 4 Communicative Goal Students are able to comprehend what they have read. Objective 
Function Grammar Vocabulary 
1. Explain the meaning of the vocabulary include adjective describing the features. 2. Answer the questions and taking a note with special foatures about the Ostrich. 3. Perform their own roles and take the responsibility in telling details of "A Special Bird" Comprehend a description of an ostrich. Adjectives describing the features. 
Activities Teaching Materials 
ostriches, special, feathers, wing, habit, nail, sand, stone, wood, stomach, female, omelette, lay, hide, fight Group work. pictures, word cards, worksheet 1, exercise 1, exercise 2. Procedure Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about "A Special Bird" and after that revises the roles of cooperative learning. (Ll and L2) Students in groups of four do their duty. Student who has the responsibi!ity for preparing stationery gets materials from the teacher. Teacher shows word cards and pictures to explain the new words in the text. Teacher pronounces them first, then students pronounce them after the teacher twice, in the whole class, groups and individually. Teacher uses gesture to explain some words they don't understand, trying to elicit the meaning. Then teacher explains the vocabulary describing the features. Ex : largest, feather, wing, long leg, run very fast, long neck, lay eggs in the same place, swallow anything, sharp, long living. Student who has responsibility for getting materials from the teacher goes and gets worksheet 1, 2, and 3 for the group members. After understanding the new words in each worksheet that the teacher explains, students in groups try to help each other to understand the text in each worksheet. Students who have responsibility in suggesting and stimulating the members to lead them into the lesson, encourage by giving ideas, trying to elicit the ideas from the members. Teacher asks some questions to gauge their understanding. Ex : Question : Answer Question : Answer Question : Answer : Question : Answer : 
What are the largest birds in the world ? Ostriches How long can ostriches live? More than 70 years. What do they cio if a lion or a person comes near ? Run away or hide in some trees. How fast can they run ? 64 kms. per hour. 
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Step 4 
Step 5 
Students help each other to match the questions with headings in exercise I and fill in .the blanks with one word about ostriches in exercise 2 after studying the worksheet I ,  then do the exercise 3 after studying work sheet 2 and exercise 4 after studying worksheet 3. Student who has responsibility in taking notes writes the words they choose after they get the conclusion and presenting them in class. Student who controls the time has the responsibility for warning the member to do the work on time. Evaluate by observing while they are doing activities and group work process, check understanding by examining the answers on the worksheet that they present in class. Then individually students do exercise 5 which is about taking a short note about the 3 or 4 special features of the ostriches. The highest score of the team is displayed on the bulletin board. 
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Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period 9-11 (3 hours) 
Topic Animals 
Sub-Topic A Special Bird. 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goal : Students are able to comprehend what they have read. 
Objectives 1 .  Tell the meaning of the vocabulary including adjectives 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
describing the features. 
2. Answer the questions and take notes of special 
features about the Ostrich. 
3. Complete their individual work in groups. 
Comprehend a description about the Ostrich. 
Adjectives describing the features. 
Activities 
Teaching Materials 
ostriches, special, feathers, wing, habit, nail, sand, 
stone, wood, stomach, female, omelette, lay, hide, fight. 
Group work. 
pictures, word cards, worksheet 1 -3, exercise 1 -5 
Procedure 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about "A Special 
Bird". Then, teacher shows the new words with word cards.(Ll  and 
L2) 
Students practice by pronouncing the new words after the teacher two 
or three times in whole class, groups and individually. Teacher uses 
gesture or mime to explain some words they don't understand. Then 
teacher explains the adjectives describing features. 
Ex : largest, feather, wing, long leg, run very fast, lung neck, lay eggs 
in the same place, swallow anything, sharp , long living. 
Teacher gives the worksheets 1 ,  2 and 3 in order to the students. Then 
students read the text in worksheet 1 ,  2 and 3 after teacher twice, before 
dividing them to read it in groups of four. Teacher tries to ask the 
questions for each section to gauge their understanding. 
Example : 
Question : What are the largest birds in the world ? 
Answer : Ostriches 
Question : How long can ostriches live? 
Answer : More than 70 years. 
Question : What do they do if a lion or a person comes near ? 
Answer : Run away or hide in some trees. 
Question : How fast can they run? 
Answer : 64 kms. per hour. 
Teacher tries them to get the answer first before matching the 
questions with headings in exercise 1 and fill in the blanks with one word 
in exercise 2 after studying worksheet 1 .  Then do the exercise 3 after 
studying worksheet 2 and exercise 4 after studying worksheet 3 .  
Students in groups help each other to  complete the exercises. 
Students in groups help each other to match the questions with heading 
in exercise 1 and fill in the blank with one word in exercise 2 for the 
worksheet l .  Then do the exercise 3 after studying worksheet 2 
and exercise 4 after studying worksheet 3 .  Then individually students 
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1 
take short notes about the 3 or 4 special features of the ostriches in the exercise 5. 
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A Special Bird 
Worksheet 1 
Ostriches are a special kind of bird. 
Ostriches, the largest birds in the world, are not like other birds. They have feathers but 
no wings. Their long legs and necks make them more than two meters tall. Ostriches 
are also very long living. Some of them live more than 70 years. 
Worksheet 2 
The habits of ostriches are also unusual. Although they like plant food, in fact they will 
eat almost anything. People have found keys, nails, sand, stones, wood and even money 
in their stomachs. When the females lay their eggs, several ostriches use the same 
place. After that, they take turns to keep the eggs warm. The eggs themselves are 
almost round and about 6 inches in diameter. One egg is enough to make an omelette 
for twelve people. 
Worksheet 3 
People say that ostriches hide their heads in the sand when they are frightened. This is 
not true. If a lion or a person comes near, the ostrich runs away or hides in some trees. 
Usual ly he can get away because he can run up to 64 kms per hour. Even one-month 
old ostriches can run as fast as older ones. If an ostrich has to fight he kicks with his 
lor.g legs and two sharp toes. Yes, he has only two.  
You can see that ostriches are very special . 
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Exercise 1 Matching the question from column A with the heading in 
column B then write the heading in front of each question. 
(11�i'tJ1jl::'tf11-nT'l'A'o 1ufltui1nf B tnJti1a11nf � 6 .f o mh;iouH140�1aomH'tfu'1ti1a11111fi 
a::4o) 
Column A 
1 .  What do ostriches eat ? ---
2 .  What do ostriches do when ---
they fight? 
--- 3. How fast do they run? 
___ 4. How many people can they eat for 
an ostrich eggs to make an omelette ? 
5 .  How old are some ostrich live? ---
Column B 
�- 64 kms per hour 
b. twelve 
c. about 70 years 
d. kick 
e. keys 
Exercise 2 Fill in each blank with one word using the exact words or others with a 
suitable meaning. (from paragra!')h 1 )  
(11�1i11ti1a�1u'lio�1,�1..,.,i\'f11111tY111Jllll 1ilo'tf11J1nflotil.lu� 1 )  
Ostriches are . . .  the . . .  largest birds . . .  in . . .  the world. . . . .  They . . .  have 
features . . .  but ... no wings. . . .  Their . . .  long legs . . .  and . . .  necks make 
. . .. them ... more than . . . . two . . .. meters tall. 
Exercise 3 Fill in each blank with one word using the exact words or others with a 
suitable meaning. (from paragraph2) 
( 1J�1fi11ti1a� 1u,lo�1H 1il"tio\'fl1111tY111Jllll ,if om1J1nfloti11if� 2) 
The habits of . . .  ostriches ... are unusual. They . . .  will ... eat almost 
anything. People . . .  have ... found keys, nails, sand, . . .  stones . . .  , wood and even 
money . . .  in . . .  their stomachs. When the . .  .females . . .  lay their eggs several 
. . .  ostriches ... use the same place. . . .  One . . .  egg is enough to . . .  make . . .  an 
omelette for twelve . . . people .. . .  
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Exercise 4 Fill in each blank with one word using the exact words or others with a suitable meaning. (from paragraph3) 
.. • , ' ' , t"I.JI ., ,l w ,1.I 
(1Hlf11Jfl1M \JYtln1� 11 11'1fl111Jff11\JlW 1\Jtl11191flfltlfl1J\J'1 3) 
People say that ostriches . . .  hide . . .  their heads in the . . .  sand . . .  when they are frightened. . . .  This . . .  is not true. If . . . a . . .  lion or a person . . . comes . . .  near, the ostrich runs . . .  away . . .  or hides in some . . .  trees. . . .  . Usually he can get . . .  away . . .  because he can run . . .  up . . .  to 64 kms per . . .  hour. . . .  . If an ostrich has . . .  to . . .  fight he kicks with . . .  his . . .  long legs and two . . .  sharp . . .  to�s. 
Exercise 5 From this story can you find 3 or 4 special things about the ostrich ? (11mjtH�tim1'll 1if�u111ii'm1w::rl1tr11'1Jo·nmm::1rnmmr 11ii'�111mfuii�1-uauti191oua�1u 
flU1��11f111) 
Special Features 
Long living 
No wings 
� 
Long legs 
Run 64 kms. per hour 
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Lesson Plan For Experimental Group Period 12-13 (2 hours) 
Topic Sickness 
Sub topic Sickness 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goal Students are able to comprehend what they have read. 
Objectives 1 .  Explain the meaning of the vocabulary. 2. Explain the use of verb patterns to express sickness. 3. Students talk about sickness. 
Function Identifying sickness. 
Grammar Verb Patterns 
Vocabulary 
Activities 
has ] got a / an + sickness have 
headache backache earache 
Group work 
stomach ache toothache cold 
rash on the skin sore ankle cough sore throat fever 
Teaching Materials: parts of the body chart, word cards, worksheet! ,  exercise 1 and 2 
Procedure Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about "Sickness" after that revises the roles of cooperative learning. (L 1) Teacher shows the part of the body chart to revise part of the body. Teacher pronounces them first, then students pronounce them after the teacher twice in the whole class, groups and individually. Teacher points out parts of the body to tell the meaning. Then, teacher explains verb patterns for use with sickness in the sentence. 
Ex : Pim has got a headache/ a stomach ache/ a toothache. Noi has got a fever / a sore ankle/ a sore throat. Sri has got an earache . Porn has got a rash on the skin. They have got a cold. They have got a cough. Student who has responsibility in getting materials from the teacher goes and gets exercise 1 for the group members. After understanding the new words, students in groups try to help each other to understand the text in worksheet 1. Students who have responsibility for suggesting 
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Step 4 
Step 5 
and stimulating the members try to lead them into the lesson, encourage by giving ideas, trying to elicit the ideas from the members. They help each other to get the sickness words to complete the sickness of the people in the exercise 1. The student who has responsibility in taking notes writes the words they choose after they get the conclusion and present them in class. The student who controls the time has the responsibility in warning the member to do the work on time. Evaluate by observing while they are doing activities and group work process , check understanding by examining the answer on the exercise 1 that they present in class. After finishing exercise 1, students do exercise 1. The highest score of the team is displayed on the bulletin board. 
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Lesson Plan For Control Group Period 12-13 (2 hours) 
Topic Sickness 
Sub topic Sickness 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goal Students are able to comprehend what they have read. 
Objectives l .  Explain the meaning of the vocabulary. 2. Explain the use of illness words in Verb Patterns. 3. Students complete their individual work in groups. 
Function Identifying sickness. 
Grammar Verb Patterns 
Vocabulary 
Activities 
has ] got a / an + sickness have 
headache backache earache 
Group work 
stomach ache toothache cold 
rash on the skin sore ankle cough sore throat fever 
Teaching Materials : parts of the body chart, word cards, worksheet ! ,exercise 1 and 2 
Procedure Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about sickness. Then, teacher shows parts of the body chart. (L 1 )  Students revises the parts of the body words by pronouncing the parts of the body after the teacher two or three times in whole class, groups and individually. Teacher points out parts of the body to tell the meaning. Then, teacher explains verb patterns of using in sickness in sentences. Ex Pim has got a headache/ a stomach ache/ toothache. Noi has got a fever / a sore ankle/ a sore throat. Sri has got an earache. Porn has got a rash on the skin They have got a cold. They have got a cough. Teacher gives exercise 1 to the students. Then students read the text in the exercise I after the teacher twice. After that divide them to read it in groups of four. Students in groups help each other to complete the new sickness wc:Js of the people in the exercise 1 .  Students in groups help each other to match the sickness with the pictures in exercise 1 . Then students do sickness exercise in exercise 2 for individual work. 
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Parts of the Body 
Use some of the words below to write the name of each part of the body on the 
chart. 
1 .  foot 
5 .  e lbow 
Q. head 
r- ·  
i 6 
• ,  I' 
2. ankle 
6. knee 
10. arm 
3. shoulder 
7. s tomach 
10 
1 
4. back 
8. throat  
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Worksheet 1 
Jim . . . .. . .. . •........• Peter : ••••••• • • • . •• Suda : . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
• • 
Anne : David ·: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Mn. Green : . . . . . . . . .  . 
Preecha : ............. . --Betty : . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. uke : . . . . . .. .. . . .  . 
Tom : ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . John : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Match the sickness with the pictures. 
a headache 
a backache 
an earache 
a stomach ache 
a toothache 
a cold 
a sore knee 
a cough 
a fever 
a sore ankle 
a sore throat 
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Exercise 2 
Match the sickness with picture . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . I have got a cold 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  I have got a toothache . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . I have got a backache . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . I have got a headache. 
. . . . . . . . . . .. I have got a sore throat. 
I have got a stomach ache. 
I have got a temperature. 
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Topic 
Sub-Topic 
Lesson Plan For Experimental Group Period 14 ( 1  hour) 
Subject 
Communicative Goal 
They are like those for Experimental Group 
period 12-13 
Objective 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary take an aspirin, go to bed, have a rest, go to see the dentist go to see the doctor, stop working, go for a walk 
Activities Group work 
Teaching Materials word cards, sickness chart, worksheet 1 ,  exercise 1 and 2 
Procedure 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about sickness and how to make people better and after that revises the roles of cooperative learning.(L 1 &L2) Teacher revises the sicknesses in worksheet 1 .  Teacher revises by pronouncing them first, then students pronounce them after the teacher twice, in the whole class, groups and individually. Teacher shows the pictures with the phrase cards of how to solve the problems as shown : 
take an aspirin I go to bed I I have a rest 
go to see the dentist go to see the doctor 
stop working go for a walk 
Student who has responsibility in getting materials from the teacher goes and gets exercise 1 for the group members. After understanding how to solve the problems, students in groups try to help each other to understand the text in the exercise 1 .  Teacher asks some questions to gauge their understanding. Ex : Teacher : Has Jim got a toothache ? Students : No, he hasn't. He has got an earache. Teacher : What should he do ? 
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Step 4 
Step 5 
Students : He should take an aspirin , or he should go to see the doctor. 
Studeni. who has responsibility in suggesting and stimulating the members tries to lead them into the lesson, and encourages them by giving ideas, trying to get the ideas from the members. They help each other to check the sicknesses of eight people in the exercise I and write their ideas to solve the problems by using the phrases that teacher explained to them before. Student who has responsibility in taking notes writes the answers they choose after they get the conclusion and present them in class. Student who controls the time has the responsibility in. warning the members to do the work on time. Evaluate by observing while they are doing activities and group work process, check understanding by examining the answers on the exercise l while they are presenting in class. Then individually test understanding by doing exercise 2. The highest score of the team is displayed on the bulletin board. 
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Topic 
Sub-Topic 
Lesson Plan For Control Group 
Period 14 (1 hour) 
Subject 
Communicative Goal 
They are like those for Control Group 
period 1 2-1 3 
Objective 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
Activities 
take an aspirin, go to bed, have a rest, go to see the dentist 
go to see the doctor, stop working, go for a walk 
Group work 
Teaching Materials 
Procedure 
word cards, sickness chart, worksheet 1 ,  exercise I and 2 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about sickness. 
Then, teac!ter shows eleven people with sicknesses in the chart. 
(Ll&L2) 
Students revises the chart about eleven people with sicknesses in 
worksheet I by pronouncing them atler teacher. Then, teacher shows 
the pictures with the phrase cards of how to solve the problems from 
these sicknesses as shown : 
take an aspirin I go to bed have a rest 
go to see the dentist Go to see the doctor 
stop working go for a walk 
Teacher pronounces them first, then students pronounce after teacher 
two or three times in whole class, groups and individually. 
Teacher gives exercise 1 to the students. Then students read the text in 
exercise 1 after teacher. Teacher asks some questions to gauge their 
understanding 
Ex : 
Teach er : Has Jim got a toothache ? 
Students : No, he hasn' t. He has got an earache. 
Teacher : What should he do ? 
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Step 3 
Students : He should take an aspirin , or he should go to see the doctor. 
After dividing them to read it into groups of four, students in groups help each other to check the sicknesses of eight people in the exercise 1 and write their idea to solve that problem by using the phrases that teacher explained to them before. Students in groups help each other to check the sicknesses of eight people and write their idea to solve that problem by using the phrases that teacher had explained for them before in exercise 1 .  Then individual test understanding by doing exercise 2. 
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', 
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. j1· 
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Worksheet 1 
Sickness 
u = 
Jim : an earache Peter : a cold Suda : a fever 
Anne : a toothache David : a cough Mrs. Green : a sore throat 
Preecha :a sore knee Betty : a sore ankle Mr. Lake : a backache 
Tom : a stomach ache John : a headache 
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; 
I 
. I  
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Exercise 1 Study the 1 1  pictures again then tick true (V) for the sickness of each person. Write 
what each should do for his / her sickness. 
" ...... QI i " 
1'111Jflfl11ifl1'i'Hl1fl i 'ifl'l..l'l..l�1V) 
Sickness 
Ache a a a sore a a a • rash on What to do 
headache toothache throat backache cold cough stomach the skin 
ache 
name 
John 
Mr. 
Lake 
Jim 
Ann 
"·  
.. 
Peter 
Tom 
David 
Suwit 
Total 
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Exercise 2 
Study advertisements about medicines carefully, then decide which medicine is the 
best for each sickness. 
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1 .  Noi has a rash on his skin, so he needs . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
2. Somsri has got a headache, so she needs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3 .  Chai has got a stomach ache, so he needs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
4. Jit has got a sore throat, so she needs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
5 .  Peter has got a toothache, so he needs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
6. Lek has got a temperature, so he needs . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
7. David gets pain in his arm, so he needs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
8 .  Nong coughs so much, so he needs . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
11HIIW151lill11HDil , 
PARACETAMOL TABLETS BP 1980 
500 mg . 
THE G0YEANM£NT PHAMUCl\J1lC,4L 
Each tablet contains: 
Paracetamol(AcP.taminophen)'  500 Action and Use: Analgesic and antipyretic. Dose: 1 to_2 lablets; up ,•, !!  tabiets daily, in ; 
divided doses. 
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Lesson Plan For Experimental Group Period 15-16 (2 hours) 
Topic Markets 
Sub-Topic The Floating Markets 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goal : Student� are able to comprehend what they have read. 
Objectives 
Function 
Grammar 
Vocabulary 
Activities 
1 . Explain the meaning of the vocabulary. 2. Explain and answer questions on the details of the story. 3. Students give details about "The Floating Markets". 
Comprehend a description about " The Floating Markets" 
land, water, canal, vegetables, float, fresh, sell, buy, townpeople, tourist 
Group work 
Teaching Materials : pictures, word cards, worksheet 1-2, exercise 1-4, real objects 
Procedure Step 1 
Step 2 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is ab<"lt "The Floating Markets" and after that revises the roles of cooperative learning. (Ll &L2) Teacher revises vocabulary as shown Oranges, grapes, papaya, cabbages, beans and onions. Then teacher shows word cards and picture to explain the new words in the text. Teacher pronounces them first, then students pronounce them after the teacher twice, in the whole class, groups, and individually. Teacher uses gesture to explain some words they don't understand, encouraging them to get the meaning. Step 3 Student who has responsibility in getting materials from the teacher goes and gets worksheets 1 and 2 for the group members. After understanding the new words, students in groups try to help each other to understand the text. Teacher asks some questions to gauge their understanding. Ex : Teacher : 
Students : Teacher : Students Teacher : Students Teacher : 
What time can the tourist go and buy things at the Floating markets? From 7 am to 11 am. Where is Damnoensaduak? In Ratchaburi. Are floating markets on land or on water ? They are on water. Who had a good idea to bring water to the farms ? 
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Step 4 
Step 5 
Students : Teacher : Students : Teacher Student 
The king. How many canals are there ? There are more than 200 canals. Does everybody like the floating markets? Yes, they do. 
Student who has responsibility in suggesting and stimulating the members to lead the other students into the lesson, by getting ideas from the members and helping each other to answer by ticking true ( .../ )  for the true sentences and ticking false ( X )for the false sentences in exercise 1 and 3. Student who has the responsibility in taking a notes ticks the answer they choose after they get the conclusion and presenting them in class. Student who controls the time has the responsibility in warning the member to do the work on time. Evaluate by observing while they are doing activities and group work. Check understanding by marking the answers on the exercise 1 and 3 that they present in class. Then individual complete the crossword from exercise 2 and 4. The highest team score is displayed on the bulletin board. 
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Lesson Plan For Control Group Period 15-16 (2 hours) 
Topic Markets 
Sub-Topic The Floating Markets 
Subject Fundamental English 4 
Communicative Goai : Students are able to comprehend what they have read. 
Objectives 1 .  Explain the meaning of the vocabulary. 2. Explain and answer questions on the details of the story. 3. Complete their individual work in groups. 
Function Comprehend a description about " The Floating Markets" 
Grammar 
Vocabulary land, water, canal, vegetables, float, fresh, sell, buy, townpeople, tourist 
Activities Group work 
Teaching Materials pictures, word cards, worksheet 1 -2, exercise 1 -4 
Proc�dure Step I 
Step 2 
Teacher tells the objective of the lesson which is about "The Floating Markets". Then teacher shows the new words with word cards. (Ll&L2) Teacher revises vocabulary as shown : Oranges, grapes, papaya, cabbages, beans and onions. Students practice by pronouncing the new words after teacher two or three times in whole class, groups and individually. Teacher uses gesture and pictures to explain some words they don't understand, trying to elicit the meaning. Teacher gives worksheets 1 and 2 to the students. Then students read the text in the worksheets 1 and 2 after the teacher twice. After that divide them to read it in groups of four. Students in groups help each other to understand "The Floating Markets" in the worksheet 1 and 2. Teacher asks the questions for each section to gauge their understanding. Ex : Teacher 
Students : Teacher Students Teacher : Students Teacher : 
What time can the tourist go and buy things at the Floating markets? From 7 am to 1 1  am. Where is Damnoensaduak? In Ratchaburi. Are floating markets on land or on water ? They are on water. Who had a good idea to bring water to the farms ? 
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Step 3 
Students Teacher Students Teacher Student 
The king. How many canals are there ? There are more than 200 canals. Does everybody like the floating markets? Yes, they do. 
Students in groups help each other to answer by ticking true ( .../) for the true sentences and ticking false (X) for the false sentences in exercise I and 3. Then students complete the crossword from exercise 2 and 4 for individual. 
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The floating Markets 
Worksheet 1 
The markets at Damnoensaduak are special. They are in Ratchaburi province. They are not on land but on water. This is why they have such a nice name, the floating markets. Long long ago there were no rivers in this part of Thailand. Then the king had a good idea to bring water to the farms. He asked the people to dig a long canal between two rivers. Now there are more than 200 canals. 
Worksheet 2 
The farmers use the canals to take their fruit and vegetables to market by boat instead ofby road. Everybody likes the floating markets. Day in and day out, from about 7 am to 11 am, the farmers sell their oranges, grapes, papayas, cabbages, beans and onions and other fresh goods. Sellers, buyers, townpeople and tourists all come to enjoy themselves at the floating markets. 
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Exercise 1 After reading this story "The Floating Market" tick ('1) in front of the sentences if the sentences are true and put a cross (X) in front of the sentences if they are false. (From worksheet I )  
. . . . . . . . . .  I .  Damnoensaduak is in Petchaburi . . . .  . . .  . . . .  2. The farmers at the floating markets sell fruit and vegetable on water . . . . . . .  . . . . 3. The people had a good idea to dig a long canal between two rivers . . . . . . . . . . .4. Long ago there were rivers in Damnoensaduak . . .  . . . . . . . .  5. The king asked the people to bring water to the farms by digging canals. 
Exercise 2 Crossword Choose the correct words to finish the crossword (lll'umsnu1aot1t'i�1�a,�il,fiua�lutli,ru1t'i11'1l1') 
land fruit 
5 
l 
4 
6 
water seller 
8 
canal buyer vegetable float 
7 
1 I 2 3 
5 
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Exercise 3 
After reading this story "The Floating Market" tick (,/) in front of the sentences if the sentences are true and put a cross (X) in front of the sentences if they are false. (From worksheet 2) 
. . . . . . . . ... 1 .  Sellers, buyers and tourists can go to buy things at the floating markets from 7 am to 1 1  am . . . . . . . . . . . 2. Now there are more than two hundred canals . . . . . . . . . . .  3. The farmers take their fruit and vegetables to the floating markets by road . . . . . . . . . .  .4. The farmers sell grapes, papayas, beans and onions at the floating markets . . . . . . . . . . . 5.Sellers, buyers and tourists don't enjoy buying things at the floating markets. 
Exercise 4 crossword 
Write these words in the crossword <1li'um1otuat1ntin',�a,�i11iiua�1ut1i,nnti11,r�) 
townpeople cabbage 
1 
2 
3 
tourist beans 
5 
4 
orange omons grape papaya 
1 
, 
2 
6 
8 
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Appendix B 1 A letter to students 
Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung , Chombung Ratchaburi, 70150, Thailand. Telephone (032) 261790-97 Facsimile (032) 261078 
Dear Student 
I am managing a study on teaching reading comprehension to Prathom 6 students, and I wish you to help me in this study. You will be chosen to take part in this study by using a simple random sampling of 32 students, 16 to learn by the traditional method and 16 to learn by cooperative learning method. Please show you are willing to participate by signing this form. There is no reward or penalty for participation. It is expected that you will get benefit from extra teaching time, if you choose to participate. You may withdraw from the experiment at any time and your final grade in the course will not be affected by such withdrawal. By signing and returning a copy of this letter you indicate your willingness to participate. In case of withdrawa� you have to send a written request by your parent or guardian asking for such withdrawal and return it to me. Please have your parents also sign this form and then return it to me. 
Thllnk you for your participation and co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Ms. Sutaporn Chayarathee) 
English Department, Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, Chombung, Ratchaburi 70150, Thailand. 
� 
I wish to participate in this study. (Please tick the answer) l__J_J I understand that I have been assured of confidentiality and that my identity will remain anonymous. 
Signature (student) --------------------
Signature (parents / guardian) ---- ------------
Date / / 2001 .  ---- ----
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Appendix B 2 A letter to trainee teacher 
Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, Chombung Ratchaburi, 701 50, Thailand. Telephone (032) 261790-97 Facsimile (032) 261078 
Dear Trainee teacher 
You are asked to be a volunteer for this experimental research in the field of teaching reading in English. You have been taught both the traditional method and the cooperative learning method of teaching reading comprehension. In the experiment, you will teach 1 6  students by the traditional method and 1 6  students by the other cooperative learning method, in order to compare the results of both teaching methods. This means that you will be teaching two classes of 1 6  rather than two classes of 32 as you would normally do. 
Pretest and posttest will be given to 1 6  students in both groups to evaluate your pupils' progress in English reading comprehension. You will be asked to do the questionnaire to see your opinion about these two methods of teaching. Please show you are willing to participate in this teaching experiment by signing this form and returning it to me. You will also be asked to keep notes (a journal) of your teaching these two classes and to participate in a focus group evaluation of the results afkr the experiment for possible recommendation to school authoritiP-s. 
Thank you for your participation and co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Ms. Sutapom Chayarathee) 
English Department, Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, Chombung, Ratchaburi 70150, Thailand. 
I wish to participate I this study. (Please tick the answer) 
Yes I No I I I understand that I have been assured of confidentiality and that my identity will remain anonymous. 
Signature (Trainee teacher) ____________ _ 
Date / / 2001. --- ---
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Appendix B 3 A letter to school principal 
Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, Chombung Ratchaburi, 70150, Thailand. Telephone (032) 261790-97 Facsimile (032) 261078 
To : School Principal 
We are glad to tell you that your school has been chosen to participate in an experiment in teaching of English reading comprehension by using two methods : traditional method and cooperative learning method. These two methods are expected to improve reading comprehension in English of your students. 
There is nothing to loose in participation in this experiment, but much to gain for your pupils. Your pupils will learn better, or improve their English reading comprehension due to the more extensive training received. Please sign this letter and show your agreement to participate Lti this experiment at an early date, otherwise we would have to offer cooperation to another school that wishes to participate since the National Education Act encourages all schools to participate in such research. 
-Thank you for your participation and co-operation. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Mr. Sompong Sakultub) 
Dean of the Faculty of Education Rajabhat Institute Muban Chombung, Chombung, Ratchaburi 70150, Thailand 
I wish to participate in this study. (Please tick the answer) cb I understand that I have been assured of confidentiality and that my identity will remain anonymous. 
Signature (principal) --------------
Date ___ / ___ / 2001. (please return by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) 
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Appendix B 4 A letter to English teacher 
Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, Chombung Ratchaburi, 701 50, Thailand. Telephone (032) 26 1790-97 Facsimile (032) 261078 
Dear English teacher 
Your school agreed to participate in this experimental research in the field of teaching English reading by two methods : traditional method and cooperative learning method, through a program of the Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, trainee teachers. However, this study would not be successful without your active help and cooperation in evaluating the methods used by the trainee teachers. It's my pleasure to invite you to be part of a focus group discussion, gathered by me, with the English teachers at the three participating schools and the three trainee teachers who take part in the experiment. The first focus group meeting will be arranged at a convenient time before the experiment will be started. A second meeting would be after the experiment will be finished, including your recommendations for the teaching of English reading based on your observations of the participating students and trainee teachers. 
All information discussed at the focus group will be confidentail. Only results and recommendations agreed by the participants will be published. Please indicate your willingness to participate by signing and returning this form with your choice ticked. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Ms.Sutapom Chayarathee) 
English Department, Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, Chombung, Ratchaburi 701 50, Thailand. 
I wish to participate in this study. (Please tick the answer) 
Yes I No 
I I 
I understand that I have been assured of confidentiality and that my identity will remain anonymous. 
Signature (English Teachers) ______________ _ 
Date / / 2001 .  --- ---
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Appendix B 5 A letter to English teachers for pilot study 
Rajabhat lnstitute, Muban 
Chombung, Chombung 
Ratchaburi, 70150, 
Thailand. 
Telephone (032) 261 790-97 
Facsimile (032) 261078 
Dear English Teacher 
In your teaching, it may help you to know how your students feel about learning 
English reading, by evaluating your students' English reading comprehension and 
attitudes to teaching. 
We have two instruments to develop. The first one is an English reading multiple 
choice testing instrument, and the second one is an attitudes questionnaire in Thai. 
These two instruments are being pilot-tested for 300 grade 6 students, and your students 
have been chosen to participate in order to establish the validity of these instruments, 
using statistical analysis. You are asked to help, by conducting the test, and 
administering the questionnaire to your regular grade 6 English class, then return results 
to us. 
The confidentiality of your students test results and questionnaires will be respected, all 
tests and questionnaires will be returned to you after the statistical analysis. You are 
free to use these instruments for your own !'llfPOse after the study and after receiving 
validation results. Thank you for your participation and co-operation. 
Your sincerely, 
(Ms. Sutapom Chayarathee) 
English Department, Rajabhat Institute, Muban Chombung, 
Chombung, Ratchaburi 70150, Thailand. 
� 
I wish to participate in this pilot test. (please tick the answer) LLJ 
I understand that I have been assured confidentiality of information and that my identity 
will remain anonymous. 
I also will not use these tests and questionnaires outside of this pilot study until 
validation results are given to me by the researcher. I will always acknowledge the 
source of these materials when I use it in my work. 
Signature (English Teacher) ____________ _ 
Date I / 2001. 
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Appendix C 1 Students' attitudes and behaviour questionnaire in relation to 
le9ming English (Thai version) 
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ITTU�l�tn..Ya�nmda't'n I ft1lfl'i'UI (teaching/Learning Activities 24 items) 
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fl'Ju-v1 L�!l'Ji'il"lnu,Jijif JJ'WU fi�\11�1'1 AJ I ,r n L'i!lu 
(Classroom interaction 16  items) 
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Appendix C 2 Students' attitudes and behaviour questionnaire in relation to 
learning English (English version) 
Please rate the 40 statements according to the following response format and check/ the column corresponding to your attitude (prior to studying) and your behavior ( during study) on the appropriate line opposite each statement Always and nearly always put � on column 4 Sometimes put � on column 3 Mostly not put � on column 2 Never or rarely put � on column 1 
Instruction : : Check ,1 in the one column of the 4 scales that you feel most 
describes your feeling. Any response in the questionnaire will not affect your score 
in the course. Subscale : Teaching / Learning Activities Example : 
Ouestionnaire item 
1 .  I like to do activities in groups. 
This is what 
ideally should happen 
l 2 3 4 
� 
This is what 
really happens 
l " 3 4 � 
� 
Check ,1 on the questionnaire item, if you believe, prior to learning, that you mostly 
don 't like to do activities in groups, check ,1 on column 2, if you sometimes achieve this, check ,1 on column 3. 
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Subscale : Teaching / Leaming Activities (24 items) ( expected beliefs and expected actions about teaching/learning reading classes as subjective norm.) 
Ouestionnaire item This is what 
activities in English 
This is what 
ideally should happen really happens 
1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 
item no. 
Tasks for meaning 
1 -2 I like learning vocabulary from pictures 
3-4 I can guess the meaning of the words from 
pictures 
Tasks for group work. 
5-6 I like to listen to my friends' idea about what 
we read. 
7-8 I like to do activities in groups. 
9- 10  I can understand better when I do activities 
with friends. 
1 1 - 1 2  My group finishes the work on time. 
1 3- 1 4  I can make notes to summarize about the 
group's ideas. 
1 5- 1 6  I like to lead my friends in doing activities. 
Tasks for reading Comprehension 
1 7- 1 8  I like to solve the problem / puzzle in 
reading assignment. 
1 9-20 I can put the story into the correct order. 
2 1 -22 I can complete clo.z.: exercises with the 
correct words. 
23-24 I can find the correct answers to the reading 
questions. 
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Subscale : Classroom interaction (16 items) ( expected beliefs and expected actions about student/teacher and student/student relat'ionships in English reading classes) 
This is what This is what 
Questionnaire item ideally should happen really happens 
I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 
� 
Item no. 
Student I student relationship 25-26 I learn more when I study in small groups. 27-28 I can have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends 29-30 I like to talk or study in groups. 
Student I teacher relationship 3 1 -32 I learn a lot from the teacher. 33-34 I like my English teacher. 35-36 I can discuss my hobbies and my future plans with my teacher. 37-38 I like the way my teacher teaches me English reading. 39-40 I can talk to my teacher informally about my reading assignment. 
I 
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Appendix C3 Teachers' attitude and view of behaviour in relation to learning 
English (Thai version). 
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Appendix C 4 Teachers' attitude and view of behaviour in relation to learning 
English (English version). 
Please rate the 40 statements according to the following response format and check/ the column corresponding to your attitude (prior to studying) and your behavior ( during study) on the appropriate line opposite each statement : Always and nearly always put / on column 4 Sometimes put / on column 3 Mostly not put / on column 2 Never or rarely put / on column 1 
Instruction : : Check II in the one column of the 4 scales that you feel most 
describes your feeling. Any response in the questionnaire will not affect your score 
in the course. Subgroup : Teaching / Learning Activities Example : 
Questionnaire item 
1 .  My students like to do activities in groups. 
This is what 
ideally should happen 
1 2 3 4 
-.I 
This is what 
really happens 
1 2 3 4 
-.I 
Examine the check "" on the questionnaire item in the example. If you believe, ideally, 
prior to learning, that you mostly shouldn't do �tivities in the groups, check "" on column 2 and, if you sometimes do this in class, check "" in column 3. 
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Subgroup : Teaching / Leaming Activities (24 items) 
( expected beliefs and . expected actions about teaching/learning activities in English 
reading classes as subjective norm.) 
Questionnaire item This is what This is what 
ideally should happen really happens 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
item no. 
Tasks for group work. 
1 -2 My students like to l isten to their friends' 
ideas about what they read. 
3-4 My students like to do activities in groups. 
5-6 My students can understand better when they 
do activities with friends. 
7-8 My student groups finish the work on time. 
9- 1 0  My students can make notes to summarize 
about the group's ideas. 
1 1 - 1 2  My students like to lead their friends in doing 
activities. 
Tasks for meaning 
1 3- 1 4  My students like learning vocabulary from 
pictures 
1 5- 1 6  My students can guess the meaning of the 
words from pictures 
Tasks for reading Comprehension 
1 7- 1 8  My students like to solve the problem / puzzle 
in reading assignment. 
1 9-20 My students can p�:t the story into the correct 
order. 
2 1 -22 My students can complete doze exercises 
with the correct words. 
23-24 My students can find the correct answers to 
the reading questions. 
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Subgroup : Classroom interaction (16 items) ( expected beliefs and expected actions about student/teacher and student/student relationships in English reading classes) 
This is what This is what 
Questionnaire item ideally should happen really happens 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Item no. 
Student / student relationship 25-26 My students learn more when they study in small groups. 27-28 My students can have more opportunity to participate in activities among friends 29-30 My students like to talk or study in groups .. 
Student / teacher relationship 31 -32 My students learn a lot from me. 33-34 My students like me. 35-36 My students can discuss their hobbies and their future plans with me. 37-38 My students like the way I teach them to read English. 39-40 My students can talk to me informally about their reading assignment. 
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Appendix D Initial Reading Comprehension Test (60 items) 
Class : Prathom 6 1.30 hours 
Direction : There is one word missing in each sentence. Circle the letter of the 
correct word for each blank. An example has been done for you. 
" 
0 ... 
tll'lfl1�� 
,, ' 
1 .  u'U'U'Yltlfff.l'UUtluu ii 32 '66 l�1imi1 l i1 lii� 
JI ! JI J/ ru .c::t 't o ..:::i tt JI 2. 'llflfffl'U'YI� 32 'llflhnm1w'W9lf.l'U L'Wm::tl1'tltl19lf.l'U'YIUU1 L'\1 
3. lifi!m1mJ=iifl1tltfl�'l11J1t1 x Ml'W'!ff.l� D �91Hf1'U'l11,f.lfl19lf.l'U�lfl�fl11 
J/ JI 
_ 
1d O 't J/.c::t GI .. 4 !:! I 4. tl19lf.l�fl11111i,mJtl19lf.l'U L'l1'11tl = 'Yl'Ultllf.1�'111Jltl X ltl1Jle1 tlflf.l'W 
I J/ o I J/ s. ff �tl'U'U'Yltl fffl'U'Wrn11m:: tl 1'tltl19lf.l'U flf.l'W f.lf.lfl �1n11 fl�fff.l'U 
i16v1� 
(0) I.. . . ........ a student. 
,, 
(A) IS X l'Wm::tll'tlfl19lf.l'Utl�'U 
(B) am 
(C) are 
(D) do 
A B C D 
X 
A B C D 
� X 
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Read "Old Ginger Nut's Holiday" and answer questions 1 to 5 .  
One Tree Farm 
Kangaroo Valley 
Dear Mum 
MONDAY 
Old Ginger Nut's Holiday 
When you left me at Grandad's I cried Grandad said, "Come on, Old Ginger Nut, dry 
those tears and let's see if Aunty Irene has got our tea ready. 11 I don't like being called 
'Old Ginger Nut'! I want to come home. 
TUESDAY 
Bubbles made such a fuss and licked me all over. Aunty Irene told me not to cuddle him as 
he had fleas. Grandad said, "A few fleas never hurt anybody. 11 I don't want to get fleas. I 
wish I was at home. 
WEDNESDAY 
When I was helping Aunty Irene collect eggs I found a rat's nest. Grandad said, "Rotten 
pests, they're a rotten nuisance!" I'd hke a pet rat when I get home. 
THURSDAY 
Grandad took me fishing in the creek this afternoon but we didn't catch any fish. Grandad 
kept saying, "We'll have a fish as big as a whale in a minute. 11 Aunty Irene cooked 
fishfingers for tea. I wish we had a creek at home. 
FRIDAY 
We had a picnic today. All we could hear were bees buzzing. Grandad said, "It's going to 
be a lot quieter next week without you buzzing around!" Aunty Irene says I'd better post 
this letter today, otherwise I'll beat it home. 
lots of love from Old Ginger Nut. 
P.S. PLEASE let me stay here a little longer. I don't want to come home yet. 
1. Who wrote this letter ? 
(A) Old Ginger Nut 
(C ) Aunty Irene 
(B) Grandad 
(D) Old Ginger Nut's mum 
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2. On what day did Old Ginger Nut start to feel a little better about being at his 
Granddad's farm? 
(A) Monday (B) Tuesday (C) Wednesday (D) Friday 
3 .  When Granddad says, "It' s going to be a lot quieter next week without you 
buzzing around!" he really means 
(A) you're so loud I can' t wait for you to go home. 
(B) your constant noise reminds me of buzzing bees. 
(C) I'll be able to work harder on the farm when you go. 
(D) I am going to miss you when you're not here next week. 
4. If Old Ginger Nut wrote a story about his holiday the best title would be 
(A) "Holidays with Mum". 
(B) "My Time at Granddad's." 
(C) "Helping Aunty Irene". 
(D) "Fishing with Granddad." 
5 .  These pictures are in the wrong order. Put these pictures into the correct order to 
show what Old Ginger Nut did during the week. 
2- - --
The correct order for the pictures is 
(A) 4, 2, 1 ,  3 
(C) 3, 2, 1 ,  4 
(B) 2, 4, 3, 1 
(D) 2, 3, 4, 1 
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Read "Your Skin .. and answ�r questions 6 to 11 .  
�fou r 
Your skin is wa1crproof. elastic anrl tough . It protects 
your body. keepi,1g your insides in and harmful germs 
OUl. 
Skin is dead 011  rite outside. Dry specks bntsh <Jff your  
bndy e,·ery day. Ne-w skin grows undernea1h .  
Y< >ur lw i r  keeps i11 
hear and prntens _---­
yuur ,cal p. --
�kin i, , tn· tcl l \· _,,/ 
:1 11<1 1 1 1'1, t'°' \\·hen 
\ O i l  dc.i . 
. i;i....1 1 cnn1a 1 1 1 ,  t i 1 1 � ·� 
ncn c, I l iar can ,en": 
1n1 1ch.  i l l ":1 1 .  culr l .  
mois t t l l t' a 1 tri p:i i n .  
6. Your scalp is part of your . . .  
(A) leg (B) arm 
Eyebrows stop S\\'<eat 
from drippi 1 1g into 
)'Ollr ("WS. 
Ski II i, 1<·;, 1c1 p1·oof. 
/ Ir prorects w,u 1d1c-n 
yuu ,•,;.-t�h or gu 
/ '"i m 1ning. 
I 
(C) head 
7 .  What does your skin do to help you cool down ? 
(A) It stretches (B) It sweats (C) It grows 
8. What stops sweat from dripping into your eyes ? 
---
\\"l r t' 1 1  you :ire hn 1 .  ,·our ,k in  
,,,·<.:';-t h salt water tn co, , 1  ,·n 1 1  
d ( t\\'Jl. 
( 
I 
I f " '" are cold. t h e- ha ir, on 
\ utir ,kin st:u,d up ; 1 1 1d u·;ip 
\,·:u 1 1 1  ai 1  tn kc.·l·p " ' t i  , , ;1 1 1 1 1 .  
(D) back 
(D) It moves 
(A) new skin (B) nerves (C) your scalp (D) eyebrows 
9. You can feel pain because your skin 
(A) has tiny nerves 
(C) has small hairs 
(B) loses dry specks 
(D) sweats salt water 
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10. A noun is a naming word. Which word in this sentence is a noun ? 
''New skin grows underneath." 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
11. Which of the following words is closest in meaning to the word "elastic"? 
(A) tiny (B) dry (C) harmful (D) stretchy 
Wombats 
A wombat is a marsupial. The baby wombat grows in its mother' s pouch. _(12)_ 
pouch faces backwards so, when the mother digs a burrow, the dirt_(1 3)_not get 
inside it. The burrow is a place for sleeping and for hiding_(1 4)_enemies. 
Wombats have strong front legs_(I S)_claws for digging. 
From number 12-15, choose the best words to complete the passage. 
12. (A) What (B) An (C) The (D) Which 
1 3. (A) do (B) does (C) done (D) did 
1 4. (A) at (B) in (C) from (D) after 
1 5  (A) and (B) so (C) by (D) if 
Read "In the Mirror" and answer questions 16-20. 
In the Mirror 
In the mirror 
On the wal l  
There's a face 
I always see 
Round and pink, 
And rather smal l ,  
Looking back again 
At me. 
It is very 
Rude to stare, 
But she never 
Thinks of that, 
For her eyes are; be 
Always there 
What can she 
Looking at ? 
In the Mirror 
1 6. Which of the following is the title of 
this poem ? 
(A) "Elizabeth Fleming" 
(B) "On the wall" 
(C)"Looking back again" 
(D) "In the Mirror" 
1 7. Which of these words from the poem 
rhymes with "stare"? 
(A) "are" (B) ''there" 
(C) "eyes" (D) "small" 
1 8 . The face that is mentioned in 
the poem looks 
(A) rather large (B) happy 
(C) round and pink (D) rude 
19. Which of these words from the poem 
tells you that the poem is about a girl 
A) "she" (B) "it" 
(C ) "me" (D) "I" 
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For steps 1 to 8 (items 20 to 27). 
Match the pictures (A, B, C or D) with the sentence about how to make an apple cake. 
HOW TO MAKE AN APPLE CAKE 
20. Step 1 Peel the apples and slice them. 
(A) (B) (C) 
21 . Step 2 Put the apples in a fryingpan with some water. 
(A) (B) (C) 
(D) 
(D) 
22. Step 3 Put the apples in a frying pan with some water and a bit of salt, and boil 
them for 20 minutes. 
�P, 
�/ 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
23 . Step 4 Mash the apples. 
� ' '1  tJ rJ1 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
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24. Step 5 Put the mashed apples, the flour and the butter into a bowl and mix them 
with·a fork. 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
25.  Step 6 Put the oil into the frying pan, then fry the apple cake mixture until it is 
brown on the both sides. 
(A) (B) 
26. Step 7 Cover the cakP- with the cheese. 
(A) � (B) 
(C) 
(C) 
27. Step 8 Put it in a dish and keep it warm in the oven. 
(A) (B) (C) 
(D) 
(D) 
(D) 
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How to Make a Kazoo 
What am I making ? You are making a kazoo, a simple musical instrument 
What do I need ? Scissors Ruler 
What are the six steps (things I have to do?) 
1. Cut the greasefroof paper into a seven-centimetre square. 
2.  Fold the paper in half 
3. Place the comb inside the folded paper. 
4. Hold the paper-with the comb inside-to your lips. 5. Hum through the paper. 
6. Slide the kazoo back and forth as you hum. 
28. A kazoo is a type of (B) material. (A} grease proof paper. (C ) music (D) musical instrument. 29. The information about the six steps tells me . . .  (A} how to make a kazoo. (B) what materials and equipment are needed. (C) how long it takes to make a kazoo (D) where to buy the materials. 30. What do I need to complete step 1 ?  
:- ,- \ 
· ---i 
. ' 
,\....--_ __.. , --- - - -- ·- -- - -- 1 
(B )  
( ( .  I
I - --- • - -- ·  
1 i 
f l )  I I I 
a1 1rl  
.rncl 
31 . How many times is the paper folded ? (A) once (B) twice 
{�, �,-
,, ,-!"··---·_.1 
·0 
MW, 
(C) three times 
I 
--1 
(D) four times 
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32. An adjectivt:: is a word that describes a noun. Which of the following underlined words is an adjective ? " The goal is to make a kazoo, a simple music instrument." 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 33. The sound of the kazoo can first be heard during step (A) three (B) four (C) five (D) six 
Fill in the missing words in the sentence under each of the pictures below by 
choosing them from the following list. 
(A) a headache 
(A) a headache 
34. 
He has got . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . (B) a cold (C) a st�,mach ache 
35 .  
She has got . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . (B) a cold (C) a stomach ache 
(D) a toothache 
(D) a toothache 
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(A) a headache 
(A) a headache 
(A) a headache 
36. 
He has got. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(B) a cold (C) a stomach ache 
37. 
She has got. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(B) a cold (C) a toothache 
38. 
He has got. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(B) a cold (C) a toothache 
(D) a bad cough 
(D) a bad cough 
(D) a bad cough 
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In numbers 39 - 43, the children are sick. Match the suggestions with the sickness. 
Match the sentences with pictures. 
39. 
Sickness : I have got a pain on my knee. 
Suggestion : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(A) Why don't you see the dentist ? 
(B) Why don't you go home and lie down? 
(C) Why don't you sit down? 
(D) Why don't you use some pain relieving cream? 
40. 
Sickness : I have got flu. 
Suggestion : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(A) Why don't you see the dentist? 
(B) Why don't you go home and lie down? 
(C) Why don't you use some pain relieving cream? 
(D) Why don't you see the doctor? 
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41. 
Sickness : I have goi a backache. Suggestion : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . (A) Why don't you see the dentist? (B) Why don't you use some cream? (C) Why don't you go home and lie down? (D) Why don't you see the ophthalmologist? 
42. 
Sickness : I h�"".! got a headache. Suggestion : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . (A) Why don't you see the dentist? (B) Why don't you take an aspirin? (C) Why don't you use some pain relieving cream? (D) Why don't you go home? 
'-·---�- - - ---- -� 
Sickness : I have got a toothache. Suggestion : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . (A) Why don't you see the dentist? (B) Why don't you go home and lie down? 
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(C) Why don' t you use some pain relieving cream? 
(D) Why don't you see the doctor? 
From number 44-47, choose the best words to complete the passage. 
A Naughty Boy's Reward 
There is a monkey in the . . .  . 44 . . . .  . He wants to eat a banana so he 
walks to a . . . . .  . 45 . . . . . .  tree. He sees a snake. He runs . . . .  . 46 . . . . . . .  . A boy 
shoots it with a slingsshot. He runs away very . . . . .  . 47 . . . . . .  and picks up the 
boy' s cap from the ground. The boy is very angry. 
44. (A) room (B) basket (C) tree (D) bench 
45. (A) mango (B) lemon (C) jackfruit (D) banana 
46. (A) away (B) above (C) along (D) by 
47. (A) well (B) slow (C) quickly (D) easy 
The Ostriches 
Ostriches are the largest birds in the world. They have feathers but no wings. 
The habits of ostriches are unusual. They will eat almost anything. People have found 
keys, sand, stones even money in their stomachs. When the females lay their eggs, they 
use the same place. One egg is enough to make an omelette for twelve people. 
Ostriches run very fast, sometimes 64 kilometers per hour. If an ostrich has to fight it 
kicks with its long legs and two sharp toes. 
48 .. What are the largest birds in the world ? 
(A) parrots (B) doves (C) ostriches 
49. Do the ostriches have wings ? 
(D) peacocks 
(A) Yes they do 
( C) Yes, sure 
(B) No, they do not 
(D) A and B are correct 
50. How fast do they run ? They can run . . . . . .. . .... kilometers per hour. 
(A) 64 (B) 70 (C) 46 (D) 50 
51 . What do ostriches do when they fight? They . .. . .. . . . . .  . 
(A) hit (B) kick (C) bite (D) bump 
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52. What have people found in ostrich stomachs ? 
(A) money (B) keys (C) stones (D) all are correct 
53 .  How many ostrich eggs do we need to make an omelette for twelve people? 
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4 
54. It's very tall. It cannot fly. It lays big eggs. 
What's it ? 
(A) a bear (B) a dove (C) an ostrich (D) a parrot 
The Floating Markets 
The floating markets at Damnoensaduak are on water. It is in Ratchaburi 
province. Long ago the king had an idea to bring water to the farms. He asked the 
people to dig a long canal between two rivers. Now there are more than 200 canals to 
take their fruit and vegetables to market by boat. 
People go to buy things from 7 am to 1 1  am at Damnoensaduak. The farmers sell 
their fruit, vegetable and other fresh goods. Sellers, buyers, and tourists come to enjoy 
themselves at the floating markets. 
55.  Where is Damnoensaduak ? 
(A) in Bangkok (B) in Nakhon Pathom (C) in Petchaburi (D) in Ratchaburi 
56. The farmers sell fruit and vegetable in the floating market on . .. . .. ... .. . . 
(A) water (B) land (C) market (D) shop 
57. Who asked the people to dig a long canal ? 
(A) the students (B) the queen (C) the king (D) the farmers 
58. How many canals are there now ? There are more than . . .. . .  . 
(A) twenty (B) one hundred (C) two hundred (D) three hundred 
59. How do the farmers take their fruit and vegetables to market ? 
(A) by car (B) by road (C) by boat (D) by plane 
60. lf you want to buy things at the floating market, what time can you go ? 
(A) 6 . 1 5  am (B) 8. 40 pm (C) 1 0 .25  am (D) 1 1 . 05  am 
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Appendix E Final Reading Comprehension Test items 
After Rasch analysis (32 items) 
Class : Prathom 6 1.30 hours 
Direction : There is one word missing in each sentence. Circle the letter of the 
correct word for each blank. An example has been done for you. 
- . 
2. -u't1t1t1'1.Ji.:i 32 'li't11,rirm1vu91t1'1.Jh.Jm::�11Jti191t1'1.J-nm1nM 
3. 1,rirm1fJ'IJ;i�1t11t1.:i111Jw x a.:ih.J'!ft1.:i D �91'.i.:lfl'I.J'l11'li't1ti191t1'1.J��t1.:im1 . . 
4. o'1it1.:im1Li.Jiivuti191t1'1.JM;i� = imt11t1.:i111Jw x 1�1JlfffJfltJ'IJ 
I � O I � 
5. ff .:iu 'I.J'I.JVl�fftJ '1.J't'l'.itJ lJfl'.i:: �1lltl191tJ'I.JfltJ'IJ tJ tJ m11n11 t1.:ifft1'1.J 
�1tlth.:i 
(0) I.. . . . . . . . . . .  a student. cl • 0 ,,. JI ..i 1 " 0  ..i 'il::l'n'IJ11tl191tl'I.Jtltl'Utl B llJtJ'il::91tJ'I.J '11V11ltl'.itl.:1'11lJ1fJ 
(A) 1s x 1um::�11Jt1191tJ'I.J�.:iil 
(B) am 
(C) are 
(D) do 
A B C D 
X 
A B C D 
� X 
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I. Understand the main idea 
Read "In the Mirror'' and answer these questions. 
In the Mirror 
In the Mirror (o ld 16.) new2 . Which of the following is the title 
of this poem ? 
In the mirror 
On the wal l  
There's a face 
I always see ; 
Round and pink, 
And rather smal l ,  
Looking back again 
At me. 
It is very 
Rude to stare, 
But she never 
Thinks of that, 
For her eyes are 
A lways there 
What can she be 
Looking at ? 
(A) "Elizabeth Fleming" 
(B) "On the wall" 
(C)"Looking back again" 
(D) "In the Mirror" 
(old 1 8 .) new 1 7. The face that is mentioned 
in the poem looks 
(A) rather large 
(C) round and pink 
(B) happy 
(D) rude 
II. Understand the Vocabulary 
( old 19) new 31 . Which of these words from the 
poem tells you that the poem is 
about a girl 
(A) "she" 
(C ) "me" 
(B) "it" 
(D) "I" 
Choose the best words to complete four passages below. 
The Floating Markets 
The floating markets at Damnoensaduak are on water. It is in Ratchaburi 
province. Long ago the king had an idea to bring water to the farms. He asked the 
people to dig a long canal between two rivers. Now there are more than 200 canals to 
take their fruit and vegetables to market by boat. 
People go to buy things from 7 am to 1 1  am at Damnoensaduak. The farmers sell 
their fruit, vegetable and other fresh goods. Sellers, buyers, and tourists come to enjoy 
themselves at the floating markets. 
(old 57) new 4. Who asked the people to dig a long canal ? 
(A) the students (B) the queen (C) the king (D) the farmers 
(old 58) new 9. How many canals are there now ? There are more than . .... . . 
(A) twenty (B) one hundred (C) two hundred (D) three hundred 
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The Ostriches Ostriches are the largest birds in the world. They have feathers but no wings. The habits of ostriches are unusual. They will eat almost anything. People have found keys, sand, stones even money in their stomachs. When the females lay their eggs, they use the same place. One egg is enough to make an omelette for twelve people. Ostriches run very fast, sometimes 64 kilometers per hour. If an ostrich has to fight it kicks with its long legs and two sharp toes. 
(old 49) new 10. Do the ostriches have wings ? (A) Yes they do ( C) Yes, sure (B) No, they do not (D) A and B are correct (old 48) new 15. What are the largest birds in the world ? (A) parrots (B) doves (C) ostriches 
Wombats 
(D) peacocks 
A wombat is a marsupial. The baby wombat grows in its mother's pouch. _(20)_ pouch faces backwards so, when the mother digs a burrow, the dirt does not get inside it. The burrow is a place for sleeping and for hiding from enemies. Wombats have strong front legs and claws for digging. 
Choose the best words to complete the passage. (old 12) new 20. (A) What (B) An (C) The 
A Naughty Boy's Reward 
(D) Which 
There is a monkey in the . . . . . 5. . . . . He wants to eat a banana so he walks to a . . . . . .  22 . . . . . .  tree. He sees a snake. He runs . . . . . 24 . . . . . . . . A boy shoots it with a slingsshot. He runs away very . . . . . .  23 . . . . . .  and picks up the boy's cap from the ground. The boy is very angry. 
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(old 44) new 5. (A) room (B) basket (old 45) new 22. (A) mango (B) lemon (old 46) new24. (A) away (B) above (old 47) new 23. (A) well (B) slow 
Read "Your Skin" and answer question 32 
"y O U  r 
Your skin i� \\'aterproof. elastic and io1 1gh .  It protects 
your body, keeping your insidt's in and harmfu l  germs 
out. 
Skin is dead 011 the outside. Dry specks brush uff your 
body t',·e1-y clay. New skin grows underneath.  
Ynur  hair keeps in 
hear and proteCL5 
your scalp. 
Skin i, ,1retchy , 
and mun:s whc-n 
\"01 1  do. 
Skin COll talllS t i l l� 
m< 1 i s 1 1 1n· anrl p;t in .  
E� cbroll's s1op sweat 
from drippi 1 1g i nto 
your eyes. 
Sk i 1 1  i� wa1,1 proof. 
V 
II protects n ,u  when 
yo11 w��h 01·  �o 
swi 111 1n i 1 1g .  
(C) tree (D) bench ( C) jackfru �t (D) banana (C) along (D) by (C) quickly (D) easy 
---
\\lien you are hot , 1·0111" �k in  
S\\'eab sal t  water to cool ,·0 1 1  
dc ,,,·11. 
__________ / 
l f � 011 are cold. 1 he hai  1, un 
yot1r skin stand t1p and t rap 
1,·arm a ir  to l; ,·cp ) ( J t l  \\·;1r:11 
'- ------
I 
2 1 6  
(cldl 1) new 32. Which of the following words is closest in meaning to the word 
"elastic"? 
(A) tiny (B) dry (C) harmful (D) stretchy 
III. Sequence the order. 
For step;:; 1 to 7 (items 6 to 12) 
Match the pictures (A, B, C or D) with the sentence about how to make an apple cake. 
HOW TO MAKE AN APPLE CAKE 
(old 24) new 3 . Step 4 Put the mashed apples, the flour and the butter into a bowl 
and mix them with a fork. 
(A) (B) 
(old 23) new 1 2 . Step 3 Mash the apples. 
----· 
(A) (B) (C) 
(C) (D) 
(D) 
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(old 26) new 1 3. Step 6 Cover the cake with the cheese. 
-- -
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
( old 25) new 14. Step 5 Put the oil into the frying pan, then fry the apple cake 
mixture until it is brown on the both sides. 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
(old 22) new 16. Step 2 Put the apples in a fryingpan with some water and a bit of 
salt, and boil them for 20 minutes. 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
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( old.20) new 26. Step 1 Peel the apples and slice them. 
-
(A) (B) (C) 
( old 27) new 28. Step 7 Put it in a dish and keep it warm in the oven. 
--- -- -----
(A) (B) (C) 
How to Make a Kazoo 
What am I making ? You are making a kazoo, a simple musical instrument 
What do I need ? Scissors Ruler 
What are the six steps (things I have to do?) 
1. Cut the greasefroof paper into a seven-centimetre square. 
2. Fold the paper in half 
3.  Place the comb inside the folded paper. 
4. Hold the paper-with the comb inside-to your lips. 
5. Hum through the paper. 
6. Slide the kazoo back and forth as you hum. 
(D) 
--
(D) 
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( old 29) new 11. The information about the six steps tells me . . .  
(A) how to make a kazoo. 
(B) what materials and equipment are needed. 
(C) how long it takes to make a kazoo 
(D) where to buy the materials. 
(old 30) new 25. What do I need to complete step 1? 
(Al ,.-m.iliiiii!i!(j,1:;allB ;md 0 
(Bl ' and � 
(C) � 
·-- and •1 ill I II . -·-
(1)) c� illld ' 
Old 32) new 30. An adjective is a word that describes a noun. 
Which of the following underlined words is an adjective ? 
" The goal is to make a kazoo, a simple music instrument." 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
IV. Understand the meaning using pictures 
Fill in the missing words in the sentence under each of the pictures below by 
choosing them from the following list. 
( old 36) new 1 .  He has got. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(A) a headache (B) a cold (C) a stomach ache (D) a bad cough 
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(Old 34) new 1 8. 
He has got . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(A) a headache (B) a cold (C) a stomach ache 
(old 35) new 19. 
She has got . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(A) a headache (B) a cold (C) a stomach ache 
(old 37) new 2 1 .  
(A) a headache 
She has got . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .
(B) a cold (C) a toothache 
(old 38) new 27. 
(A) a headache 
He has got . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(B) a cold (C) a toothache 
(D) a toothach 
(D) a toothache 
(D) a bad cough 
(D) a bad cough 
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In numbers 21 - 24, the children are sick. Match the suggestions with the sickness. 
Match the sentences with pictures. 
( old 43) new 6. 
Sickness : I have got a toothache. 
Suggestion : ... . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . ......... . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 
(A) Why don't you see the dentist? 
(B) Why don't you go home and lie down? 
(C) Why don't you use some pain relieving cream? 
(D) Why don't you see the doctor? 
(old 39) new 7. 
Sickness : I have got a pain on my knee. 
Suggestion : .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . .  . 
(A) Why don't you see the dentist ? 
(B) Why don't you go home and lie down? 
(C) Why don't you sit down? 
(D) Why don't you use some pain relieving cream? 
( old 42) new 8. 
Sickness : I have got a headar,he. 
Suggestion : . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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(A) Why don't you see the dentist? 
(B) Why don't you take an aspirin? 
(C) Why don't you use some pain relieving cream? 
(D) Why don't you go home? 
(old 40) new 29. 
Sickness : I have got flu. 
Suggestion : . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(A) Why don't you see the dentist? 
(B) Why don't you go home and lie down? 
(C) Why don't you use some pain relieving cream? 
(D) Why don't you see the doctor? 
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Appendix F Trainee Teachers' journals entries about the experimental method 
of teaching (Thai version). 
d .., .. ':!II "lft1Unt11m�1Hmrnu U.LUUl'l 
.iauh'1L7UU h'1L7UUL'Ylft1J1� 2 1�"1ftl'1�11 
.., 
f-l1tJn 1-2 
.... 4 .... � 
tJ"nm1'1Lflil11flilH"'i"Hln1"'ift'O" 
L1u'1 Pim's family and their occupations . 
,!m7UUEJ'1L1ifit1mi-11,m1::u1un1T'llu'1 cooperative learning tln"1J1Uhfw'1mn 
flf'1 t�uiiLL�U"lf1f'Yln11LL'U'1'Vlit'1fi9i� 1 i�uun1::�1ui1u .. 
LiJum1JLL'ln"llt1'1n17L7uuin- cooperative learning ,!m1uu�iu11u111m ilu'1 
'IJ , 
., "' T "' ... ..r .., 'I  O • 'I O ... d d  A 0., ,l1fi9ltl'1,l� L�:: Ln1tl LL�::�n�'1nULUn�1111 Lfl7,J::'Yl1'V\U1'Yl'Y11 2 3 'V\'ltl 4 un 
L1uu1J1'1flW;J1'Vlit'1fi"llt1'191ULu'1L1iLiit1'1�1u'V1it'1fiuuLL�wn1f'Ylfi��uu 
n7::�1umnflf '1 L 1a1a-1u 1 'VltuLtiULtlfl1Jn17i� Li::ui1t'LLa::m191na'1flU1l1U 1 U ., 
na11 irm�ttmi1h subject pronoun LL�:: possessive pronoun liJ1uifuLi'it1'1 
1 
,nn1iLL�U"lf1fwrh1�,!m1uuLi1h�'1ifu ,l'm'7uwrrn,i::li1uf11111i',11nm1 .. 
., A ..... .. -� A .. "" 'I "" d ' .. n7::�UL vrnu um 7UU"lftl1JTI'1fl1111fl�L 'V\U"lltl'1L � tlU,l1n L UL 7tl'1'Yltl1ULLa::11 
1 
T .. , , 'I o - .., d , , ., 'I .t d ..t Luma-11a-1wn11 L un11't'l1n,1n1111nrn �t1u111n LL91�::na11L "111 L,lL Uu'V11L 7u'1U 
1 
t�u�,11nn11�t1ufi111111Lilt1'1,11miJufl1i�,.;J1u 6J ,!m1uu"li1unu111LL1J1J'tln 
'IJ 
�� L a'1,l't1UL 1 a1fi fi1'VI U� La nit'u U LL a:: L �11"15 tl1J L7 UUf11fl� 't'l,11n1tJ111� 1 Ufl11J .. 
L1uufi 2 ,l'm1uut1'1L1ia-11111m�1fl1111'V1111u"11t1'1f11fl�'t'l,11n1tl111�li111n .. 
irn LL9iiifl1111�U1U111� irm1uUEJ'1L1ia-1111111LLnifru'V11,l1n'11ufili11J1Jtl1J ., 
'V\111ULi ,r nL7UU � u,l::L7U'1L1u'1TI19111la1i1JLiu1'11 Uf11ufi2 ,!m7uu L1i"lf u1J 
LUU�lh 1 un11ri1n,1n1111na11 La ULL9i"lfu1Jfi,J::��fl mLa::ftmf1'11Un a 11,11nn a 11 
'IJ 1 11 1 1 1 
t.Juu1umufi 2 ,!m1UUL�11L"n1h1J'YlL7UUifuu1'1 L�ufi1n,1nn11n�llfl1JL'rluU 6) 
.., .. ., d _ r.:!! ..I d d .., d 'I ., d .. T um1uuna1'Y1,1::u1m�1LLa::11111L 7u'1'Yl LnU1n1J'11U 'Ylfl'l L 'VI 'YlnL 1�1L11 t111 Lt1n1a-.. , 
1umufi 2LL�::irm1uu111'11uliLLa::111liLa-1,1i1111L1�11uf11ufi 2 ,!m1uu�t1 
,1::lii'uf11111i',11nn11a-t1u�1u"11t1'1fl7U1'1LLa::ut1ni1L�11"lft11Jf11'tlna-t1u�a-t1u 
'IJ .. .. 
mM-1el'1n(lHU1'1 LLa1 ,!nL1UUa'111171l��flm.nn,;,.1f1'l'LfiU1T11J'11Utl�L7nLL�:: .. , .. 
LL�un1,-m1uuU1fl91Li 
Q.,, 0 I I Q.,, ,al I I I ... � #:ii 
,11nn11a-'1Ln9ln11't'l1'11un�11 �u11 um1uuLL��::n�11"lf1unut1t1nfl1111fl�� 
1 1 
um1uu�u,l::Liiuwui..-nna-1tlLL U1�fl9i1'1 ') 1 una11Lt1U1'1 fl::LL uu,11nn1,-91EJ1J 
1 , 
fi1111111u exercise 1 LLa:: exercise 2 a-1u1'Vlnimi1u1::iuii111n t�ua-1111111 .. ..  
L�11411fi11ni u'1 �" 1 u"liu'1i1'1LL�::L iiuufi1�t1u.fi11ni u'1�'1Li 
'IJ .. 
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� ..I 
1J'I.U1 5 
ath1"i"if>l/il'nwn UnL1tJULim 1a1 Ltlnun11ifl hi:: 1 iLtlumi:IJ 6J LLfl::flnf!'1flU 11 Lfl'l,J::'r.·1�u1f1 
• ,., 1 
..I 
fol11Jrl 3-5 
El:: L1 111'1 fl Un ifo,11� u1f1i'ui'.i�"15EllJ"ll El'1fl ULEl'1 L1iLi 
1uil1"157fl11Y1eJ,m{]1YElULUfl11J��f17tJ:i1'1LUUT1111f11na,1::Linauu1u rh1� 
'II 1 
unL1tJUi'1L,J,J::nauu1UEJU1'1L9it11 T111iflL-nu"li1'1L"l51�1Elf111Jf1L1iL"lif11lJ�fl 
1 
' 
A L1El'1 Personal Feelings. 
um1t1uw'Yl1111,1�tl1::�"�m1L1EJui'LLa::L"li11,1m1i11Ltl�t1u�u1f11ur.�:IJ11fl 
1 'II 1 
L119imn um1t1Ulil1LL9la::wil'1f1Li 
um1tJULfl1'111:IJ'fflnLL9ia::n1�Li ii111'11n�fiLliL"li1h �"1,niuhL4a" L"15Uf11 
interested, surprised '1'1Ul11� happy UnL1tJ1.��fl111LtlU1tl "9iL,J" Ltlu$u9i'EJ'1 
'II 
afu.J1mLa::LL�fl-l'Yh'Yl1'1tl1::n au iin11L uum1aamit1'1-n1 tJf11ElU1,idJ1n Lila" 
,11mhuL�Wf1'1'n1tJ9i1miftJ'1 ed ElElnLitJ'1 / d /, / t /, LLa:: / id /  anJ'1f1111 .. 
lazy ElElnLitJ'1LL1JlJ voice sound �nnum.iU1UL �El L iUnL1tJULL�a::T1UElElnLiftJ'1 
'II 
Li,J�" 6l ft'1Uverb pattern UnL1tJULii1hL11LilEJ'1,J1niiiu;nuaciLLa1i1 s Ltlu J .. 'II 
LEln�,:iuui-Mfi 3 n1t119i'El'1L�:IJ s UnL1tJUL�:IJ"15EllJL1tJUf11ffWt1,J1n1tll11�:IJ1n 
1 1  'II 
LLa::uani1LiWT111:IJ1,J1nn11{{EJUEJ1U"lJEl'1'11'Ylnmu unL1tJUL�:IJ"15EllJT111Jn 
'II 'II 1 � 
{{E)Ufl1M1 el'1n{]M 1 UT11Uf1 5LLa::,rnuiim1{{ElUEJ1Ufl1M1 el'1 nt'] M"l!El'1Tl'l 1 UT111J 
'II 
d 
'YI 3LLa::5 
UnL1tJULL�a::TlU 'Y11�u1f19i� E){f:1Jfl11 un L1tJU"15EllJ�'1'111:IJ��L �U"ll El'1 L � ElU 
151'1fiEJEJn:IJ1 present um1t1uf1ii�u1f1aan:1J1'Yl1'n1'Yl1'1911'1 6.Jfl1:IJ"2tl Ltluf1 
'II 
flfln"llU"lJUflU LU i El'1 UnL1tJU"15EllJ'Y11fl,JnTI:1Jna:1J UEltJ "15EllJ�flfl mLa::L1tJU ,11n 
1 'II 1 
na:IJ cl El tJ:1J1n,11nn11i'1 Ln fl�lJ11UnL1tJUL "li1 L,J1J'YJL1tJU L�ni1Ld El'Yl1'11U 'Yl1 
n,1nn:1Jj1:1JnUfllJL�ElU 6.J LUfl1Uf1 5 UnL1tJU�e1,1::LiitJUUUl1n�1tlLLU1�fl 
1 
• 
,.
., .,  
.. .,j � A .r , ... ,. !')  d ... fl1'1 6.J �lJ1'1LLa::ITT:IJ11tlL1tJ'1L1El'1TI1'Ylm�"llUnEJu-�a" � LUT111J'Yl 4-5 un 
L1tJU"15ellJL�:IJLUU�il11un11�11n,1n11:1Jna:1JLUT11Uf1 5 um1t1u�iuna1 
'II 1 
ITT:IJ11tlfl:IJL �ElU 1 i'Yl1'11ULiL��,Jfl1:IJL 1a1um1t1uiifan1�ii '1'1U11:IJ 1 un11 
1 
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l: .d 
tl14't1 4 
n11,url11 
.d 
�11J't1 6-8 
l: .d 
tl14't1 2 
O A .... A , d _, ..  0 iJ 
O ..r, 
mmmrnmrn ViE>'U 'J L 'Ufl11Jfl 4-5 -um 1u-u"Jfaun1nn.11-uL -un�11 uuu-u L'" 
.J . ..: .. ..t .... .J .... • ' .. .... ., 
fl1Ufl 3-4 ua::L 11111f11111ITT1111riri,1:�t1� unufllLn u1nrn 1a-,1'11-,1 ')Vl1E>Vl1"1l a 
..t .J .J ., ... .J wi -- · -1 , .J .. .... ..  t1'UflLnt11"lla-,1nu-,11-urifl111auvi111u Ltlflnna1L11a11 an1,n 'Ufl11Jfl 5 11-um,u-u .. , 
111-viflfl tll.nn1!t1fl1Lfi mnu-,11-uati L ,n ua:u�-un11m1-ua'U1flfl"1JE)-,1fl'ULEl-,1 L 'U .. , .. 
.d 
fl1Ufl 4-5 
irm1u-uu9ia::na11911tJua191au fl:LL'U'UGf1'ULVlni'li111nn11 10 fl::U'U'U , .... ., 
..., .J'.- '1 .., ,:/ O ., I 1 I Ao 1'U'U11fl'U L9lfl::LL 'U 'UL9111';)1'U1'U 'Utl tJ L vn1::«1-u L VI qi,1::«::n91 �91 
..i 
L 1a-,1 Potato Cake. 
._.. A .... .. I  ff' A .., • .., I '1 .., 0  411=1. 'UnL1tJU7UflTIU';J9J'l.J1::ft'-,1fln11L 1tl'U1 9l'ULfl'U11';J:: L9lfl1 Pct=:to cake ,11{1 ') , .. 
irm�u-u'liiiu«ulun11Ltl�£Juviil'1� 
irm�uuii f11111 «u 1 ,1n11ii1r:nvi11�-,1/-,11,,, LLa::a-i1111ri L911f11111vi 111 u,11nrnw 
L9iLUflnfl1U irm�tJ'U�1�1flWfl1ti'Lila-,1,11miJuL1a-,1 Lnai1 Ltirht11V111';J�-,1 ') , 
L';Jtlf1Ut1tln1m,1�-,1 ') irm�£J'UL'U1L';J countable noun nu uncountable noun , 
Lti'J1miLa-,1,11nl,TfY-,1 chart 1J911111W Ua::"lltl-,1';)�-,1 L"J5'U Lnatl J1 l!fal!f irm�tJ'U 
L'U1L';J verb pattern 'ltin91L�1 LWTI::LiJ-u1tltl1::1ufl�Lini..fl111tlniiLLa::'liun .. 
911EIU1-,1L �11 Lii11-ii1 tJ,. iirm1tJU'Yl1fl1111L'U1 ,.,, 'liL �1:u irn L�tl'U"J5tl1JL�tl'U�1 
iw"Y1,11n1tl111w111n 1 u rinfl1u irm1u-u 'lii'uf11111i',11nn11«a-ua1-u"llt1-,1f111 u .. , .. .. 
mu� 6ua::L�11"Jft1Uf11tJn«t1i..1111!t1a-,1nq1!tL'Ufl1U� 8 irm�uuuan1115au1; .. 
' .... , .J n11ft'tl'Utl1M11!t1tl-,1nqH"lltl-,1f11 L 'Ufl1Ufl 7-8 .. 
irm�uulina11 un11r.l1i..LLa::rl1f11111Li1 hi..1u L iLa-,1,11ni a-,1Liltl dictionary 
A O .... ff' I s 
L VitlVl1fl1111Vl111tlf11fl'Vifl L"Jf'U mixture, both, etc. 
irm�tJ'U"J51 tlll'ULLniJtyVl1 L 'UlJflL�tJ'U Ltiua::"Ji1 tlf1'UL�t.J-,1fh91Un11'Yl1 potato 
cake �Lfl���fiBU-V1a°'-,1Li LU exercise 1 Lit1nt1t1-,1flnfl1Ufl11lL1a1 ua:: .. , 
.... "1 .� ... "' ... ,. ... 
.J 
' ITT1111tlUnutyVl1LLa::"15tlUn-,1f11111fl91LVl'U"lltl-,1L'Vitl'U ') 'UL1tl-,1flt11'UfJnfl1U ,11n 
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:: ... 
11\H'l 4 
� ... 
'1114fl 5 
fl1'1'U1"'11 
m1i.:1Lnflflwu11irnL�au,Hmrl1ihmn1ma11 irnL1auL"li1l,1u'YIL1auL�L�t1 . , 
o .,. .-1 .,. ,.11 ..I ., l • ' l ., !"I • I t ..I m.:11unrnwt1u')�nmu ITT111'lt1Lfl11T11'Yl�nflt1.:ia.:i Wfft1.:111.:i �Lu'Uu'l:: tJfl'YI 
R11U'l00 ULLuut.Jn-ifl l ufl1U� 7-8LLa::L ;j [J'Ufl tlUfl1rl111Lfil'" 'Ylnfl1U un L�tJ'U • • 
'Jft1Uri1n,1nn11na1JUtltJ'YJnfl1U 'UnL7tJ'UL�llLiluuuunnniJLLU1fiflth.:i ')"lltl.:1 , , , 
A , ' 111 !'I ..I !"I .... , l .JI A ' .... LWt1'ULUna11 Lfl L'Ufl1U'YI 8LLa::'J!'t1ULu'U�l\1 un11111n,1n,-,-11na11'Ylnfl1u un . . , , 
L7tJ'UITT111'lrlfl11L � tl'U l irh.:11u LiLR�,Jfl11JL1a1 l 'Ufl1U� 6LLa::8 ff1111'lr1Wflfl [J , . , 
llUfl'lLfi U111U.:11'Utl� L i-n LLa::LL�un1i-m1 'Utl'U 1flfl"ll a.:iun L7tJ'U Lfil'" 'Yin fl1U irn . , 
L7U'UITTll1'lr1Utln1iUDUflfl'UL�tlLLntlty�1fl111JL�Uihuth.:i ')"lltl.:ITh'iil1ULi 
lu'Ylnfl1U irm�U'U'J!'tlUWflflU�i-tlfln'lf1.:11U,l1nna11UtltJl'Ufl1U� 6LLa::8 LLa:: , . , , 
'UnL7tJUii1t1mRiiR1Ui111lun1i-ri1n,mn11nrn?Jt1U ')ll1n'Ylnfl1U irnL�U'U , 
• !"I ' .111 ..I ..,. ..I ..,. 'J!'t1Un1'l'Yl1.:11'UL1J'Una1JLLUU'U 'Ufl1U'YI 6LLa::8 ff1111'lrlWflfl[JnUfl'lLnU1nU , . , . 
.-1 ' ,. .., ., ..,i ..1 ..1 ., .... ..I 111 ., "" ""t L'lt1.:ifl1.:i ')�'lt1�1"llt1t1U'YILnU1"llt1.:inu.:11u'YlflJllt1U�111u Lfl�m1a1L11t111 an1a-
lumu� 8 
irnL�U"U�ru.:i&t1-ul�ru,hmfari1uuu1Jn-ifl�'l111LUCl.:ln1'lL�U.:la1iU n1i-t1t1n ., ., 
111 present �il'1it1.:i irm1u-uiitt1ui111l-um,-rl1n,mn11nrn?Ja-u 'J 1J1n &t1-u 
irnL�U'U'Jl'1UUtlni1Lajri,rflL1t1.:im1ri1nu,i11�i-t1ri1t11�1i- �.:iliirnL�U"U�ru.:i ., 
l , �"" ..,. "" .JI 111 ., !"I ..I "' • I t -una11LLRfl.:IH1ltl -umi-uu111 exercise 2 Lfl LWTI::Lu'U exercise 'Y1at1ui-:: Ufl , 
..i "lltl.:IL'ltl.:1 potato cake 
irm�u-una11�Lifl::LL" -ua-.:i Rf! L�a.:id'tajtfifl::LLLL -UL9lll L wTI::L ilu-ua-::nfl �� �" � � , . , 
mrfflliL?Ja-u ') n�ll�"U'J � 
1 .  irm�a-uLiuna1lum1li dictionary 
.... ...  111 .  "' l O ..I .... ..r ..i 2. 'UnL'lU'U LllL"ll1 ,Jf11rl11JLnU1nUL"UtlL'ltl.:1 
3. irm�u-uLiiu-uf'l1iw"Yiu.:1Lajrinfit1.:1Lri1Ylfl1'l 
1 .  LLu::u11in11li dictionary LLa::1Jnli 
2. t1fil.11uf'i1ri11Jfi,rm�u-u LilL ,i1 l,:i,!-u 
3. l iirm�u-u1-Jmiia-uf111Jf'i1uantiau ')LLa:: l iTI.:11af1-u fiL iiu-urin1J1nfia-� . , 
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..I 
A1Ufl 9-1 1 
� ..I 
'D'M»fl 3 
� ..I 
'D'M»fl 4 
� ..I 
'll'M»fl 5 
..r L i-a-:i A Special Bird. 
.... .al ........ ., .:i1 • .-:r 
um i-au 1,1nv1 u1'Yl�"1Ju111n 
um�£JU"lfElU�'ltl111� L �TI:: tli Lfl £.IL� £.IUL1a-:iunn1::,1 Eln L 'Y1 fl LiJ El L � ui-tJn 
� 'II 
a.111i-t1 L �1fl11ll'Vlll1 t.J"ll a-:ifi1i�'Y11i'Vlll'1'Yln mu L i1 'l ,1fi1� aru1 aii-:i , 
features tifiaui1-:i� um�autmufl11llf,nnnT'HrnUchU"llel-3fl"j LUf11ufi 9 
'II 'II 
um�£JUUElff"hum�fouL�ll"lfElUfl'l1Jnt,'ElU1lTl!t1El-3n{l1YLUfl1U� 1 0-1 1 
'II 
un L�£.IUU'1 a::f1Ul'l1'VI U1�,� Un L�£.IU"lfEIUL�£.IUf11fl�l'l 
,11n1tl111�111nLu'Ylnfl1UU9iL�1fl11ll'Vlll1£.l"lJEl-3f11fl�'Yl,lifiaa,1::ti unL�t.JU 
'II , 
..r 'l "' · 111 "' "'  .J . 'l .J ... ...  ITTll1'lt'lflllL �EIU 6J 'Vl'Y11-31U L� Lt,'1'il'11llL1a1'Y1n1'VIU� Ufl1U'Yl 1 0-1 1 um 1£.IU , 
a.1111m�11fi1�rin i a-:ia-:i 'l u,ra-:111-:1 'l �Lilutl1::l t.Jfl� t,'llU1m1fil u 'Yin mu ua:: 
'II 'II , . t ... . ..r .J , 111 "'  ... 'l ... .., a.1111t191E1Ufl1t1111 �m "llt..1um� au,11m 1El-3'Y1El1U L�t1n91 a-:i U'Ylnfl1u�1 a un 
'II , 
L�£.IU"lfEIU'W-3fl11ll�� L � U"lJEl-3 L -rJ ElUflU�U 6J L UL1a-:ifi El1U 'Ylnfl1U"lfEIUl'l1n'iln11ll , 
mi11ua t..1'Ylnfl1uua::L i1 L'ilU'YlL�au t�n11LiJaY11-:11w'i111nrn-rlau 6J 'l u'Ylnf11u , , , 
um�£JUITTll11m;iauuufint,'1tlLLU1��'11-3 6)"1JEl-3L°rlzlULUnallli'Ylnmuti un , , , 
L�£.IU"lfEIU1mlL �TI::"lfEIULUU�ib 'l un11ihn,1n1111na11111n L U'Ylnfl1U un L�t..lU 
'II , , 
L'ill"lfElU��flt.Jua::L�£.IU'il1nnallUEltlLUmufi 1 1  LLa::"lfElUl'l1-31ULUUnall un 
'II , , , 
L�auii &f1'U.'°i1ll L un11Y11n,1n1111nuL �EIU 6J �1ll11t1UElnim.l�mi �UL °rlaun 
.!'1 .. iJ ' 111 !'I .J .., ... "" ..r JJTIJ'V\1fl11llL'ilU 1£.1"1JEl-3TI-3n1£J L� L umu'Yl 1 0-1 1 um 1£.IUITTll11m 1£.1-:IL 1El-3 ., 
TI1�Ln�;tufi ElU-'VI a-3 lfil umufi 1 0-1 1 um�t..1uiilan1t,'ii &f1'U.'°i1ll L Un11l'l1n'il 
.., d 
L 
.J 
• !'I ' ,JIL nn11nrn �au 6Jll1n Ufl1U'Yl 1 1  ua::,raun11'Y11-:11uLuuna11uuuu U'Ylnf11u , , 
ITTll11t'l��fl amn 1Y1fl1Lfi £.11flU-31UEl� L 1n ua::Ut:-lUn11m1 UEIU1fl'1"1J El-3'Un 
'II , 'II 
L�aut�1 Ufl1U� 1 0-1 1 ua::,rau1i-n11ffauEi1u1111Y1a-:int1wna-:if11 'l umu� 
'II 
... .J - �  ... .., .J .., ..r ' ... .., ... ..r .J 1 0-1 1 na1'Yl'il::u1n1Y1'V\1E1��flt..1nummt..11nrn1a-:1'11-:1 6J 'Vl1El'Vl1"1JEIEIU 61 'Y1 
'II , 'II J 
Lrit..11ia-:inu-:11ufifl1llElU'V\:l.l1£Jli'YlnL1a1L�Eliilan1t,'LUf11U� 1 0-1 1 
'II , 
unLTUITTll11t1 L�llfi1firini a-:ia-:i L U"lfEl-311-3 'l�LiJutl1:: L£.lfl�t,'llU1Ul.1ti LLa:: 
'II 'II 
0 0 ca.., G' id O id .., ... 'l .., t,'1ll11t1 'il1fl11ll'Vlll1£.l"llEl-3mfl�'Yl"lJUl.::'Yl'Y11-31UL�£.11 L� u exercise 5 un 
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01"iLL1"'11 
" ... ,k 1 -- ... .r ... .... · · • 'll n  ., .... 'IIDLif\HJLL": fl-nn1::,rmua1111 11111u1t1'11ULLa::11n11,it11111 dictionary La11Lan ') L1 111un 
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A11JYI 1 2-13 
(1uunnfluiit,nuiEJ'3L1tJU 
... L 1El'3 Sickness. 
UnL1tJWl1J'YITI1J,Jfll.h::a-,3tfn11L1tJWl unL1uutlnu�i'wu1fl'1�1i 
, 11 :.J 11 
UnL1tJU�ll1'ViLLaT½'-nufi11Ltlua::h um1uuL-n1l,1n11l,l' has got nu have 
11 11 
got '1� L'ViTI::flnu11tl1::n1uLtluLan'Vi,1,n,r has tlutl1::n1uLtlu 'Vi'lll'Vi,JU 
11 
1,r have UnL7tJU'!rEl1JL7tJUt11ft'Vin,11n1tlZ11'Vi111n l Uflmn1JLLa::a-11111ri L�1 
11 , 
fl1111111111tJ'llEl'3t11ft'Vin,J1n1tlZ11'ViLfilUflnfl11JLi um�fou'1wi'uf11111½',11nn1'l 
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ffElUB1U'llEl'3fl1L Uf111Jfl 1 -2 LL�UnL7tJU"JjEJ1Jfl1�ffEJUL Uf111Jfl 1 3  
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unL1tJUL�lliifl1111ff11111flfl,J::Yh'31Uf11u��,raui1u�ULEl'3Li unL1tJU"JjEJ1J 
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1 , 
R ..,( '11 !1  .,j .., .,. ..1 .. ., ..1 .., ..,( " °'  L111U'l1El,3L 'ViElU Lil L Uf111Jfl 1 3  um 1tJU'Yl11111U1fl,J1JL 1Gl1ff11111flfl11L 'ViElU ') L 111 , 
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a-11111mii11ti1rlrinia,3a,31 u-JiEJ-311'3 L iLtlutl1:: 1uflflffll1J'HU1m �flnfl11J un 
11 11 , 
L1uu,raumnh,31uLtluna11LLuudl u flnfl1ui1 u a-11111ri aan111 present wit, , , 
,.; EJ,3 ,�1'1 tJ LO. 'Vi1::El U1'3 fl,3 Uff�,3 a1n11L �utb tJ LiL 111i'.i EJU,11,3 um7tJUff11111fl 
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"JjEJ1JLUU�U1 l un11,hn,1n1111na11J,31 Uf111Jf1 12-1 3 um1uu,rau1in11a-au 
11 , 
B1Ull11i1B'3n{Jli'l1El'3fl1LU'Ylnf111J ff11111fl'Vi�flmnnli1fl1L�tJ1ll1J'31UEl�L1n 
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LLa::LL�Un11m1UEJU1fl91'l1El'391ULEl'3 L�L U flnfl11J LLGl::ff11111fl'Vi�fl tJn1Jfl1L� tJ1 
1 11 1 11 
... ...  ' .. ...  ., ..i ..1 ..1  ., .... ..I 'II ., ... ..  nrn 1a,3911,3 ') 1111a1111'll aau ')'YI Lmn'll a,3nu,31unfl111au111111 u Lfl'Yln na1L11 Elli 
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11 , 
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d L 1rh1 Sicknesses and Remedies. 
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fl1tJt1 1 5-16 
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L'lEl-:1 The Floating Markets. 
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... 
L "Hl'1 Potato Calce. 
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Appendix G Item-person interaction test-of-fit statistics for English reading 
Comprehension (Rasch analysis). 
========:==================================================== 
ITEMS 
Location Fit Residual 
!-!�an 0 . 000 0 . 604 
SD 0 . 3 89 0 .  9 1 3  
Skewness 0 . 2 30  
:<u:-:osis - 0 . 329  
Cor:-elation 0 . 000 
complete data OF = 0 . 966 
PERSONS 
Location Fit Residual 
- 0 . 288 0 . 2 3 3  
0 . 74 1  0 . 6 67 
0 . 27 9  
0 . 06 6  
- 0 . 009 
Complete data OF = 9600 . 000 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
============================================================= 
ITEM-TRAIT INTERACTION 
�otal Item Chi Squ 104 . 858  
�otal Deg of Freedom 128 . 000  
Total Chi Squ Prob 0 . 9 3 3  
RELIABILITY INDICES 
Separation Index 
Cronbach Alpha 
0 . 726 
0 . 729 
=======================================================•===== 
LIKELIHOOD-RATIO TEST 
C!"li Squ 
Degrees of Freedom 
Probability 
POWER OF TEST-OF-FIT 
Power is GOOD 
[Based on Sepindex o f  0 . 72 6 1  
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Appendix H Item-person interaction test-of-fit statistics for students' attitude and 
behaviour towards reading comprehension (Rasch analysis). 
ITEM-?.ERSQN INTERACTION 
::2:::aa·:.=::.:=:c:a:::eca======:t============-==-===�=:1:1==:..:-:rrtl'::::==•==-===== 
!'!'EMS 
::.ocation F!.t: Residual 
PERSONS 
Locat-ion Fit Residual - - - - - ------- - - -- ------ ------- -- - --------- - - - - - -- -------------
Mea:::. .) • J ,J ,: 
SO ;) • 3 S J  
5.k�ess 
l<ur:os:p 
Cor.re.i.at.:..on 
0 . 226'  
:) .• :?7 2  
o .. .i:n 
- 0 . 2 3 3  
-0 . 002 
0 , 162 
•J . 7 4 0  
..,.) . lS!: 
.'2 . 01 9  
--J . 409  
- J . 03'9 
-0 . 068 
Complete data DF = 0 . 965 Complete data OF -= 2000 . 000 -- - ---'!"9-- - - __ i. _ _ _ _ _  � - - - - � - - ---...ot - -- __ .., __ ___________ -- - ---- -�- .... 
-- -------:--·--=.- �---,----=�-=------ ----=•2=--·�=- ---.... -=- - --=------ --
�TEM-TRAIT INTERACTION 
Total Item Chi Squ 198 . 279 
Tota: Deg o.f Freedom 160 . o.oo 
Toe.al Chi Squ Prob 0 . 021 
RELIABILITY INDICES 
Separation Index 
cronbach Alpha 
0 . 922 
0 . 915  
---- --------- - - - - --- - - -- ----- -�------------ ----------- - - � - - --
======= ==:;===-=�=;:::==·===;::=======��====-=-=-�==:a�=========,;:==;:=�=;�= =  
L!KELIHOOP-:RATIO TEST .� OF TEST-OF-FIT - - -- �---�----------------- -----�-----------------------------
Chi Sq-.i 
Deorees o'f Freedom 
?robabil;.t:.y 
Power is EXCELLENT 
[Based on Sepindex of 0 , 922 } 
�--- ------- - ---------- ---�---- -----�--------- - - --------------
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Appendix I :  Students' Reading Comprehension and Item 'Difficulties' 
LOCATION STUDENTS ITEM DIFFICULTIES 
2.0 
1 .0 
0.0 
- 1 .0 
-2.0 
-3.0 
High measures of I Hard item 
attitude and behaviour I 
I ·  
X I  
X 1 32. 1 
XX ) 1 1 . 1  
xxxxxx ·1 
XXX j l6. l 
XXXX 1 12. 1 
xxxxxxxx I 57. I 
XXXXX [ 38. 1  
I 44. 1 
,r,r,r,rv,,,.,,,�cr,r,r,r,r,r"'"' 
I 2 0 . 1  
1 24.1  
XXXXXX f 35 . 1  
XXXXXXXX I  
xxxxxxxxt 
XXXXXX f  
XXXXX ij 
xxr 
XXI 
X I  
I 
I 
I 
Low measure of I 
47. 1 
29. 1 
19. 1  
43. 1  
22. 1 
40. 1 
36. 1 
34. 1 
48. 1 
attitude and behaviour I Easy item 
39. 1 46. 1 
45 . 1  27. 1 
26. 1 25. 1 
58. 1 23. 1  
1 8. 1  49. 1 
42. 1 37. 1  30. 1 
------------------------· ---·---·------------------ ---
X = 3 Persons 
Graph of Students' reading comprehension scores and item 'difficulties' on the same scale (in logits). Notes on graph (Appendix I) 1. The scale is in logits, the log odds of ans�ering the response categories (about -0.6 to + 1.2) 2. Students' reading comprehension measures are placed on the LHS of the scale and item thresholds (item 'difficulties' ) are placed on the RHS of the scale. 3. 32. 1 refers to the threshold between the response categories O and 1 for item 32. , This thresholds are ordered 32. 1 is 'hardest' (difficulty' is l .2 logits). Other item thresholds are labeled similarly. 
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Appendix J Students' attitude and behaviour and item 'thresholds'. 
LOCATION STUDENT ITEM DIFFICULTIES 
3.0 High measures of I Hard items 
attitude and behaviour I 
� 
I 26.3 2.0 X 102.3 30.3 1 2.3 32.3 08.3 X j 1 1 .3 3 1 .3 25.3 
XX I  XX 109.3 28.3 27.3 1 0.3 29.3 XXX 14 1 .3 46.3 49.3 06.3 50.3 45.3 1 .0 xxxxxxx I 43.3 35.3 07.3 04.3 
xxxxxxxxxxx 142.3 44.3 03.3 0 1 .3 36.3 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 1 .08.2 09.2 1 6.3 1 7.3 1 8.3 1 34.3 3 1 .2 30.2 1 2.2 10.2 32.2 126.2 33.3 53.3 42.2 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx I 04.2 25.2 1 5.3 44.2 46.2 0.0 1 50.2 07.2 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx l 28.2 49.2 58.3 36.2 34.2 18 .2 
I 57.3 1 1 .2 03 .2 43.2 06.2 1 1 7.2 33.2 54.2 27.2 58.2 1 6.2 
xxxxxxxxxx I 1 5 .2 05.2 
XXXXXX I  53.2 09. 1 4 1 . 1  33 . 1  0 1 .2 08. 1  - 1 .0 XXX I 30. 1 29. 1 04. 1 34. 1 53. 1 44. 1 
I 45. 1 57.2 XXX ( 02. 1 27. 1 25. 1 50. 1 26. 1 3 1 . 1  1 1 2. 1 46. 1 42. 1 49. 1 
xx p 8. 1  1 1 . 1  03 . 1  X 1 54. 1 36. 1 35. 1 1 6. 1  X I  15 . 1 28. 1 58. 1 06. 1 -2.0 I 01 . 1  1 7. 1  
-3.0 I 05. 1  
-4.0 X I 
X I  
Low measures of -5.0 attitude and behaviour I Easy items --------------------------------------------------------------
X = 2 persons 
05.3 
29.2 54.3 
4 1 .2 02.2 
10 . 1  45.2 
35.2 57. 1 07. 1 
32. 1 43 . 1  
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Graph of students' attitude and behe.viour scores and item threshold 'difficulties' on the 
same scale (in logits) 
Notes on graph (Appendix J) 
1 .  The scale is in logits, -the log odds of answering the response categories (about -3.0 
to + 2.2 logits). 
2. Students' attitude and behaviour measures are placed on the LHS of the scale and 
item threshol<ls (item 'difficulties') are placed on the RHS of the scale. 
3. 26.3 refers to the threshold between the response categories 2 and 3 for item 26; 
26.2 refers to the threshold between the response categories 1 and 2 for the same 
item; 26. 1 refers to the threshold between the response categories 0 and 1 for the 
same item. These thresholds are ordered 26. 1 is 'easiest' (difficulty' is -1.4 logits), 
26.2 is 'harder' (difficulty' is 0.4 logits), 26.3 is 'hardest' (difficulty' is 2.2 logits), 
in line with the ordering of the response categories. Other item thresholds are 
labeled similarly. 
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